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apart (L1, L2). For L0, devices were 10 m apart.
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(left) Carrier sensing probability at different widths for 600 link pairs
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Conflict information and corresponding throughputs with different
spectrum assignments for real topologies in our testbed. A rounded
rectangle enclosing two nodes represents a conflict (i.e., carrier
sensing when the nodes are both transmitting, and interference
when one is transmitting and the other node is receiving). . . . .
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Flow of operations in FLUID. Periodic signal strength measurements
are used to update the modeled conflict graph (§5.4). Packets arrive
from the network gateway and are enqueued at a central controller.
The controller releases these packets based on the transmission
schedules derived by a packing algorithm (§5.5). APs receive the
packets and transmit them according to the controller’s prescribed
flexible channel assignment, and subsequently notify the controller
of all failures. The controller uses this feedback for scheduling
retransmissions and refining the conflict graph.
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Sketch of the modeling process. Signal strengths of the transmitter
and the interferer at their respective widths are interpolated using
their corresponding signal strengths at 5 MHz. The amount of
interference is then computed based on the spectral overlap, which
is used to calculate the SINR. Finally, the SINR is input to the delivery
prediction model to compute the delivery under interference. . .
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(left) Delivery ratio as a function of mean signal strength for different
widths, across all the receivers at 6 Mbps. We show measured
delivery ratio values and piece-wise linear interpolation as a function
of SNR (model M1). (right) CDF of modeling error for all the four
models.
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widths. (right) CDF of error in estimating the minimum channel
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MODELS AND SYSTEMS FOR UNDERSTANDING
WIRELESS INTERFERENCE
Shravan Rayanchu
Under the supervision of Associate Professor Suman Banerjee
At the University of Wisconsin-Madison
With the prolific growth in the usage and the number of wireless devices, the
problem of designing high performance and reliable wireless networks is of
great importance today. A crucial step forward in designing such networks
is to improve our understanding of wireless interference — a phenomenon that
remains the primary source of performance bottlenecks and unpredictability in
today’s wireless networks. To this end, this dissertation makes contributions in
developing systems and models that help us better understand interference in
wireless networks.
We start by studying wireless losses. Wireless losses can be due to weak
signal at the receiver, or interference from other wireless devices such as
WiFi devices or non-WiFi RF devices. To isolate the losses emanating from
interference due to WiFi devices, we design COLLIE, a system that helps
distinguish between losses due to weak signal and those due to WiFi interference.
We then focus our attention to the problem of non-WiFi interference. Since
WiFi cards do not have the ability to decode a non-WiFi device’s transmission,
we designed Airshark a software system that runs on top of a mainstream
wireless card and helps detect different non-WiFi devices. We then designed
WiFiNet, a system that helps detect the exact source of interference, quantify
the impact of such interference, and also help physically pin point the non-WiFi
interferer’s location. All these systems are based on post-mortem analysis of
wireless losses. In the last part of this thesis, we also explore an alternative
method of modeling wireless interference in the context of links using flexible
channels. These models are predictive in nature and help us understand the
impact of wireless interference before the event of a packet loss.
We believe that the models and systems presented in this thesis are useful
in understanding wireless interference in today’s networks as our solutions
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can be natively implemented in present-day WiFi hardware. We hope that
our contributions would serve as useful building blocks in designing more
sophisticated tools to better understand wireless interference and pave way
for building future wireless networks that are more reliable, predictable and
manageable.

Suman Banerjee
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Wireless networks have experienced a phenomenal growth over the last
decade [111, 154], and WiFi has become the predominant technology for
communication in indoor wireless environments. More recently, we have
also witnessed a tremendous growth in the number and usage of mobile
devices [161], largely attributable to concomitant maturation of mobile ecosystems such as iOS [15] and Android [14] systems. These mobile systems are
abundant with rich, media-centric applications that require low latency and
high bandwidth [48] [153]. Naturally, the growing usage of such demanding
mobile applications has led the users to expect wire-like performance from WiFi
networks i.e., users expect WiFi networks to be fast, and they expect the networks
to be reliable. However, unlike their wired brethren, wireless networks do not
yet offer a predictable performance, and offer significantly lower throughputs
than their wired counterparts. Although, newer standards like 802.11n are
capable of offering raw data rates of around 300 Mbps, the actual throughputs
in practice remain considerably lower [147].
A primary reason for WiFi performance degradation is the lossy nature of
WiFi links (WiFi transmitter and receiver pairs). For the purposes of this thesis,
we classify packet losses on WiFi links into two broad categories:
• Weak signal: A “weak signal" scenario leads to packet losses when the
received signal strength of the transmitted packet is not strong enough
for it to be decoded successfully at the receiver. Channel impairments
such as signal attenuation, shadowing and short-term channel fading due
to multipath propagation [129] are typically responsible for such weak
signal scenarios.
• Interference: A WiFi transmission can suffer from interference at the
receiver when there is a simultaneous transmission from another transmitter (interferer). Depending on the magnitude of signal strength of the
interferer at the receiver, such interference can result in packet losses.
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For the “weak signal” scenario, whether the received signal strength (or
more accurately, the signal strength to noise ratio, SNR) of the transmitter is
enough for the packet to be decoded successfully primarily depends on the
receive sensitivity [133] of the wireless card, which is a function of the PHY
data rate at which the packet was modulated at. Such packet losses attributable
to weak signal can happen frequently, either because the client is too far away
from the AP, or because of aggressive data-rate adaptation algorithms [28]
that attempt to operate a wireless link at the highest rate possible in order to
maximize throughput and overall system capacity.
Wireless losses

Weak signal

Interference

WiFi interference

Non-WiFi interference

Figure 1.1: For the purposes of this thesis, we broadly classify wireless packet
losses into two categories: (a) losses due to weak signal and (b) losses due
to wireless interference. Wireless interference experienced by a link can be
because of (a) WiFi to WiFi interference or (b) non-WiFi to WiFi interference.
Wireless interference experienced by WiFi links on the other hand can be
caused due to a number of reasons. A wireless network using 802.11 a/b/g/n
operates in an unlicensed spectrum, which can be populated by a plethora of
WiFi transmitters such as other WiFi Access Points (APs) and clients, as well as
many other non-WiFi wireless devices such as Bluetooth devices, ZigBee devices,
cordless phones and microwave ovens. Simultaneous transmissions from these
devices can interfere at the WiFi receiver and result in packet losses, thereby
decreasing the observed link throughputs. In this thesis, we broadly categorize
such interference experienced by a WiFi link into: (i) WiFi to WiFi interference
i.e., interference experienced by a WiFi link due to other WiFi transmitters and
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(ii) non-WiFi to WiFi interference i.e., interference experienced by a WiFi link due
to other non-WiFi wireless transmitters that use the same spectrum (e.g., a
2.4 GHz channel) as WiFi links. Figure 1.1 summarizes this broad category of
reasons for a wireless packet loss.
Impact of interference
A classic example of WiFi to WiFi interference is a scenario where simultaneous
transmissions from two WiFi devices can result in packet collisions at the WiFi
receiver(s) and degrade system throughput, a scenario commonly referred to
as the hidden terminal case [27]. Another example of throughout degradation
in presence of WiFi devices is the case of exposed terminals, where two WiFi
transmitters may carrier sense each other and defer the their transmissions
unnecessarily [27, 148]. Similarly, interference from non-WiFi devices such
as analog cordless phones or microwave ovens can cause packet losses at
the WiFi receiver or can cause the WiFi transmitters to endlessly defer their
transmissions [139] leading to a complete loss of connectivity.
Non-WiFi interference can be particularly damaging as most non-WiFi
devices are “agnostic” of other WiFi devices operating in the vicinity. For
example, in case of two WiFi transmitters that can potentially interfere with
each other, WiFi’s constituent standard, 802.11, has carrier sensing and back-off
mechanisms [67] in place to avoid such WiFi to WiFi interference. However,
many non-WiFi devices do not follow such interference avoidance mechanisms
(e.g., analog cordless phones transmit energy continuously), and in some cases
(e.g., devices like microwave ovens) the transmitted energy is simply “signal
leakage” that cannot be avoided [81, 150]. Consequently, most non-WiFi devices
being agnostic of WiFi transmissions, do not back-off to WiFi transmissions in
progress and severely interfere at the WiFi receiver. Furthermore, even 802.11’s
interference avoidance mechanisms only take other WiFi transmitters into
account. That is, WiFi devices cannot “decode” transmissions from other nonWiFi devices and therefore cannot identify and react to non-WiFi interference.
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It is a well known fact that packet losses in 802.11 can happen due to the above
stated reasons — weak signal, or WiFi to WiFi interference, or non-WiFi to WiFi
interference. However, discerning the exact cause of a packet loss, once it occurs,
is known to be quite difficult. Attributing the correct cause for a packet loss is
important as this decision triggers the choice for operational parameters to be
used on each wireless link and provides a crucial input to interference mitigation
strategies employed, thus affecting the overall performance of the wireless
network. For example, if it determined that a weak signal scenario is responsible
for packet losses, then simply deploying more WiFi APs to ensure a better
coverage [112], or increasing the transmit power at the WiFi transmitter [126],
or in yet another case reducing the PHY data rate of the transmitter might
alleviate the problem [163]. Similarly, in the case of interference, a variety
of interference mitigation strategies such as channel assignment [107], RTSCTS mechanisms coupled with rate adaptation [163], packet scheduling [148],
conflict-aware transmit power control mechanisms [126] can be used.
Determining the correct strategy to mitigate wireless wireless losses,
however, is only possible after knowing the underlying cause. Hence, there
is a need for systems that determine the exact cause of a wireless loss and
attribute it to weak signal, or interference from WiFi devices, or interference
from non-WiFi devices. Such systems would help identify the underlying cause
for performance degradation of various links in the network and help improve
their performance. Next, we motivate the need for such systems with the help
of an example shown below.
A Motivating scenario
Consider an example of an enterprise wireless LAN (WLAN) shown in the
Figure 1.2. This WLAN consists of 5 WiFi APs, all of which are connected to a
central WLAN controller over an Ethernet backplane. Such an architecture is
typical of many enterprise WLANs that are deployed in practice [148, 149]. In
this WLAN, are a total of 6 clients — WiFi-enabled laptops, smartphones and
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Figure 1.2: An example enterprise WLAN with a central controller, 5 WiFi
Access Points (APs) and 6 clients — WiFi-enabled laptops, smartphones and
tablets. Each client is associated to one AP, therefore there are 6 WiFi links in
the network. These links are labelled L1, L2, . . ., L6.

tablets. Each client is associated to one AP, i.e., there are 6 AP-client links in the
network. These links are labelled L1, L2, . . ., L6.
Figure 1.3 shows the performance of each of the individual WiFi links in
this network1 . In this example, only links L5 and L6 have a good delivery ratio
(close to 1). Rest of the links do not have very good delivery ratios. We note
that measuring link delivery ratios is not difficult. For example, one can deploy
wireless sniffers that monitor the packets transmitted by each link, infer the
whether each packet was successfully transmitted or not (based on the receipt
of acknowledgment packets or retries [123]) and measure the link delivery ratio.
Several existing solutions (commercial systems as well as research prototypes)
are able to use such mechanisms and measure the link delivery ratio. However,
these existing systems are not able to explain and comprehensively point out
the underlying reason behind a WiFi link’s performance (i.e., the delivery ratio).
In this example, we use the link delivery ratio, a popular approach to measure a WiFi link’s
MAC layer performance. We note that wireless interference resulting in packet losses can also
affect a number of higher layer quality-of-service metrics such as delay or jitter.
1
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Specifically, if the delivery ratio of a link is low, it is important to identify why
the performance of a particular WiFi link is low.

Links%

L1%
L2%
L3%

L6%

L4%

Weak signal

L5%
L6%
0

BAD%

GOOD% 1

Link%delivery%ra-o%

Figure 1.3: The overall performance of the WLAN shown in Figure 1.2. We use
link delivery ratio to measure the performance of individual links. The figure
also shows the reason behind under performance of each link (e.g., interference
from a non-WiFi device, or interference from a WiFi device, or a weak signal
problem). Our objective in this thesis is to develop systems and models that
help us identify such interferers and quantify their impact.
In this example WLAN, it turns out that links L1 . . . L4 do not have good
delivery ratios because of a variety of reasons as shown in Figure 1.3 — Link L1
has a poor delivery ratio as it is suffering from interference due to a non-WiFi
interferer, a wireless video camera. Link L2 on the other hand is suffering from
interference due to two non-WiFi devices, a microwave oven and a cordless
phone. Link L3 is suffering from interference due to a link L6 (WiFi to WiFi
interference). Link L4 is not suffering from any interference, however, the link is
suffering from a “weak signal” problem i.e., L4’s receiver (a laptop) is far away
from the transmitter (AP) and is resulting in some of the packets getting lost.
We note that the loss mitigation strategy in each of the above cases is
dependent on the underlying reason for the loss. For example, to improve link
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L1’s delivery ratio, the only solution might be to change the L1 to a different
channel to avoid interference from the video camera that transmits energy
continuously on fixed channel. Whereas in the case of L2, an appropriate packet
scheduling algorithm [148] can be invoked to mitigate losses due to a microwave
oven that exhibits an ON-OFF transmission pattern [81, 150]. Since L3 is being
interfered by L6, a variety of WiFi interference mitigation mechanisms e.g.,
link scheduling [148] or channel assignment [107] can be used to make the
links non-conflicting. In the case of L4, which is suffering from a weak signal
problem, increasing the transmit power on L4’s AP might improve the link
delivery ratio.
It is important to note that the correct interference mitigation strategy in
each case can be employed only after knowing the underlying cause for the
wireless loss. Hence there is a need for systems that help identify the underlying
reason for a wireless packet loss and estimate the extent of wireless interference
experienced by the network, thereby helping us better understand and manage
interference in today’s wireless LANs. To this end, in this thesis, we focus on
the problem of wireless interference detection and quantification.
Interference estimation under the constraints of today’s WiFi hardware: challenges
and opportunities
While it is desirable that we are able to estimate interference (from both WiFi
and non-WiFi devices) in present-day WLANs, a solution that enables such
estimation on top of today’s WiFi hardware has to tackle several challenges.
WiFi interference estimation has been an active research topic and several
solutions, some of which work under the constraints of WiFi hardware, have
been proposed (Chapter 6). Below, we explain the challenges in interference
estimation mostly in context of non-WiFi interferers. Subsequently, we outline
the basic idea behind the solutions developed in this dissertation for interference
estimation.
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Why is it hard to estimate non-WiFi interference with current WiFi
hardware?
Estimating interference from non-WiFi devices using current WiFi cards is
challenging because of several reasons:
• Challenge #1. In order to estimate the impact of a non-WiFi interferer, an AP
or a client employing a WiFi card has to be able to detect the presence of this
non-WiFi interferer. Fundamentally, however, WiFi cards are not designed
to decode non-WiFi device transmissions. That is, current circuitry used
in WiFi cards hosts digital MAC and baseband engines that can detect
and decode only WiFi transmissions.
Implication #1. The above restriction implies that non-WiFi transmissions
cannot be decoded by WiFi cards as is. Further, the absence of such
decoder modules implies that several prior research efforts that advocate
usage of protocol specific demodulators or decoders [98] are not applicable
when employing WiFi hardware.
• Challenge #2. Current WiFi cards do not expose raw signal information.
For example, raw signal information in the form of baseband I/Q samples
from the output of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) in the RF front
end are not exposed by today’s WiFi hardware. Traditionally, only RSSI
(received signal strength) information about the packet, or more recently,
RSSI per sub-carrier information has been exposed by WiFi cards.
Implication #2. Lack of such signal information implies that several
approaches in the literature that are able to extract information about the
original interferer by entirely reconstructing the interferer’s signal [98], or
by using cyclostationary detection approaches [66] that work with the raw
I/Q samples are not applicable. Thus, one has to develop non-WiFi device
detection approaches that work solely on these power samples. That is, these
mechanisms should work despite the absence of phase and modulation
properties of the signal.
• Challenge #3. Current WiFi cards are designed to operate on a narrow
band of spectrum (e.g., 20 MHz or 40 MHz). This is because, in a typical
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WiFi receiver based on an Atheros 802.11 chip [141], the center frequency
and channel bandwidth are determined by the frequency synthesizer and
the phase locked loop (PLL) in the RF front end circuitry. Both frequency
synthesizer and PLL are fed by a reference clock that is driven by a 20 (or
a 40 MHz) crystal oscillator [141]. Thus, the amount of spectrum that can
be sampled by today’s WiFi cards is limited to a maximum of 20 (or 40)
MHz.
Implication #3. Several prior approaches that make use of wide-band
radios [125] or sophisticated signal analyzers [1, 66] that can sample
a wide-band of 80-100 MHz (e.g., the entire 2.4 GHz band) are not
applicable. An important implication is that the solutions that detect
non-WiFi device transmissions must be able to cope with lost spectrum
information — power samples from parts of the spectrum not monitored
by a WiFi card. In particular, developed solutions must be able to detect
non-WiFi device transmissions that can potentially occupy a much wider
band. For example, frequency hoppers such as bluetooth or cordless
phone devices spread their transmissions across the entire 80 MHz band.
Non-WiFi detection solutions must be able to detect such frequency
hoppers despite not being able to capture all their transmissions.
• Challenge #4. By design, WiFi cards offer reduced sampling resolutions
in both time and frequency domains. For example, WiFi cards have a
resolution bandwidth [1] of 312.5 kHz, equal to sub-carrier spacing in
802.11. Processing the signal in each of the 802.11 sub-carriers is a part
of the regular OFDM decoding circuitry implemented in today’s WiFi
cards. Information about power in each of these sub-carriers is exposed
by current wireless cards leading to resolution bandwidth of 312.5 kHz.
Current WiFi cards also have a low sampling rate in the time domain.
For example, current Atheros WiFi cards offer ⇠2.5k samples/sec. While,
regular WiFi cards are capable of decoding each OFDM symbol (⇠4µs in
duration), many WiFi cards (e.g., Atheros wireless cards) employ circuitry
to expose only time-averaged information about the signal such RSSI
or RSSI-per sub-carrier at a coarse-grained time granularity (e.g., inter-
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sample duration of ⇠120µs). Such an time averaging is typically employed
for carrier sensing and radar detection capabilities [68].
Implication #4. Several prior research efforts [66, 98] that assume high
sampling resolutions (e.g., as low as 1 kHz frequency domain resolution)
offered by channel sounders, commercial signal analyzers [3] (160k
samples/sec) or software radios (8 million samples/sec) are not applicable.
Non-WiFi device detection capabilities developed on top of commodity
WiFi hardware must employ techniques that work with such low sampling
resolution.
• Challenge #5. Despite limited power information exposed by WiFi cards,
they should be able to uniquely identify a non-WiFi device, especially in
the presence of multiple devices of the same type.
Implication #5. Since the detection procedures must solely operate on
power samples, non-WiFi device detection can be more challenging in the
presence of multiple, simultaneously operating devices as their transmission
characteristics can potentially overlap. Further, in some cases where
similar devices are under operation, it becomes difficult to distinguish
between these devices. For example, transmission power characteristics
of two cordless phones can be potentially identical (even the amount of
received power can be similar if the devices are at an equal distance from
the WiFi card and if they use the same transmit power). Thus, device
detection procedures must be able to uniquely identify different non-WiFi
devices (even multiple devices of the same type) despite similar power
characteristics.
• Challenge #6. A system based on WiFi cards must be able to estimate a nonWiFi device’s interference impact (in the presence of multiple interferers)
and also be able to physically locate the device despite not knowing the
transmit power of the device.
Implication #6. Using only information built from power samples, the
solution must first uniquely identify different non-WiFi devices, segregate
their transmissions, and then identify the interference impact of each
such device. Further, in typical localization procedures (e.g., in WiFi
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localization procedures such as [25, 29, 140, 166]), multiple detectors
have to to detect the same transmission at different signal strengths. This
is easy in WiFi localization because different WiFi detectors decode the
same wireless frame and use the frame’s identity to ensure sameness.
A core challenge that we have to solve is to use different WiFi detectors
and determine which transmissions correspond to a single transmission
instance from the same non-WiFi device. Further, most of the prior
localization approaches assume that target device’s transmit power is
known [25, 29, 140, 166]. Our solution has to able to localize each nonWiFi device without knowing its actual transmit power.
Is there an opportunity for interference estimation with current WiFi
hardware?
While current WiFi cards impose certain limitations as explained above,
in this dissertation, we will show that is possible to estimate interference
from both WiFi and non-WiFi devices using such commonly available WiFi
hardware. Here, we explain the basic idea behind the solutions developed
in this dissertation for interference estimation, particularly in the context of
interference from non-WiFi devices. Our solutions work well despite the
constraints imposed by commodity WiFi hardware and across a wide range
of non-WiFi devices, as they only rely on received power of transmissions —
a property that is generic, and is inherent to all wireless communication
technologies as we explain next.
As explained previously, WiFi cards only expose limited about of power
information about the signal. Typically, this information is averaged across the
entire channel and for every packet (e.g., RSSI per packet), or it is provided at a
slightly finer granularity (e.g., RSSI per sub-carrier time averaged across few
OFDM symbols) such as in emerging WiFi cards. While this power information
about the signal is quite limited, and poses several challenges in interference
estimation as outlined previously, this information exposed happens to be a
fundamental characteristic of every wireless technology.
Radio waves are fundamentally a form of energy (or power) emitted and
absorbed by charged particles, which exhibits wave-like behavior as it travels
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through space. Radio technologies then transmit messages by systematically
changing (modulating) some property of these radiated waves, such as their
amplitude, frequency, or phase. Thus, fundamentally, every wireless technology
employs radio emissions that inherently consist of electro-magnetic energy (or
power). Therefore, a solution that is developed solely on top of such received power
is generic, and is potentially applicable to all wireless technologies.
While different radio technologies follow different protocols, employ
different channel access methodologies and modulation mechanisms, they
fundamentally use (electro-magnetic) transmission power to exchange information. To our advantage, the very fact that different radio technologies
employ diverse mechanisms and protocols can be used to detect such devices
— diverse transmission power patterns of different radio technologies can be used to
uniquely identify them. For example, devices using Time-Division Multiplexing
(TDM) will exhibit very different power patterns (in the time-frequency
axis) compared to the devices using Frequency-Division Multiplexing (FDM).
Similarly, frequency hoppers such as Bluetooth devices will exhibit different
power patterns (i.e., they emit energy in different parts of the spectrum)
compared to fixed-frequency devices such as ZigBee devices. In Chapters 3
and 4, we explain our non-WiFi device detection and interference estimation
procedures that make use of this fundamentally property of transmission power
patterns. Our solutions use a combination of machine learning and signal
clustering mechanisms to uniquely identify different non-WiFi devices based
on their distinct transmission power patterns. We comment on the applicability
of our work in context of future wireless LANs and newer wireless technologies
in Chapter 7. Next, we formulate a precise problem statement and subsequently
explain the various components involved in our overall solution.
Problem statement and solution approach
We now explain the target setting considered in this thesis along with the
problem statement and our overall approach to the solution.
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Target Setting: We consider the problem of identifying the reason for wireless
losses and characterizing wireless interference in the context of enterprise
wireless LANs. These WLANs have been deployed in a number of enterprises to
provide wireless connectivity [34, 134]. Typically, an enterprise WLAN consists
of a set of wireless APs that are connected through a wired backplane. A number
of these deployments also follow a centralized WLAN architecture [148, 149],
wherein the key configuration and management functionality is offloaded to
a central control element — a WLAN controller. Typically the central WLAN
controller is responsible for configuration and management of network policies,
access control and other security settings, and radio resources [148]. Many
wireless vendors such as Cisco [4], Aruba [10], Meru [9] have employed such
central controller-based WLAN architectures.
In this thesis, we consider the target setting of such centralized enterprise
WLAN architecture, and develop practical systems employing commonly
available WiFi hardware to detect and quantify wireless interference (WiFi
to WiFi interference as well as non-WiFi to WiFi interference) and distinguish
them from losses due to weak signal scenarios. We comment on the applicability
and extensibility of our proposed mechanisms in the context of other wireless
environments (e.g., home wireless LANs) that do not host a central controller
in Chapter 7.
Problem statement: Given a typical enterprise WLAN setting with many
different APs and clients, all employing common WiFi hardware, the high level
question this thesis has tried to address is the following —
“How can we detect, quantify and localize interference from
WiFi sources as well as non-WiFi sources in real-time, and all
using the limited information exposed by today’s commodity WiFi
hardware?”
More specifically, we would like to investigate the design of systems
and models that run on top of commodity WiFi hardware and enable such
functionality. That is, despite the limited information provided by current
wireless cards (e.g., only received power information as opposed to raw signal
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information), our goal is to develop systems and models that employ such
commonly available WiFi hardware and are able to (i) detect WiFi as well as
non-WiFi device transmissions and uniquely identify different interferers that
can be possibly of the same type (e.g., two different cordless phones of the
same make and model), (ii) quantify the exact interference impact of each such
WiFi or non-WiFi device, and (iii) physically pin-point the location of each such
device without having information about the transmit power of this device. We
now give a high level overview of the overall solution approach taken in this
dissertation.

Interference detection and quantification

Systems based on post-mortem
analysis of wireless losses

COLLIE
Weak signal,
WiFi to WIFi interference

Systems based on predictive
models for wireless losses

Airshark, WiFiNet
Non-WiFi to WiFi interference

FLUID
WiFi to WIFi interference

Figure 1.4: Our approach to the solution in this thesis. COLLIE, Airshark and
WiFiNet are systems based on post-mortem analysis of wireless losses, whereas
the FLUID system is based on a modeling approach that is predictive in nature.
As shown in the figure, each of these systems can handle different sub-problems
in broad space of interference detection and quantification.

Overall solution approach: We address the overall interference detection
and quantification problem stated above by breaking the problem into few subproblems and developing solutions for each of them. To begin with, we only
consider WiFi to WiFi interference, and develop COLLIE (Chapter 2), a system
to distinguish between WiFi packet losses that happen due to “weak signal”
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and “wireless collisions” (i.e., packet losses due to WiFi to WiFi interference).
COLLIE uses limited information exposed by current wireless cards (e.g., RSSI
and packets received in error) to accomplish this. We then focus our attention on
the problem of non-WiFi to WiFi interference, and develop Airshark (Chapter 3)
— a system that can detect various non-WiFi devices using WiFi-only hardware.
Airshark uses received power information and learns the transmission power
patterns of different non-WiFi devices to distinctly identify them in realtime. Next, we design and develop WiFiNet (Chapter 4) that builds upon
Airshark, and can quantify and localize interference from various non-WiFi
interfering sources. WiFiNet uses time synchronization based heuristics and
clustering procedures that operate on received power information to estimate
the amount of interference from each non-WiFi device. Propagation model
based localization procedures that operate on this limited received power
information are then developed to physically locate each device. Subsequently,
we extend WiFiNet to handle both WiFi and non-WiFi interfering sources. An
underlying theme of these systems is the reliance on real-time observations and
post-mortem analysis of wireless losses. For example, in these systems, wireless
packet losses (once they happen) are measured and correlated with other
ongoing WiFi/non-WiFi device transmissions to understand the impact of
these interferers. In the last part of this thesis, we design and implement
FLUID (Chapter 5) that explores an alternative approach based on models
that are predictive in nature — interaction between wireless links are modeled
using signal strength based models to understand the interference relationships
between these links. These models are then used to develop interference
mitigation strategies. FLUID differs from our previous approaches in the sense
that the interference relationships between wireless links are derived before the
event of a packet loss using predictive models. Further, we note that FLUID is
complementary to the above approaches — FLUID uses limited amount of
active measurements to predict the extent of interference and possibly avoid
it. Whereas, COLLIE attributes the reason for a packet loss (after it occurs) to
a particular interferer or weak signal. Thus, one can envision a system that
employ both COLLIE and FLUID to tackle the problem of WiFi interference —
FLUID can be used to plan the transmissions of the network to avoid interference
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from different WiFi links in the network (Chapter 5), whereas COLLIE can be
used to detect WiFi interference that emanates in spite of such planning, due
to the environmental dynamics (e.g., client mobility or new clients associating
to the network). We explain each of these approaches in detail in the next few
sections.
.
We start by studying the nature of wireless packet losses, and by developing
mechanisms which help identify the cause of a wireless packet loss. In this
sub-problem, we consider interference from only WiFi sources (WiFi to WiFi
interference). It is well known that packet losses on a wireless link, in presence
of WiFi to WiFi interference, can happen either due to a collision or due to a
weak signal strength experienced at the receiver. However, discerning the exact
cause of a loss, once it occurs, is known to be quite difficult. Determining the
cause of a packet loss is significant as this dictates the corresponding action
to be taken at the link layer — for collisions, the transmitting station would
perform an exponential back-off, while for weak signal the link-adaptation
algorithm controlling data-rate, transmit power parameters etc., would be
invoked. Unfortunately the inability to determine the cause of a packet loss in
real-time, has forced a rather conservative design for 802.11 — to start with, the
cause is ‘blindly’ attributed to collision (thereby invoking exponential back-off)
for a certain fixed number of re-transmission attempts. Further, continued
failure of the re-transmissions is taken as an indication of weak signal thereby
triggering rate-adaptation. Such a biased approach of assuming collision as the
default cause for packet loss would translate to wasted bandwidth, energy and
significant performance degradation. This is especially true in mobile usage
scenarios where packet losses are more likely to occur due overly optimistic
settings for data-rate/transmit power parameters rather than due to collisions.
Our focus in this sub-problem has been to develop techniques to perform
loss diagnosis, specifically between collision and weak signal, which are
readily implementable on contemporary 802.11 hardware. Current 802.11
hardware exposes limited information such as RSSI of the packet received
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in error. Using some custom driver modifications, we were also able to retain
a copy of the packet received in error. Now, comparing the original packet
with the packet received in error, one can obtain the failure bit patterns —
the exact bit positions that were incorrectly received. We then focussed on
understanding the failure bit patterns of the received data for loss diagnosis in
802.11. Based on our analysis, we designed COLLIE - COLLision Inferencing
Engine, which immediately determines the cause of a packet loss without
requiring any additional transmission from the wireless client, but by using
explicit feedback from the receiver. COLLIE performs intelligent analysis on
received data through a combination of various metrics such as bit-level and
symbol-level error patterns and received signal strength. Our design consists
of two components: (i) algorithms which separate the cases of collision from
weak signal through empirical analysis; (ii) a protocol which capitalizes on
the judgement from the algorithms by aptly adjusting the correct link-level
parameters for 802.11. Through extensive evaluations conducted on regular
laptops over a wide range of experiments, we find that our collision inferencing
mechanisms worked fairly well despite only limited information (e.g., RSSI,
failure bit patterns) provided by current WiFi hardware. Our results show that
COLLIE can provide up-to 95% accuracy in detecting packet collisions while
allowing a configurable false positive rate of 2%.
We demonstrated that collision inferencing mechanisms can be used to
enhance the performance of existing link adaptation mechanisms running on
top of commodity WiFi hardware. As an example, we showed that collisionaware ARF (auto-rate fallback) can lead to throughput improvements between
20 - 60% depending on the channel conditions and the amount of congestion
present in the wireless environment. Through an emulation of voice calls made
using Voice-over-WiFi phones, we also showed that COLLIE reduces power
consumption on the client devices by decreasing the retransmission related
costs by 40% for different mobility scenarios.
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In this piece of work, we focus our attention to the problem of non-WiFi to
WiFi interference. As mentioned before, a plethora of non-WiFi RF devices
“share” the unlicensed spectrum along with WiFi networks. Current 802.11
systems, however, are oblivious to the presence of non-WiFi RF devices and
hence suffer from severe performance degradation in their presence. Existing
solutions require that the WLAN administrators either use sophisticated signal
analyzers [3, 66], expensive software radios [98, 139] or deploy specialized
hardware [12] to detect non-WiFi devices. Our focus in this work was to
develop a detection mechanism that can be readily integrated in today’s WLAN
networks without requiring any additional sensors or hardware. To this end,
we developed Airshark— a system that detects multiple non-WiFi RF devices
in real-time and using only commodity WiFi hardware.
To motivate the need for systems such as Airshark, we first performed a
detailed measurement study to characterize the prevalence of non-WiFi RF
devices in typical environments — homes, offices, and various public spaces.
This study was conducted for more than 600 hours over several weeks across
numerous representative locations using signal analyzers [3] that establish
the ground truth. We then designed and implemented Airshark, a software
system that is capable of detecting non-WiFi devices using WiFi hardware.
Airshark operates on top of additional data — spectrum samples, or power per
sub-carrier information — provided by emerging WiFi cards such as Atheros
AR 9280 to perform non-WiFi device detection. These spectrum samples
provide slightly more fine-grained information about the power in the spectrum
compared to the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) [133]. However, it
turns out that detecting non-WiFi devices using WiFi hardware is a challenging
problem despite this additional information about the spectrum provided by
emerging WiFi cards for several reasons as explained previously. We also
summarize these challenges in Chapter 3. The underlying reason for these
challenges stems from the fact that a WiFi card is not designed to decode a
non-WiFi transmission. Further, a WiFi card has to operate under a limited view
of spectrum (typically 20 MHz) and in addition to the low sampling resolution
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provided by these cards (Chapter 3), various other signal characteristics that
are available through spectrum analyzer hardware (e.g., phase and modulation
properties) are not available from today’s WiFi cards.
To overcome these challenges, Airshark takes advantage of unique properties exhibited by different non-WiFi devices as observed in the power per
sub-carrier samples provided by emerging WiFi cards — different radio
technologies in the unlicensed band employ different physical layer and MAC
layer mechanisms (e.g., modulation, channel access methods, protocols) leading
to distinct transmission power patterns in the spectrum. Airshark learns these
distinct transmission patterns of different devices and uses them as signatures
to perform device detection. Specifically, Airshark operates on these power
per sub-carrier samples and extracts unique features that capture the spectral
and temporal properties of different non-WiFi device transmissions. These
features are robust to changes in the wireless environment and are used by
Airshark’s light-weight decision tree classifiers to perform device detection in
real-time. Airshark is able to detect multiple non-WiFi devices including fixed
frequency devices (e.g., ZigBee, analog cordless phone), frequency hoppers
(e.g., Bluetooth, game controllers like Xbox), and broadband interferers (e.g.,
microwave ovens). Airshark has an average detection accuracy of 91-96%, even
in the presence of multiple simultaneously active RF devices operating at a
wide range of signal strengths (-80 to -30 dBm), while maintaining a low false
positive rate. Further, Airshark’s performance is comparable to commercial
signal analyzers that employ custom hardware. Through a deployment in two
production WLANs, we also demonstrated Airshark’s potential in monitoring
the RF activity, and understanding performance issues that arise due to nonWiFi interference.
To the best of our knowledge, Airshark is the first system that provides
a generic, scalable framework to detect non-WiFi RF devices using only
commodity WiFi cards and enables non-WiFi interference detection in today’s
WLANs.
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The previous piece of work, Airshark, can individually detect the presence of nonWiFi devices using WiFi hardware, however, it cannot quantify the interference
impact of a non-WiFi device on a WiFi link. In this piece of work, we tackle
the problem of deconstructing non-WiFi interference and quantifying their
impact on WiFi links. Specifically, we design and develop WiFiNet, a system
that leverages collaboration between multiple WiFi nodes running Airshark,
to address both quantification of interference impact as well as localization of
these interferers, as we explain below.
Quantifying non-WiFi interference impact in real-time: The mere presence of a
non-WiFi device, as detected by Airshark, in the vicinity of a WiFi transmitter is
not always harmful. For instance, an active analog cordless phone at a specific
location, may only have a minimal impact on a particular WiFi link. We call
such a low-impact non-WiFi device, a minnow. On the other hand, a microwave
oven radiating a significant amount of energy in its vicinity might cause severe
disruption to nearby WiFi links. We call such an interferer, a whale. We note that
the impact of interference from the same non-WiFi device can quickly change
over time. For instance, if the microwave oven’s setting is adjusted to operate
with a low power level, this device may suddenly turn into a minnow. On the
other hand, if the cordless phone user moves to a different location which is
closer to the WiFi link, this device might turn into a whale with respect to this
WiFi link. It is even possible that the impact of the cordless phone on the WiFi
link changes due to properties of the WiFi link itself. For example, when the
WiFi link is operating at 54 Mbps, the disruptive impact of the cordless phone is
quite high, with the impact decreasing as a rate adaptation algorithm reduces
the WiFi link’s PHY rate. WiFiNet tracks this continuously changing impact
of non-WiFi transmitters on WiFi communication in real-time, adjusting its
interference estimates immediately as operating parameters change (e.g., the
microwave power setting is changed, or the WiFi device’s PHY rate selection
algorithm starts operating with a higher rate).
Locating non-WiFi interferers: WiFiNet also determines the physical location
of such non-WiFi transmitters immediately, so that the precise source of such
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interference can be determined, and if needed, such interfering devices can
either be re-configured or disabled.
In sum, the unique aspects of WiFiNet are four-fold: First, WiFiNet quantifies
the actual interference impact of each non-WiFi device on specific WLAN traffic
in real-time, which can vary from being a whale — a device that currently
causes a significant reduction in WiFi throughput — to being a minnow — a
device that currently has minimal impact. WiFiNet continuously monitors
changes in a device’s impact that depend on many spatio-temporal factors.
Second, it can accurately discern an individual device’s impact in presence of
multiple and simultaneously operating non-WiFi devices, even if the devices
are of the exact same type. Third, it can pin-point the location of these nonWiFi interference sources in the physical space. Finally, and most importantly,
WiFiNet meets all these objectives not by using sophisticated and high resolution
spectrum sensors, but by using emerging off-the-shelf WiFi cards that provide
coarse-grained energy samples per sub-carrier. Our deployment and evaluation
of WiFiNet demonstrated its high accuracy — interference estimates were
within ±10% of the ground truth and the median localization error was 6 4
meters. Through these new and unique capabilities, WiFiNet provides new RF

management tools for WiFi environments using off-the-shelf WiFi NICs only,
obviating the need for sophisticated wireless hardware. In fact, WiFiNet can
be easily implemented and integrated into enterprise WiFi APs to achieve
improved mitigation strategies against non-WiFi interference for enterprise
environments.
To the best of our knowledge, WiFiNet is the first system that is capable
of quantifying and localizing the interference from non-WiFi devices using
WiFi-only hardware.
.
We now describe an alternative technique for understanding losses due to
wireless interference. While the above pieces of work are based on post-mortem
analysis of wireless packet losses, the conflict model [133] based approach
described here is predictive in nature — interaction between wireless links are
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modeled using signal strength based models to understand the “conflicts” (i.e.,
carrier sensing and interference relationships) between WiFi links.
We focus on links using commodity WiFi hardware. Such hardware
provides us with information about RSSI as well as packet reception status.
RSSI/Signal strength based models are then built using probe measurement
traffic, which helps us capture the interference relationships between different
WiFi links before the event of an actual packet loss. These models can then be used
to feed into interference mitigation mechanisms that can help avoid interference
between the links of interest.
In this work, we only consider WiFi to WiFi interference and defer similar
modeling of non-WiFi interference scenarios for future work (Chapter 7).
Specifically, we model the interference between WiFi links that use different
channel widths, and devise mechanisms to mitigate WiFi to WiFi interference
using efficient channelization mechanisms as we explain below.
WiFi channels traditionally have been defined strictly to be a pre-defined
center frequency and a specific channel width. It is known that interference
in such fixed width systems can be modeled using signal strength based
mechanisms [133]. In this work, explore the alternative method of modeling
interference in the context of flexible channels — channels in which the center
frequency and bandwidth are picked based on traffic demands, noise and
interference levels across a spectral band. Such flexibility in channelization
is known to be particularly useful to improve spectrum efficiency. Recently,
there has been a growing attempt to explore the usefulness of flexible channels
in the context of 802.11-based wireless networks [36, 110]. Current 802.11
hardware can provide a limited amount of software-level flexibility that allows
transceivers to operate on such flexible channels, e.g., a fixed number of channel
widths (5, 10, 20, and 40 MHz) and a permissible set of center frequencies in
the 2.4 GHz or the 5.8 GHz band [67].
Using this flexibility, our focus in this work has been to develop interference
models and to build an 802.11 wireless LAN employing flexible channelization
that uses off-the-shelf wireless cards. In contrast to current 802.11 systems that
use channels of fixed width, our proposed system, called FLUID, configures
all Access Points (APs) and their clients running on top of commodity WiFi
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hardware with channels defined by an appropriate choice of center frequency
and width. A key property that has to be accounted for when employing
variable channel widths is the following — increasing channel width for a
single, isolated link potentially allows greater throughput. However, given the
total transmit power used by the wireless card is a constant [36], the power
per unit frequency reduces for larger widths leading to reduced SNR and poor
connectivity in longer links. In FLUID, we developed modeling techniques to
exploit this property of channel widths to increase transmission concurrency
and improve the spatial reuse, leading to improved throughputs in a network
wide setting. We showed that a main challenge in designing this system stems
from unique effects of interference in presence of multiple transmitters in a
network-wide setting, not explored before.
The core of FLUID consists of two key components: — (i) An efficient way
to construct interference models for conflict graphs when channels can be
on many different center frequencies and widths through a small number of
measurements, and (ii) an interference mitigation mechanism that employs
flexible channelization. We show how enhancing flexible channelization with
data scheduling can maximize the number of simultaneous transmissions and
result in improved throughputs. We have implemented FLUID using a central
controller (assuming an enterprise WLAN setting) on a 50-node testbed using
off-the-shelf Atheros wireless cards. Our results show that in our network,
FLUID improves the throughput by a median of 66% compared to an approach
using fixed width channels.
We note that FLUID is complementary to mechanisms such as COLLIE.
FLUID uses active probe measurements to build models that capture interference relationships between links of interest prior to the event of a packet
loss. Such mechanisms are predictive and preventive in nature. Whereas
COLLIE’s algorithms are put to use after the event of packet loss, and they help
attribute the cause of a packet loss to interference or weak signal. Thus, one
can potentially use both FLUID and COLLIE together in WLAN — FLUID can
help determine the interference relationships between WiFi links beforehand
and help avoid interference, whereas COLLIE can help reason out the losses
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that occur in spite of such planning owing to the dynamics of the environment
(e.g., new clients associating to the network, client mobility etc.)
Next, we present a summary of the contributions of this thesis.
.
Commodity WiFi cards provide us with limited flexibility and provide us with
limited signal information such as RSSI and power per sub-carrier information.
However, such WiFi hardware is commonly available and is an integral part
of WLANs deployed today. Thus, any software solution that works on top of
today’s WLAN hardware would be readily deployable compared to solutions
that take advantage of advanced features and flexibility provided by software
radios. Keeping the constraints of these commodity WiFi cards in mind, our
overall contribution of this dissertation is to enable interference interference
estimation (WiFi to WiFi interference as well as non-WiFi to WiFi interference) in
today’s WLANs. Using commonly available WiFi hardware, we have designed
and implemented models and systems that help us improve our understanding
of wireless interference in today’s indoor wireless environments. Specifically,
the contributions of this dissertation are described as follows:
1. We designed and implemented COLLIE, the first prototype running on top
of mainstream WiFi cards that can discern whether a packet loss was due
to a collision or due to weak signal. While it was well known that packet
loss can happen due to either of these reasons, how to determine the exact
cause of a loss, once it occurs, was hitherto unknown. COLLIE discerns the
cause of a loss by analyzing limited information provided by current WiFi
cards. Specifically, it makes sure of RSSI information provided per packet
along with the (corrupted) packet’s contents. COLLIE’s design consists of
two components: (i) algorithms that expose statistical differences between
collision and signal degradation based losses through empirical analysis;
(ii) a protocol that capitalizes on the judgment from the algorithms by
aptly adjusting the correct link-level parameters for 802.11. Evaluation
results demonstrated that COLLIE can provide up-to 95% accuracy in
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detecting collisions while allowing a configurable false positive rate of
2%.
2. We designed and implemented Airshark, the first research prototype
that uses only off-the-shelf WiFi cards to detect the presence of non-WiFi
wireless devices in real-time. To understand the need for systems such
as Airshark, we performed the first measurement study that established
the widespread usage and prevalence of non-WiFi devices across many
locations [131]. Despite the challenge that WiFi cards cannot decode
transmissions from non-WiFi devices, we were able to use limited signal
information (power per sub-carrier information) from emerging WiFi
cards and devise techniques to detect these devices. While the received
power information provided by these cards is not enough to entirely
reconstruct the signal, we identify a unique property that can be used to
differentiate between the devices — different non-WiFi devices exhibit
distinct transmission power patterns owing to the use of distinct radio
technologies. Airshark learns these patterns and builds device-specific
signatures using tools from machine learning. These signatures help
Airshark detect multiple non-WiFi devices including fixed frequency
devices (e.g., ZigBee devices, fixed-frequency analog cordless phones),
frequency hoppers (e.g., Bluetooth devices, frequency hopping cordless
phones, game controllers like Xbox), and broadband interferers (e.g.,
microwave ovens). Airshark has a detection accuracy of 91-96% and
a low false positive rate (< 0.1%), even in the presence of multiple
simultaneously active RF devices operating at a wide range of signal
strengths (-80 to -30 dBm). Through a deployment in two production
WLANs, we demonstrated that Airshark can help diagnose non-WiFi
interference issues.
3. We designed and implemented WiFiNet, the first system that detects,
quantifies and localizes interference impact of various non-WiFi sources
using commodity WiFi hardware alone. WiFiNet builds upon Airshark,
and uses limited signal information (power per sub-carrier) from multiple
WiFi APs to uniquely identify different non-WiFi devices even if they
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are of the same type (e.g., two identical models of cordless phones).
WiFiNet uses statistical clustering methods and tools from machine
learning to segregate transmissions from individual non-WiFi devices.
Using fine-grained timing analysis, WiFiNet also estimates the exact
interference impact of each non-WiFi transmitter on every WiFi link in
the WLAN, even in the presence of multiple simultaneously operating
non-WiFi devices. Further, WiFiNet can physically locate the devices
using WiFi-only hardware by employing novel localization mechanisms.
In WiFiNet’s design we also take into account carrier sensing interference,
interference from WiFi sources and multiple PHY rates of operation used
by WiFi links. WiFiNet’s evaluation showed that interference estimates
are within ±10% of the ground truth and the median localization error is
64 meters.

4. We designed and implemented FLUID, a system that explores the
alternative technique of mitigating wireless interference using models
for conflict graphs [133] in WiFi networks. Traditionally, channels in
typical 802.11 systems correspond to a pre-defined center frequency
and a specific channel width. While it is common knowledge that
using flexible channels (channels with arbitrary center frequency and
width) can improve spectrum efficiency, their use in a practical setting
with multiple APs and clients running real 802.11 hardware had not
been explored before. Using measurements on a 50-node testbed, we
showed that a key challenge in designing an 802.11 system employing
flexible channelization stems from a unique effect of interference in
these networks — the link conflicts (i.e., carrier sensing and interference
relationships) depend on the center frequency and channel widths used.
We then designed FLUID, a system that (i) uses empirical models to
capture the conflicts when channels can be on many different center
frequencies and widths, (ii) improves network throughput using an
interference mitigation mechanism that employs flexible channelization.
FLUID’s evaluation on a testbed using off-the-shelf wireless cards showed
throughput improvements of up to 59%.
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The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In the first part of the thesis, we
develop a practical approach to detect WiFi to WiFi interference by developing
mechanisms that distinguish between packet losses due to wireless collisions
and those to weak signal (Chapter 2). In the second part of the thesis, we focus
our attention to the problem of non-WiFi to WiFi interference (Chapters 3 and 4).
We present Airshark, a mechanism to detect non-WiFi devices using WiFi-only
hardware in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we present WiFiNet, a system that builds
upon Airshark to quantify the interference impact of different non-WiFi devices
and physically pin point their location. In the last part of this thesis, we explore
the alternative method of understanding interference through a modeling based
approach in the context of flexible channels (Chapter 5). We compare our work
with alternative methods to understand and quantify interference in indoor
wireless environments in Chapter 6. We conclude and discuss the avenues for
further research in Chapter 7.
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In this chapter, we describe our work on understanding and mitigating wireless
interference by studying the nature of wireless packet losses. We restrict
our attention to interference from WiFi devices only. We focus on non-WiFi
interference in the subsequent chapters. Specifically, we try to design and
develop efficient mechanisms to identify the correct cause of a packet loss in the
presence of potential WiFi to WiFi interference. Fundamentally, in such a setting,
wireless link losses can be caused either due to a packet collision (WiFi to WiFi
interference) or due to weak signal strength at the wireless receiver. Attributing
the correct cause for a packet loss is particularly important for wireless media,
as the decision triggers different choice for link parameters and thus affects the
overall performance of the wireless link. We call this problem of determining
the accurate cause of a packet loss as collision or weak signal, as loss diagnosis.
Loss diagnosis in 802.11 can be challenging since by design, the receiver
provides binary (i.e. whether the packet was correctly received or was lost)
feedback on the reception properties of a packet. Suppose, for the purposes of
our study, we had a receiver that could provide detailed diagnostic information
on the reception properties of a packet. Then, could we do better than the
current mechanisms used in 802.11? More systematically, we pose the following
question in this chapter —
By analyzing the bit-level error patterns in received data and other
physical layer metrics (e.g. at the symbol-level) can we determine the cause
of a packet loss between collision and weak signal? Further, can we do this
based on a single (or a few) packet loss(es) in real-time?
Implications of loss diagnosis
Determining the cause of a packet loss is significant as this dictates the
corresponding action to be taken at the link layer — for collisions, the
transmitting station would perform an exponential backoff, while for weak
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Figure 2.1: The cause of a packet loss determines which wireless link parameters
have to be changed. We only consider interference from WiFi sources in the
sub-problem considered in this chapter.
signal the rate-adaptation algorithm would be invoked. Figure 2.1 illustrates
what must be ideally done in the event of a packet loss. Depending on the
specific reason for packet loss, different actions should be taken at the link
layer, each corresponding to adjusting different transmission parameters of the
wireless interface as follows:
• Collision: In case of a collision related loss, the Congestion Window (CW)
parameter should be double as determined by the Binary-Exponential
Backoff (BEB) algorithm used in 802.11.
• Weak signal: For packet loss due to a weak signal, adaptation of datarate and transmit power parameters must be performed as dictated by a
specific data-rate/power adaptation algorithm.
Unfortunately the inability to determine the cause of a packet loss in realtime, has forced a rather conservative design for 802.11 — to start with, the cause
is ‘blindly’ attributed to collision (thereby invoking exponential backoff) for a
certain fixed number of re-transmission attempts. Further, continued failure of
the re-transmissions is taken as an indication of weak signal thereby triggering
rate-adaptation. For example, on experiencing a packet loss the transmitting
station doubles the CW parameter using the BEB algorithm performs a retransmission of the packet after appropriate backoffs (given by the new CW). If a
certain number of re-transmissions fail, as determined by the tunable Short/Long
Retry Count parameters, the station then decides to attribute the cause for packet
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loss to weak signal, thereby triggering a rate/transmit power change by using
appropriate rate adaptation algorithms such as Auto-rate Fallback (ARF) [80]
or SampleRate [28].
Such a biased approach of assuming collision as the default cause for packet
loss might be tolerable for the dominant laptop-based usage scenarios where a
user is static most of time while using the network. However, such usage patterns
are increasingly changing [64] [33] as certain emerging class of applications
such Voice or Video over WiFi allow a user to be mobile while communicating
with network. This creates new scenarios where constant adaptation of link
parameters becomes necessary in order to operate the link at the ‘best’ setting.
In such high mobility usage scenarios, packet losses are more likely to occur
due overly optimistic settings for data-rate/transmit power parameters rather
than due to collision. Therefore, the biased approach used by 802.11 could incur
severe performance penalties by incorrectly attributing initial packet losses to
collision.
As we move to a diverse class of applications and usage scenarios for 802.11,
it is becoming increasingly important to be able to diagnose the cause of a
packet loss at the link layer and trigger the correct method of adaptation
in real-time. Attempts to address this problem in an indirect manner, have
been observed in the design of recent approaches for rate-adaptation such
as RRAA [162]. In RRAA, the station does not immediately conclude that a
packet loss is due to collision or weak signal. In particular, the station performs
an ‘RTS test’ to identify whether a certain packet loss was due to a hidden
terminal, and if so, adaptively enables the RTS option to guard against future
possibility of collisions from such hidden terminals. (CARA [21] also uses this
approach to handle a slightly different problem.) However, the philosophy
employed in RRAA and also mimicked in 802.11 is to conduct active tests
or experiments (by retransmitting or sending an RRTS) to estimate collision
probabilities. Being indirect, these approaches require multiple transmissions
and observations to discern the channel conditions, thereby taking a long
time to converge to the correct transmission parameters. In contrast, we
employ a direct approach; we immediately determine the cause of a packet
loss without requiring any additional transmissions from the wireless client,
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but by conducting an empirical post-factum analysis of the explicit feedback
obtained from the receiver.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we present a detailed
overview of our proposed solution, COLLIE (Collision Inferencing Engine),
with an emphasis on the design choices made and various components involved
in the system. Next, we identify an appropriate set of metrics used for loss
diagnosis through targeted experiments designed to understand collisions
and a subsequent empirical analysis. Based on these metrics, we design a
basic collision inferencing scheme and evaluate its accuracy through rigorous
experimentation. We then propose enhancements to our basic approach using
feedback from multiple APs. Finally, we modify an existing link adaptation
mechanism using the COLLIE framework and evaluate its performance through
experiments over various static and mobile scenarios.
.
The ideas in COLLIE are motivated from the collision detection mechanism
employed by the Ethernet. An Ethernet station easily detects a collision by
comparing the transmitted data with the simultaneously received data. We
show that, even in 802.11 systems, given a copy of the originally transmitted
packet and the received error packet, it is possible to make an educated inference
about the cause of transmission failure based on the error bit-patterns of this
single packet. A number of different metrics are used to discern this cause,
the most unique among them are the ones derived out of the constituent PHYlayer symbols of the packet. Once the cause of a packet loss is identified, this
information is fed into link adaptation algorithms (such as transmit power, data
rate adaptation etc.) enabling them to more intelligently select the right set of
transmission parameters for all subsequent communication.
Our design (Figure 2.2) involves three components: a client module which
resides on a handheld or a wireless laptop, an AP module which resides on an
access point, and an optional backend COLLIE server which implements some
additional algorithms. COLLIE places most of the optimization logic on the
client device, and requires only a minimal support from the APs.
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inferencing logic at the client, provides surprisingly good performance as shown
by our experiments in section 2.5.
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The collision inferencing algorithm analyzes the data packet that was
received in error and makes an educated inference as to the cause of the packet
loss. It uses a set of metrics such as received signal strength (communicated
as a part of the feedback process), patterns in bit-errors and their distribution,
patterns in symbol errors and their distribution, etc. One interesting observation
in our work is that symbol-level errors were quite useful in discerning cause of packet
losses. Section 2.3 studies this in detail through an empirical analysis.
AP module: As shown in Figure 2.2, the AP-side implementation of
COLLIE includes a module, that implements the component to provide the
kind of client feedback described above (and in further detail in Section 2.3).
Finally, it optionally implements constructs that allow a central COLLIE server
to more accurately determine the cause of a packet loss.
COLLIE server (optional): This is an optional component in our design.
The COLLIE server implements a simple collision inferencing algorithm that
utilizes feedback from multiple access points in the network. We show (in
Section 2.3) that the accuracy of our basic collision detection mechanisms can
be greatly improved by using a COLLIE server in additional to the above two
modules.
.

-

A critical component in COLLIE is the client side component which takes
advantage of feedback from the receiver such as an AP in WLAN (or a peer
if in ad-hoc mode) in order to infer the cause of a packet loss (weak signal
versus collision). COLLIE implements most of the logic on the client device
requiring minimal support from the receivers. We describe two versions of
this inferencing algorithm. (i) A basic version (Single-AP), which requires
minimal support from the AP to which the client is associated to. This
applies to environments where a single AP provides wireless access to the
entire establishment, such as in hotspots – coffee shops, apartments, etc. (ii)
An enhanced version (Multi-AP) which builds on top of the basic version,
by leveraging input from two or more APs to provide very high accuracy
in detecting collisions. This approach applies to enterprise WLANs where
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that immediately follows the preamble is seldom found in error — this includes
critical fields in the header such as the source and destination MAC addresses.
Thus, practically for all cases of packets received in error at the AP, it was
possible to relay it back to the correct associated client. By analyzing these
packets, we design a necessary and sufficient set of metrics comprising of biterror rates (BER), symbol-error rates (SER), error-per-symbol (EPS), and joint
distributions of these, which can act as strong indicators for packets suffering
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collision versus signal attenuation. We now describe the experiments designed
to understand collisions and identify the set of metrics used for loss diagnosis.
Experiment Design for Detecting Collisions
Figure 2.3 shows the experiment setup designed to induce collisions. T1 and T2
are two transmitters placed a certain distance apart. Receivers R1 and R2 are colocated with respective transmitters. Receiver R was placed in common range
of both transmitters and was modified to capture and log all packets received
(whether correctly or in error). The chances of collision is greatly increased
by disabling the MAC-level backoffs at both T1 and T2 . The signal between the
transmitters T1 , T2 and the receiver R was strong enough so as to not cause any
bit-level errors due to attenuation. This was verified through rigorous testing.
Both transmitters send broadcast packets at a fixed data-rate, thus eliminating
any acknowledgments. All three receivers are opportunistically synchronized
using common transmissions received thereby maintaining a clock skew of less
than 10 µs.
To construct “ground truth,” we determined the actual set of collision events
by analyzing the synchronized packet logs at the receivers and identify packets
that overlapped in time.
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Given that we know a certain collision occurred, R observes one of the
following: (1) A packet is received correctly, (2) a packet is received in error, and
(3) no packet is received. Case 1 occurs when signal from one of the transmitter
dominates the other resulting in a correct reception due to capture effect. Case
2 occurs when the respective signals interfere causing one of the packets to be
received but with errors. Case 3 occurs when both the transmissions were
perfectly synchronized, which resulted in corruption at the physical-layer
header/preamble and resulting in a complete frame loss.
We performed various runs of this experiment with different data-rates
and packet sizes of 1400 and 200 bytes representing long/short packets. The
distance between the transmitters was set so as to sustain a certain data-rate for
the broadcast packets. This ensured that no packets were received in error at R
due to weak signal.
Packets in-error due to weak signal were collected using a simple process.
An AP-client pair was used with unicast traffic sent from the client to the AP.
Rate adaptation was enabled. Client mobility created a dynamically varying
channel thereby triggering link adaptation at a packet loss. These packet losses
were recorded at the AP along with additional information such as the Received
Signal Strength (RSS), data-rate, etc., and used in our analysis. During the
experiment, care was taken to ensure no interfering transmitters were present,
thus avoiding the possibility of packet losses due to collisions.
Empirical Analysis
We present an empirical analysis of a set of metrics over the data collected
through targeted experiments designed in the previous subsection.
1. Received signal strength (RSS): The received signal strength (RSS) refers to
the aggregate signal plus interference (S + I) measured in dBm. This is reported
by most device drivers including the Madwifi [8] driver that we used for our
experiments. The intuition behind using RSS is the following: for packets
suffering a collision, their RSS is usually higher than that of packets suffering
signal attenuation for the same data-rate. This observation directly follows
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from the observation that packets suffering signal attenuation should have a
low RSS.
Figure 2.4 plots a cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the distribution
of RSS values for packets lost due to collision and weak signal. The RSS
distributions are further sorted based on their data-rates; for purposes of clarity
we only show data-rates of 24, 36 and 48 Mbps. In all the following plots,
the legend ’C’ indicates packets in error due to collision and ’S’ indicates the
packets in error due to weak signal. From the plot in Figure 2.4 one can observe
a clear distinction in the distribution of RSS for the two categories given the
same data-rate. For example, in this experiment, 98% of packets in error due to
weak signal have an RSS of about -73 dBm or less, while only 10% of packets
suffering collision have RSS of -73 dBm or less. Thus, by using a ‘cutoff’ value
of -73 dBm, and it would be possible to capture about 90 % of collision cases
while incurring a false-positive rate of 2%. Thus, RSS can act as a good metric
for inferring the cause of packet loss.
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2. Bit-error rate (BER): Much like RSS, bit-error rates (BER) for weak signal
versus collision can act as a metric to distinguish with. Figure 2.5 plots the CDF
of BERs for packets in error, sorted on the data-rates of 24, 36 and 48 Mbps. It
follows from this plot that packets received in error due to collision have much
wider distribution of BER values. For example much like RSS, 98% of packets

Symbol Error Rate (SER)
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in error due to signal have a BER of 12% or less, while only 24% of packets in
error due to collision have BERs of 12% or less.
3. Metrics for capturing ‘symbol-level’ errors: A ‘symbol’ refers to a sequence
of bits which are transmitted concurrently through a joint encoding and
modulation method at the physical layer. For example, at 6 Mbps, the
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing scheme (OFDM) uses a set of 48
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sub-carriers each modulating 1 bit of information. This results in the encoding
of a sequence of 48 bits in a single time-unit, which defines a symbol. Studying
the patterns of symbols in error as opposed to just bits received in error can
provide valuable information about the cause of a packet loss. We define a
symbol to be in error if any of the bits received as a part of that symbol are
in error. We studied three different metrics which exhibit certain interesting
properties which we leverage in our collision inference algorithm. Note that
each of these metrics are computed over every single error packet:
(i) Symbol-error rate (SER): Like the BER, this is the ratio of the total number
of symbols received in error to the total number of symbols in the data packet.
The symbol error rate indicates the actual ‘amount’ if error present in the packet.
We have studied SER for packets in error due to collision and weak signal and
we found significant overlap in its distributions. An analysis of this metric and
its distributions lead us to the design of other interesting metrics which show
strong results in inferring collision, described next.
(ii) Error-per symbol (EPS): This metric refers to the average number of bits
in error among all the symbols which are in error. This is indicative of the
‘amount’ of error per symbol — unlike bits which have only one possible way
of being in error, a 48-bit symbol received in error could have varying ‘amounts’
of error represented by the number of bits in error. We observe that packets in
error due to collision have a larger amount of error per symbol. This is shown
in Figure 2.6 which plots the CDF of EPS for both collision and weak signal. For
example, 98% of packets in error due to weak signal have an EPS of 28% or less,
while 45% packets in error due to collision have the same EPS of 28% or less.
(iii) Symbol error score (S-Score): From our study of the distributions of
the symbols in error, we found that packets in collision had larger bursts
of contiguous symbols in error. We designed a metric which uses ‘symbol
burst lengths’ and computes a ‘score’ which we call the S-Score that amplifies
such ambient patterns in symbol error burst lengths. We compute S-Score as
P
2
= n
i=1 |Bi | , where |Bi | represents the length of the symbol-error bursts for
burst number i. Figure 2.7 plots the CDF of the S-Score values for packets in
error due to collision versus weak signal. We find that, for example, 98% of the

packets in error due to weak signal have an S-Score of 500 or less, while 26%
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Table 2.1: Collision Detection Accuracy and False Positive Rates
Accuracy
False Positives

BER
0.550
0.0057

EPS
0.524
0.022

S-Score
0.441
0.0126

Metric-Vote
0.597
0.024

Table 2.2: Correlation Between the Metrics
Collision
Weak Signal

BER/EPS
0.840
0.981

S-Score/EPS
0.963
0.993

BER/S-Score
0.854
0.975

packets in error due to collision have an S-Score of 500 or less. Thus, by using a
cutoff of 500, we would be able to detect 74% of collision cases while incurring
a false positive rate of 2%.
(iv) Joint distribution of SER and EPS: By considering the joint distribution
of these two metrics it is possible to distinguish error packets in collision. The
intuition follows from the observation that error packets in collision suffer
higher symbol-error rates and correspondingly higher errors-per symbol as a
function of the symbol-error rates. From the scatter plot shown in Figure 2.8,
we can observe that for higher values of SER, the values of EPS get streamlined
into a high yet narrow range allowing for a more accurate prediction of collision
versus signal as to the cause of a packet loss.
Collision Inferencing Algorithm — Metric-Vote Scheme
Our basic collision inferencing algorithm is fairly simple. It computes the
metrics discussed above on the single data packet that was received in error
(relayed back by the AP). If any of the metrics indicate (vote for) a collision,
the algorithm outputs collision as its inference. Even with such an aggressive
approach, over the experiments performed in this section, we find that for
a false positive rate of 2% (a tunable parameter), our basic approach yields
a reasonable accuracy. Table 2.1 shows the results for the metrics BER, EPS,
S-Score and Metric-Vote. For the cases of collision, we see that Metric-Vote
has an accuracy of about 60% on an average. Later in Section 5.7, we show
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that even a 60% accuracy in collision prediction can translate to significant
gains in terms of throughput and energy. Next in section 2.3, we also study
further enhancements to this basic scheme using support from multiple APs
that can improve the accuracy to about 95% on average. For each of the metrics
and the Metric-Vote scheme, Table 2.1 also shows the false positive rate — the
percentage of error packets (caused due to weak signal) which the algorithms
incorrectly identify as the cases of collision. We see that Metric-Vote scheme
also has a low false positive rate of 2.4%. It is important to understand that
the collision detection algorithms should maintain a low false positive rate.
While it is beneficial to be able to decide if the packet was in error due to weak
signal or collision, it would be rather costly in terms of retransmissions if we
incorrectly identify a packet to be in error because of collision, when in reality
it was due to a weak signal. Table 2.2 shows the correlation between the metrics
– the percentage of cases where the metrics agree on their decision about the
cause of the packet loss. For the cases of weak signal, the correlation between
the metrics is extremely high (around 98%) evident from the fact that all the
metrics have a very low false positive ratio. For the cases of collision, we see
that the correlation drops down a little to around 85%, which improves the
accuracy of Metric-Vote scheme.
Some observations: From our empirical study in the previous subsection,
we found that there were a certain set of cases where inferring collision was
becoming a challenge. We now explain these issues in detail:
(i) Using RSS as a metric: Although in general RSS acted as a good indicator
of the cause of a frame loss, in some of the cases it was not able to distinguish well
between the cases of collision and weak signal. This can be mainly attributed
to the observed temporal variation in RSS [133]. Estimating a ’cut-off’ value
also becomes harder because the delivery probability is actually a function
of (i) signal-to-noise ratio S/(I + N) rather than (S + I) which is reported by
most wireless cards and (ii) receiver sensitivity [133]. However, we feel that
RSS is a promising metric and could act very well when used with additional
information such as RF profile of the receivers.
(ii) Impact of physical-layer capture: We found that there were cases of collision
where the average BER for the error packet was very low due to whats known
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as the capture effect. Capture effect refers to the phenomenon that during a
collision the packet with stronger signal is received with almost no errors or a
few bits in error. This experiment set up used to measure the impact of capture
effect was very similar to that shown in Figure 2.3 except that now the receiver
R is very close to the transmitter T1 which resulted in a strong capture. By
carefully searching for the packets received in error from T1 (due to a collision
from a concurrent transmission from T2 ), we found that about 80% of packets
in collision experiencing capture effect, were received with about 12% or less
bits in error. This falls within our target margin of 2% false positives for the
signal case thereby impacting accuracy. The accuracy of Metric-Vote scheme
for strong capture effect cases was found to be around 28%.
(iii) Effect of colliding packet size: Using the set up in Figure 2.3, we also
measured the bit error rates in collision cases for varying packet sizes. Figure
2.9 shows a scatter plot of RSS and BER for the cases of (i) weak signal (ii)
collision between a 1400-byte packet and a 200-byte packet (iii) collision between
two 1400-byte packets. While it is clear that using RSS in this case clearly
distinguishes between the cases of collision and weak signal, using BER does
not provide the same level of accuracy. In particular, we see that it becomes
difficult to distinguish between cases (i) and (ii) using BER because a smaller
colliding packet (200-byte in this case) would cause fewer bits in error. On the
other hand, as shown in Figure 2.8, the joint distribution of SER and EPS is
useful in distinguishing these cases.
Multi-AP assisted enhancements
The accuracy of our basic approach can be greatly improved if feedback from
multiple APs on the packet loss could taken into consideration. This is feasible
in an enterprise WLAN where APs operate in a coordinated fashion as a part
of a single network. First, we present an algorithm that uses feedback from
multiple APs to improve the accuracy of collision inferencing. Next, through
experiments, we show that such an approach can yield good results in a practical
setting.
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Figure 2.11: Improvements in collision detection accuracy using the Multi-AP
approach.
common in todays WLANs. In fact, dense deployment of APs is promoted as
an architecture for next-generation WLANs [10].
We have implemented this approach over standard Linux based APs and
clients. The collision inference algorithm was implemented over a central
COLLIE server. Through experiments over a simple testbed consisting of two
APs and two clients we study the accuracy of our approach of using feedback
from multiple APs.
Figure 2.11 shows the accuracy in collision inference using our multi-AP
implementation. For the two scenarios where capture effect is dominant
which were computed through experimentation within our indoor network
environment, the multi-AP approach improves the accuracy of collision
detection to about 95%. These two scenarios correspond to configurations
where packet transmission dominate from one of the two clients respectively.
For the two scenarios where capture effect is weak, both approaches provide
good levels of accuracy.
.
We now present a simple, yet effective protocol used to enhance link adaptation
mechanisms based on the COLLIE framework. The algorithm implemented
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COLLIE Module
Client
AP
Server

Summary of tasks
Collision inference, selective re-tx based on Diff
Return packet in error, re-construct packet on Diff
Facilitate multi-AP collision detection

Throughput (kbps)

Table 2.3: COLLIE -based link adaptation tasks in different modules
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Figure 2.12: Throughput gains for static scenario

in this simple protocol is only to serve as a reference implementation of
COLLIE and is by no means is an optimal algorithm. The goal of this description
is to demonstrate how COLLIE can be effective in making more intelligent link
adaptation decisions leading to improvements in throughput.
COLLIE-based link adaptation protocol: The goal of this link adaptation
protocol is to utilize the collision inference results available from COLLIE in
deciding how to best react to a packet loss and its consequent recovery. Consider
a client which transmits a packet to an AP, but the latter receives the packet
in error. Using feedback mechanisms, as outlined in Section 2.3 and shown in
Figure 2.2, the client can infer the cause of the packet error. This knowledge
is, then, fed into the link adaptation decision at the client. If the packet loss
is due to a collision, then the correct adaptation mechanism is to perform
exponential backoff. On the other hand, if the packet loss is determined to be

Throughput (kbps)
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Figure 1.3: Experiment setup designed to study various metrics for inferring
collisions.

Figure 2.14: Setup for inducing collisions

multiple APs belong to the same administrative domain. As with the basic case,
APs here also implement a very minimal relaying of information that assists in
collision inferencing.
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achieve an accuracy of about 60% on average, while the multi-AP enhacements

previously supported mode. In our implementation, we augment the ARF
achieve an accuracy of 95% on average.

algorithm with COLLIE to make it collision-aware.
Basic Approach (Single AP)
The basic algorithm for collision inferencing presented here, uses a simple
relaying back of a data packet received in error. This relaying is done by
the intended recipient of the packet which is the AP to which the client is
associated to (in the infrastructure mode of 802.11). Our observations indicate
that due to receiver-synchronization using the physical-layer preamble, data
that immediately follows the preamble is seldom found in error — this includes
critical fields in the header such as the source and destination MAC addresses.
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Figure 2.15: Throughput gains of COLLIE in presence of collision sources

In addition, the feedback on the erroneous packet provides another
opportunity of optimization during re-transmission of a incorrectly received
packet at the AP — selective re-transmission of packet segments in error. By
examining the erroneous packet, the client knows exactly the set of bits that
were in error. If the number of bits in error is low (say, not more than 20%
of the entire packet), then it is advantageous to create a Diff bitmap of these
bits in error and to send only this Diff bitmap to the AP piggybacked with
the next packet transmission. If the Diff bitmap is correctly received, then the
AP can re-construct the original packet thereby reducing the retransmission
related costs associated with the client. Table 2.3 summarizes the different
implementation aspects of this protocol. Note that our implementation has all
the overheads due to the AP’s transmission of the erroneous packet feedback,
which is therefore, reflected in our performance evaluation presented next.
.
We now present an evaluation of COLLIE-enhanced link adaptations through
experiments conducted in various static and mobile scenarios:
Experiment #1: Static scenario – Figure 2.12 shows the throughput of
a static wireless client (with and without COLLIE ) for increasing distance
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Figure 2.16: Observed throughput for mobile scenario
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Figure 2.17: Wasted (re)-transmission as a function of channel variability
induced through node mobility.

between the client and the AP. We see that as the distance between the client
and AP increases, there is a corresponding drop in the throughput for both the
cases. However, using COLLIE results in throughput gains of as high as 52%.
On an average, we observed throughput gains of around 30%. Note that, these
results account for the transmission overhead involved in the receiver feedback.
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We see that after an initial increase, the throughput gains drop with the increase
in distance. This is because as the channel becomes error-prone, it also becomes
difficult for the AP to successfully transmit the feedback. Figure 2.12 shows
that increase in throughput gains are almost negligible (2%) for these cases.
Figure 2.13 plots the throughput of the client at a particular distance over time.
As before, we see that using COLLIE improves the throughput by around 30%.
Experiment #2: Additional collision sources – We repeated the above
experiment in presence of additional collision sources (Figure 2.14). Figure 2.15
shows the throughput improvements with and without COLLIE . We see that
using COLLIE results in throughput gains of as high as 60%.
Experiment #3: Mobile scenario – For this experiment, the client position
was continuously varied thereby inducing dynamic channel conditions. Figure
2.16 plots the throughput over time for both with and without COLLIE . We
observe that throughput improvements using COLLIE range from around 15%
to as high as 65% for the mobile scenarios. This is because COLLIE provides the
rate adaptation mechanism with the information about the cause of the packet
loss, thereby helping it choose the correct transmission parameters.
Experiment #4: Emulating a voice call – In this experiment, we wanted
to emulate the behavior of voice traffic on the wireless medium. To do this,
we made a 4 minute voice call using the Netgear SPH101 VoWiFi phone over
Skype. For the duration of the call, we collected the set of packets that were
sent, the time instants when they were sent, the packet sizes etc. and then
replayed the exact sequence of transmissions between the wireless laptop and
the access point. We conducted this experiment for low, medium and high
mobility scenarios. The ‘Slow’ speed represents a stationary user with sporadic
movement while the ‘High’ speed corresponds to a walking user continuously
moving with a speed of about 0.5 ft/sec inside a building. Figure 2.17 shows
the number of wasted 802.11 transmissions — transmissions that were not
successfully received at the Access Point (AP). Under relatively high mobility
conditions the percentage of wasted transmissions for 802.11 exceeded 80%.
However, under the same mobility patterns, COLLIE achieves a reduction in
wasted transmissions by a 40% for each of the mobility scenarios. This would
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not only improve the voice quality but also result in lesser energy costs on the
battery constrained mobile device.
.
In this chapter, we have tried to address the fundamental issue of identifying
the cause of an erroneous packet reception in 802.11 systems. Particularly,
we focussed on a setting where packet losses can be due to WiFi to WiFi
interference or due to weak signal strength at the WiFi receiver. We presented
the design and implementation of COLLIE, a system implementing a collision
inferencing engine that analyzes the data packet received in error and makes
and educated inference about the cause of the packet loss. It uses a combination
of metrics such as patterns in bit and symbol error rates, their distribution
etc., to infer the cause of a single packet loss — attributing it to collision
(WiFi to WiFi interference) or weak signal. Unlike most of the previous
approaches, our proposed mechanism, COLLIE employs a direct approach
by using explicit feedback from the receiver to immediately determine the
cause of the packet loss. Through rigorous evaluations conducted on regular
laptops over a wide range of experiments, we find that our collision inferencing
mechanisms can provide upto 95% accuracy in detecting packets in collision
while allowing a configurable false positive rate of 2% and lead to throughput
improvements between 20-60%. Through an emulation of voice call (made
using the Netgear SPH101 Voice-over-WiFi phone), we also showed that
COLLIE reduces retransmission related costs by 40% for different mobility
scenarios.
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.
We now focus our attention to the problem of interference from non-WiFi
devices.

The unlicensed wireless spectrum continues to be home for a

large range of such non-WiFi devices. Examples include cordless phones,
Bluetooth headsets, various types of audio and video transmitters (security
cameras and baby monitors), wireless game controllers (Xbox and Wii), various
ZigBee devices (e.g., for lighting and HVAC controls), even microwave ovens,
and the widely deployed WiFi Access Points (APs) and clients. Numerous
anecdotal studies have demonstrated that links using WiFi, which is a dominant
communication technology in this spectrum, are often affected by interference
from all of these different transmitters in the environment. In Figure 3.1, we
present results from our own experiments where a single, good quality WiFi
link was interfered by different non-WiFi devices—an analog phone, a Bluetooth
device, a videocam, an Xbox controller, an audio transmitter, a frequency
hopping cordless phone, a microwave, and a ZigBee transmitter—when placed
at different distances from the WiFi link.
The figure shows the normalized UDP throughput under interference,
relative to the un-interfered WiFi link, as a function of the interfering signal
strength from these different devices. While all of these devices impede WiFi
performance to a certain degree, some of these devices, e.g., the videocam and
the analog phone, can totally disrupt WiFi communication when they are close
enough (> 80% degradation at RSSI > -70 dBm, and throughput drops to zero

in some cases). Furthermore, our measurements across diverse home, office,
and public environments, and over many weeks, show that many of these
devices are routinely visible at all times of the day often at significantly high
signal levels to be disruptive to WiFi links. Figure 3.2 shows an example of
non-WiFi RF activity in a dorm-style apartment building, where some respite
is observable only in the wee hours of the night.

Norm. UDP Throughput
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Figure 3.1: Degradation in UDP throughput of a good quality WiFi link (WiFi
transmitter and receiver were placed 1m apart) in the presence of non-WiFi
devices operating at different signal strengths.
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Figure 3.2: Average RSSI from different non-WiFi RF device instances shown
against the device start times. Measurements were taken at a dorm-style
apartment (location L16, dataset §3.2) for a 24 hour period.

Non-WiFi RF device detection: Traditional WiFi systems (Access Points
or clients) utilize various mechanisms in the 802.11 MAC to detect and avoid
interference from other WiFi sources, and are largely oblivious to non WiFi
sources. However, with the continued growth of non-WiFi activity in this shared
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unlicensed band and the consequent impact on WiFi performance, hardware
vendors and network administrators are increasingly exploring techniques to
better detect non-WiFi sources of interference. Among commercial systems,
Spectrum XT [2], AirMaestro [3], and CleanAir [5] are examples of custom
hardware systems that integrate unique spectrum analyzer functionality to
facilitate non-WiFi device detection. In the research community, work by Hong
et. al. [66] utilizes a modified channel sounder and associated cyclostationary
signal analysis to detect non-WiFi devices. RFDump [98] uses USRP GNU
Radios and phase/timing analysis along with protocol specific demodulators
to achieve similar goals. In this chapter, we focus on techniques to detect
non-WiFi RF devices but using commodity WiFi hardware instead of more
sophisticated capabilities available in dedicated spectrum analyzers, expensive
software radios, or any additional specialized hardware.
Using commodity WiFi hardware for non-WiFi RF device detection:
Commercial spectrum analyzers or software radio platforms have specialized
capability of providing “raw signal samples” for large chunks of spectrum
(e.g., 80-100 MHz) at a fine-grained sampling resolution in both time domain
(O(105 ) to O(106 ) samples per second) and frequency domain (as low as 1
kHz bandwidth). In contrast, commodity WiFi hardware, can provide similar
information albeit at a much coarser granularity. For instance, Atheros 9280
AGN cards, as available to us, can only provide RSSI measurements for an
individual WiFi channel (e.g., a 20 MHz channel) at a resolution bandwidth of
OFDM sub-carrier spacing (e.g., 312.5 kHz), and at a relatively coarse timescale
(O(103 ) to O(104 ) samples per second). This capability is part of the regular
802.11 frame decoding functionality. If we can design efficient non-WiFi device
detection using signal measurement samples drawn from commodity WiFi
hardware, then it would be easy to embed these functionalities in all WiFi
APs and clients. By doing so, each such WiFi AP and client can implement
appropriate mitigation mechanisms that can quickly react to presence of
significant non-WiFi interference. The following are some examples.
1) A microwave oven, which typically emits high RF energy in 2.45-2.47
GHz frequencies, turns on in the neighborhood of an AP (operating on channel
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11) significantly disrupting the throughput to its clients. The AP detects this
microwave, infers its disruptive properties, and decides to switch to a different
channel (say, 1).
2) An AP-client link experiences short term interference from an analog
cordless phone in a narrowband (< 1 MHz). The AP detects the analog phone
and its characteristics, and hence decides to use channel width adaptation
functions to operate on a narrower, non-overlapping 10 MHz channel instead
of the usual 20 MHz channel.
Summarizing, if non-WiFi device detection is implemented using only
commodity WiFi hardware, both these examples are possible natively within
the AP and the client without requiring any additional spectrum analyzer
hardware (either as add-on boards or chipsets) to be installed in them.
Our proposed approach — Airshark
Motivated by the above examples, we propose Airshark, a system that detects
non-WiFi RF devices, using only the functionality provided by commodity WiFi
hardware. Airshark, therefore, is a software-only solution which addresses
multiple goals and challenges described next.
1) Multiple, simultaneously active, RF device detection: While Airshark can
most accurately detect individual non-WiFi RF devices, it is also designed to
effectively discern a small number of simultaneously operating non-WiFi devices,
while keeping false positives low.
2) Real-time and extensible detection framework: Airshark operates in real-time
allowing the WiFi node to take immediate remedial steps to mitigate interference
from non-WiFi devices. In addition, its detection framework is extensible—
adding hitherto unknown RF device profiles requires a one-time overhead,
analogous to commercial systems based on spectrum analyzers [3].
3) Operation under limited view of spectrum: Being implemented using commodity WiFi hardware, Airshark assumes that typically only 20 MHz spectrum
snapshots (equal to the width of a single WiFi channel) are available for
its use in each channel measurement attempt. This limitation implies that
Airshark cannot continuously observe the entire behavior of many non-WiFi
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frequency hoppers (e.g., Bluetooth). Further, the resolution of these samples
are at least 2 orders of magnitude lower than what is available from more
sophisticated spectrum analyzers [1] and channel sounders [66]. In addition to
this low sampling resolution, we also observed infrequent occurances of missing
samples. Finally, various signal characteristics that are available through
spectrum analyzer hardware (e.g., phase and modulation properties) are not
available from the commodity WiFi hardware. Therefore, Airshark needed to
operate purely based on the limited energy samples available from the WiFi
cards, and maintain high detection accuracy and low false positives despite
these constraints.
Overview of Airshark: Airshark overcomes these challenges using several
mechansisms. It uses a dwell-sample-switch approach to collect samples across
the spectrum (§3.3). It operates using only energy samples from the WiFi
card to extract a diverse set of features (§3.3) that capture the spectral
and temporal properties of wireless signals. These features are robust to
changes in the wireless environment and are used by Airshark’s light-weight
decision tree classifiers to perform device detection in real-time (§3.3). We
systematically evaluate Airshark’s performance in a variety of scenarios, and
find its performance comparable to a state-of-the-art signal analyzer [3] that
employs custom hardware.
In this chapter, we make the following contributions:
• Characterizing prevalance of non-WiFi RF devices. To motivate the need for
systems such as Airshark, we first performed a detailed measurement
study to characterize the prevalence of non-WiFi RF devices in typical
environments — homes, offices, and various public spaces. This study was
conducted for more than 600 hours over several weeks across numerous
representative locations using signal analyzers [3] that establish the
ground truth.
• Design and implementation of Airshark to detect non-WiFi RF devices. Airshark extracts a unique set of features using the functionality provided by
a WiFi card, and accurately detects multiple RF devices (across multiple
models listed in Table 3.1) while maintaining a low false positive rate

Device Models (set up)

96.23%—99.12%

93.16%—99.56%

91.75%—99%

91.23%—99.37%

96.47%—100%

91.63%—99.46%

97.73%—100%
92.7%—99.82%

Airshark’s Accuracy
(low RSSI — high RSSI)

Table 3.1: Devices tested with the current implementation of Airshark. Features used to detect the devices include:
Pulse signature (duration, bandwidth, center frequency), Spectral signature, Timing signature, Duty cycle, Pulse
spread and device specific features (e.g., Sweep detection for Microwave Ovens). Accurac y tests were done in
presence of multiple active RF devices and RSSI values range from -80 dBm (low) to -30 dBm (high).

High duty, fixed frequency devices — spectral signature, duty, center frequency, bandwidth
Analog Cordless Phones
Uniden EXP4540 Compact Cordless Phone (phone call)
Wireless Video Cameras
Pyrus Electronics Surveillance Camera (video streaming)
Frequency hoppers — pulse signature, timing signature, pulse spread
Bluetooth-enabled devices: (i) iPhone, (ii) iPod touch,
Bluetooth devices (ACL/SCO) (iii) Microsoft notebook mouse 5000,
(iv) Jabra bluetooth headset (data transfer/audio streaming)
FHSS Cordless Base/Phones
Panasonic 2.4 KX-TG2343 Cordless Base/Phones (phone call)
GOGroove PurePlay 2.4 GHz
Wireless Audio Transmitter
Wireless headphones (audio streaming)
(i) Microsoft Xbox, (ii) Nintendo Wii,
Wireless Game Contollers
(iii) Sony Playstation 3 (gaming)
Broadband interferers — timing signature, sweep detection
(i) Whirlpool MT4110, (ii) Daewoo KOR-630A,
Microwave Ovens (residential)
(iii) Sunbeam SBM7500W (heating water/food)
Variable duty, fixed frequency devices — spectral signature, pulse signature
ZigBee Devices
Jennic JN5121/JN513x based devices (bulk data transfer)

RF Device Category
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(§5.7). Across multiple RF environments, and in the presence of multiple
RF devices operating simultaneously, average detection accuracy was
96% at moderate to high signal strengths (>-60 dBm). At low signal
strengths (-80 dBm), accuracy was 91%. Further, Airshark’s performance
is comparable to commercial signal analyzers (§3.4).
• Example uses of Airshark. Through a deployment in two production
WLANs, we demonstrate Airshark’s potential in monitoring the RF
activity, and understanding performance issues that arise due to nonWiFi interference.
To the best of our knowledge, Airshark is the first system that provides
a generic, scalable framework to detect non-WiFi RF devices using only
commodity WiFi cards and enables non-WiFi interference detection in today’s
WLANs.
.

-

In this section, we aim to characterize the prevalence and usage of non-WiFi RF
devices in real world networks. First, we describe our measurement equipment,
and data sets.
Hardware. We use AirMaestro RF signal analyzer [3] to determine the ground
truth about the prevalence of RF devices. This device uses a specialized
hardware (BSP2500 RF signal analyzer IC), which generates spectral samples
(FFTs) at a very high resolution (every 6 µs, with a resolution bandwidth of
156 kHz) and performs signal processing to detect and classify RF interferers
accurately.
— “Ground truth” validation. Before using AirMaestro to understand the
ground truth about the prevalence of non-WiFi devices, we benchmarked its
performance in terms of (i) device detection accuracy and (ii) false positives.
We activated different combinations of RF devices (up to 8 devices, listed in
Table 3.1) by placing them at random locations and measuring the accuracy at
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different signal strengths (up to -100 dBm). Measurements were done during
late nights to avoid any external non-WiFi interference. Our results indicate
an overall detection accuracy of 98.7% with no false positives. The few cases
where AirMaestro failed to detect the devices occurred when the devices were
operating at very low signal strengths (6 -90 dBm).
Data sets. We collected the RF device usage measurements using the signal
analyzer at 21 locations for a total of 640 hours. We broadly categorize these
locations into three categories: (i) cafes (L1-L7): these included coffee shops,
malls, book-stores (ii) enterprises (L8-L14): offices, university departments,
libraries and (iii) homes (L15-L21): these included apartments and independent
houses. Measurements were taken over a period of 5 weeks. At some locations,
we could collect data for more than 24 hours (e.g., enterprises, homes) but for
others we could collect measurements only during the day times (e.g., coffee
shops, malls). We now summarize our observations from this data.
Non-WiFi devices are prevalent across locations and often appear with fairly
high signal strengths Figure 3.3 (top) shows the distribution of non-WiFi
device instances observed per hour in different wireless environments. We
observe that device instances/hr. varied across locations, with some locations
showing very high device activity (e.g., a median of 22, 16 instances/hr. at
locations L10 (an office), L16 (dormitory) respectively). Figure 3.3 (bottom)
shows the distribution of non-WiFi device RSSI at these locations1 . We observe
that the median RSSI varied from -80 to -35 dBm. Further, for around 62%
locations, we observe that 75th percentile of RSSI was greater than -60 dBm
(shown using a gray line) suggesting strong non-WiFi interference.
Popularity of devices varied with locations, although few devices are popular across many locations

Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of non-WiFi

instances at different locations. Microwaves, FHSS cordless phones, Bluetooth
Observed RSSI is dependent on the exact location where the measurement node was placed.
While we tried to be unbiased, node placement in reality was influenced by few factors like
availability of power connection.
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of (i) non-WiFi device instances/hour at different
locations (top), and (ii) RSSI of non-WiFi devices at these locations (bottom).
Min, Max, 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles are shown.

devices and game controllers were the most popular. However, some other
devices appeared frequently at specific locations e.g., video cameras accounted
for 29% of instances at location L4 (cafe).
Session durations for non-WiFi devices varied from a few seconds to over
100 minutes Figure 3.5 (left) shows the CDF of the session times for each class
of non-WiFi devices. Many devices appear in our traces for a short duration
(6 2 minutes). These included (i) devices like microwaves that are activated
for short durations and (ii) device instances with low signal strengths (6 -75
dBm) that appeared intermittently at the locations where the signal analyzer
was placed. However, for 25% of the cases, the devices were active for more
than 5 minutes and in some traces, devices like game controllers (e.g., Xbox)
were active for durations of up to 1.8 hours.
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of (a) Session durations of the non-WiFi device instances
(X-axis in log-scale) and (b) RSSIs of the non-WiFi device instances aggregated
across all locations.

Some of the devices operate at high signal strengths indicating potential
interference

Microwave ovens, video cameras, and analog phones were the

most dominant in terms of RSSI (Figure 3.5 (right)). For e.g., RSSI was > -55
dBm for more than 35% of the observed microwave oven instances, indicating
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Figure 3.6: The plot shows (a) CDF of quiet times at locations where 48 hours
of trace data was collected (enterprise and home locations). Time-series of
non-WiFi device instances per minute at (b) an enterprise (location L14) and
(c) and home (location L18) for a 24 hour period shows increased quiet times
during late nights.

potential interference to nearby WiFi links. Wireless game controllers and
Bluetooth devices on the other hand, mostly occurred at low to moderate RSSI
of -80 to -65 dBm.
More than 50% of the periods with no non-WiFi device activity were less
than 10 minutes

We define a quiet period as a duration in which no non-WiFi

devices were active. Figure 3.6 (top) shows the CDF of the quiet periods for
locations (homes, enterprises) at which we collected data for 48 hours. The
figure shows that non-WiFi devices appeared quite frequently—more than 50%
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of (a) quiet and busy periods (b) simultaneously-active
devices during the busy periods across different locations

of the quiet periods were less than 10 minutes, and maximum quiet period
in our trace was 8 hours at L12 (office). Figure 3.6 (middle, bottom) shows
a 24 hour time-series of the number of active non-WiFi devices/min. at L14
(enterprise) and L18 (home) respectively. We observe that the longer quiet
periods occurred during late nights to early mornings (3 am to 8 am), and most
of the non-WiFi device activity was during the daytime, when WiFi utilization
is also typically significant.
At most locations, only 1 or 2 non-WiFi devices were active simultaneously
for more than 95% of the busy times Figure 3.7 (left) shows that the aggregate
quiet times (percentage time with no non-WiFi activity) vary at different
locations. In many locations, the aggregate quiet times were around 70-80%
i.e., non-WiFi devices were visible for 20-30% of the time. Quiet times were
much lesser for cafes (e.g., only 3% at L4) as the traces did not include the
measurements during the night times and there was frequent microwave oven
and cordless phone activity when we collected the traces (during the day time).
Figure 3.7 (right) shows the distribution of the number of active non-WiFi
devices per minute, during the busy times (periods with non-WiFi activity). We
find that only a single device was active for 35% (L2, cafe) to 99% (L20, home)
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of the time, and more than 2 devices were active simultaneously for at most
20% of the time (L9, office).
.

:

Prior work has developed device detection mechanisms using commercial signal
analyzers [3], channel sounders [66] or software radios [98] which offer finegrained, very high resolution signal samples, typically collected using a wideband radio. We focus on designing such a system using commodity WiFi cards.
WiFi cards are capable of providing similar spectrum data, albeit with limited
signal information, and 2 orders of magnitude lesser resolution compared to
signal analyzers. Traditionally, WiFi cards have not exposed this functionality,
but emerging commodity WiFi cards provide an API through which we can
access spectral samples—information about the signal power received in each
of the sub-carriers of an 802.11 channel, which opens up the possibility of
detecting non-WiFi devices. Designing such a detection system using WiFi
cards, however, imposes several challenges as discussed below.
Why is it hard to detect devices using WiFi cards?
- Limited spectrum view. Unlike sophisticated signal analyzers [1, 66] that can
sample a wideband of 80-100 MHz (e.g., the entire 2.4 GHz band), current
WiFi cards are designed to operate in a narrowband (e.g., 20 MHz).
- Limited signal information.

Current WiFi cards provide limited signal

information (e.g., the received power per sub-carrier) compared to software
radios that provide raw signal samples. Thus traditional device detection
approaches like cyclostationary analysis [66], phase analysis or use of
protocol specific decoders [98] are not feasible.
- Reduced sampling resolution. WiFi cards have a resolution bandwidth of
312.5 kHz (equal to sub-carrier spacing) compared to signal analyzers [1]
that offer resolution bandwidths as low as 1 kHz. Further, WiFi cards
also have a lower sampling rate—our current implementation uses ⇠2.5k
samples/sec, as opposed to that used by commercial signal analyzers [3]
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Figure 3.8: (a) Illustration of Airshark’s detection pipeline. Spectral samples from the WiFi card are generated
using a scanning procedure (§3.3). These samples are processed to detect signal pulses, and collect some aggregate
statistics based on the received power values (§3.3). In the next stage, various features capturing the spectral and
temporal properties of the signals are extracted (§3.3), and are used by different device analyzers that employ
decision tree models (§3.3) trained to detect their target RF devices.
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(160k samples/sec) or prior work [98] employing software radios (8 million
samples/sec).
- Other challenges. Coupled with the above constraints, the presence of regular
WiFi packet transmissions in the spectrum further increase the “noise” in
the spectral samples, making it more challenging to detect devices.
Overview.

We wish to detect the presence of multiple (simultaneously

operating) non-WiFi devices in real-time. The above challenges imply that
Airshark is constrained to use the limited signal information (spectral samples)
provided by a WiFi card and must employ light-weight detection mechanisms
that are robust to missing samples. We now present an overview of Airshark’s
device detection pipeline. Figure 3.8 illustrates the four steps listed below.
1. Spectral samples from the WiFi card are generated using a scanning
procedure (§3.3). This procedure divides the entire spectrum into a number
of sub-bands and generates spectral samples for each sub-band. Samples
that comprise only WiFi transmissions are “purged” and remaining samples
are passed to the next stage.
2. Next, spectral samples are processed to detect signal pulses—time-frequency
blocks that contain potential signals of interest, and collect some aggregate
statistics based on received power values (§3.3).
3. In this stage, we extract a set of light-weight and unique features from the
pulses and statistics (§3.3)—derived using only received power values—
that capture the spectral and temporal properties of signals. Example
features include: spectral signatures that characterize the shape of the signal’s
power distribution across its frequency band, inter-pulse timing signatures
that measure the time difference between the pulses, and device specific
features like sweep detection (used to detect microwave ovens).
4. In the final stage of the pipeline, the above features are used by different
device analyzers that employ decision tree models (§3.3) trained to detect
their target device.
We now explain the above detection procedure in detail.
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Delay
Inter-sample time
Sub-band switching

minimum
116µs
12.2 ms

25th pc.
116µs
14.5 ms

median
122µs
19.7 ms

75th pc
147µs
31 ms

maximum
4.94 ms
163 ms

Table 3.2: Time between valid consecutive spectral samples and time taken to
switch sub-bands in our current implementation.
Spectral Sampling
We start by explaining the details of sampling procedure employed in our
current implementation.
Spectral samples. We implement Airshark using an Atheros AR9280 AGN
wireless card. We use the card in 802.11n 20 MHz HT mode, where a 20 MHz
channel is divided into 64 sub-carriers, spaced 312.5 KHz apart and the signal
data is transmitted on 56 of these sub-carriers. Each spectral sample (FFT)
generated by the wireless card comprises the power received in 56 sub-carriers
(FFT bins) and corresponds to a 17.5 MHz (56⇥0.3125 MHz) chunk of spectrum,
which we refer to as a sub-band. Additionally, the wireless card also provides
the timestamp t (in µs) at which the sample was taken, and the noise floor at
that instant.
Purging WiFi spectral samples. We efficiently filter the spectral samples
that comprise only WiFi transmissions as follows: all the samples for which
Airshark’s radio is able to successfully decode a WiFi packet are marked as
potential candidates for purging. Airshark then reports a spectral sample for
further processing only if it detects non Wi-Fi energy in that sample. To be more
precise, if the radio is receiving a packet, Airshark will not report the sample
unless the interference signal is stronger than the 802.11 signal being received.
One downside to this approach is that Airshark will also report spectral samples
corresponding to weak 802.11 signals that fail carrier detection. However, as we
show in §3.3, this is not a problem as Airshark can filter out the samples relevant
to non-WiFi transmissions by employing device detection mechanisms. We
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term the samples reported by Airshark after this purging step as valid spectral
samples.
Scanning procedure. Airshark divides the entire spectrum (e.g., 80 MHz)
into several (possibly overlapping) sub-bands, and samples one sub-band at a
time. Our current implementation uses 7 sub-bands with center frequencies
corresponding to the WiFi channels 1, 3, 6, 9, 11, 13 and 14. Table 3.2 shows (i)
inter-sample time: the time between two consecutive valid spectral samples
(within a sub-band) and (ii) time taken to switch the sub-bands. Increased gap
in the inter-sample time for a few samples (> 150µs) is due to the nature of the
wireless environment—in the absence of strong non-WiFi devices transmissions,
intermittent interference from WiFi transmissions causes gaps due to purged
spectral samples. Sampling gaps are also caused when switching sub-bands
(⇠ 20 ms on an average, and 163 ms in the worst case).
To amoritize the cost of switching sub-bands, Airshark employs a dwellsample-switch approach to sampling: Airshark dwells for 100 ms in each subband, captures the spectral samples and then switches to the next sub-band. As
we show later, in spite of the increased gap for few samples, we find the sampling
resolution of current WiFi cards to be adequate in detecting devices (across
different wireless environments) with a reasonable accuracy (§5.7). In §5.7, we
demonstrate the adversarial case where strong WiFi interference coupled with
weak non-WiFi signal transmissions can affect Airshark’s detection capabilities.
Extracting signal data
We now explain the next stage in the detection pipeline that operates on the
spectral samples to generate signal pulses, along with some aggregate statistics.
“Pulse” Detection. Each spectral sample is processed to identify the signal
“peaks”. Several complex mechanisms have been proposed for peak detection [44, 62]. To keep our implementation efficient, we use a simple and a
fairly standard algorithm [49, 56]—peaks are identified by searching for “local
maximas” that are above a minimum energy threshold

s.

For each peak, the
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and p4 . New pulse p3 matches with the active pulse p1 , and results in extending
p1 . Active pulse p2 is terminated as there is no matching new pulse, and new
pulse p4 is added to the active pulse list.
pulse detector generates a pulse as a set of contiguous FFT bins that surround
this peak. A pulse corresponds to a signal of interest, and its start and end
frequencies are computed as explained below.
— frequency and bandwidth estimation: Let kp denote the peak bin and p(kp )
denote the power received in this bin. We first find the set of contiguous FFT
bins [ks0 , ke0 ] such that ks0 6 kp 6 ke0 and power received in each bin is (i)
above the energy threshold,
V
p(k) > s p(kp ) - p(k) <

s

and (ii) within

B 8k

2

[ks0 , ke0 ].

B

of the peak power p(kp ) i.e.,

The center frequency (CF) and the

bandwidth (BW) of a pulse corresponding to this peak bin can be characterized
by considering its mean localization and dispersion in the frequency domain:
kc = X
k

1
p(k)

X

k·p(k), ks0 6 k 6 ke0

k

v
u
X
1
u
B = 2u X
(k - kc )2 ·p(k), ks0 6 k 6 ke0
t
p(k)
k

k

The center frequency bin kc is computed as the center point of the power
distribution, and the frequency spread around this center point is defined as
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Figure 3.10: (a) Distribution of average power vs. frequency for an analog
cordless phone at different distances. (b) Spectral signatures for the analog
cordless phone are not affected for RSSI values of > -80 dBm.

the bandwidth B of the pulse. For each peak, we restrict the bandwidth of
interest to comprise bins whose power values are more than
B

s

and are within

of the peak power p(kp ). We use this mechanism as it is simple to compute

and it provides reasonable estimates as we show in §5.7. Based on the computed
bandwidth, the start bin (ks ) and the end bin (ke ) are determined. The pulse
detector can potentially output multiple pulses for a spectral sample. Each
pulse in a spectral sample observed at time t can be represented using the tuple
[t, ks , kc , ke , [p(ks ) …p(ke )]]
Pulse Matching. Airshark maintains a list of active pulses for the current subband. This active pulse list is empty at the start of the sub-band, and the first
set of pulses (obtained after processing a spectral sample in the sub-band) are
added to this list as active pulses. For the rest of the samples in the sub-band, a
pulse matching procedure is employed: the pulse detector outputs a set of new
pulses after processing the sample. These new pulses are compared against the
list of active pulses to determine a match. In our current implementation, we
use a strict criteria to determine a match between a new pulse and an active
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pulse: the CFs and BWs of the new pulse and the active pulse must be equal,
and their peak power values must be within 3 dB (to accommodate signal
strength variations). Once a match is determined, the new pulse is merged
with the active pulse to extend it i.e., the duration of the active pulse is increased
to accommodate this new pulse, and the power values of the active pulse are
updated by taking a weighted average of power values of the new and the active
pulse.
After the pulse matching procedure, any left over new pulses in the current
spectral sample are added to the active pulse list. The active pulses that did not
find a matching new pulse in the current sample are terminated. Active pulses
are also terminated if Airshark encounters more than one missing spectral
sample (i.e., inter-sample time > 150 µs). Once an active pulse is terminated,
it is moved to the current sub-band’s list of completed pulses. It is possible that
some of the active pulses are prematurely terminated due to the strict match
and termination criteria. However, doing so helps Airshark maintain a low
false positive rate as it only operates on well-formed pulses that satisfy this
strict criteria (§5.7). Figure 3.9 illustrates this pulse detection procedure.
Stats Module. The stats module operates independently of the above pulse
logic. It processes all the spectral samples of a sub-band to generate the
following statistics: (i) average power: this is the average power in each FFT
bin for the duration of the sub-band, (ii) average duty: this is the average duty
cycle for each bin in the sub-band. The duty cycle of an FFT bin k is computed as
1 if p(k)>

s,

otherwise it is 0. (iii) high duty zones: After processing a sub-band,

a mechanism similar to peak detection, followed by CF and BW estimation
procedure is applied on the “average power” statistic to identify the high duty
zones in the sub-band. These are used to quickly detect the presence of high
duty devices.
Before switching to the next sub-band, all the active pulses for the current
sub-band are terminated and pushed to the list of the sub-band’s completed
pulses. The list of completed pulses along with the aggregate statistics are then
passed on to the next stage of the pipeline to perform feature extraction.
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Feature Extraction
Using the completed pulses list and statistics, we extract a set of generic features
that capture the spectral and temporal properties of different non-WiFi device
transmissions. These features—frequency, bandwidth, spectral signature, duty
cycle, pulse signature, inter-pulse timing signature, pulse spread and device
specific features like sweep detection—form the building blocks of Airshark’s
decision tree-based device detection mechanisms2 . We now explain these
features.
(F1) Frequency and Bandwidth. Most RF devices operate using pre-defined
center frequencies, and their waveforms occupy a specific bandwidth. For
e.g, a ZigBee device operates on one of the pre-defined 16 channels [100], and
occupies a bandwidth of 2 MHz. The center frequency and bandwidth of the
pulses (and sub-band’s high duty zones) are used as features in Airshark’s
decision tree models.
(F2) Spectral signatures. Many RF devices also exhibit certain power versus
frequency characteristics. We capture this using a spectral signature: given a set
of frequency bins [ks . . .ke ] and corresponding power values [p(ks ). . .p(ke )],
if we treat the frequency bins as a set of orthogonal axes, we can construct a
vector !
s = p(ks )kˆs + . . . + p(ke )kˆe that represents the power received in each
of the bins. We then normalize this vector to derive a unit vector representing
the spectral signature: ŝ =

!
s
|s| .

Given a reference spectral signature ŝr and a

measured spectral signature ŝm , we compute the similarity between the spectral

signatures as the angular difference (✓): cos-1 (ŝr · ŝm ). The angular difference
captures the degree of alignment between the vectors, and is close to 0 when
the relative composition of the vectors is similar.
Spectral signatures can be computed on the average power values of the
pulses (e.g., ZigBee pulse) or on the high duty zones (e.g., for high duty
devices like analog phones) to aid in device detection. Figure 3.10 shows
We selected these features with the help of attribute selection algorithm available in
WEKA [11], an off-the-shelf machine learning classifier.
2
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Protocol/Device

Bandwidth

Duration

WDCT Cordless Phone
Bluetooth
ZigBee
Game controller

0.892 KHz
1 MHz
2 MHz
500 KHz

700 µs
366 µs - 3 ms
< 5 ms
235 µs

Frequency usage
FHSS, 90 channels
FHSS, 79 channels
Static, 16 channels
FHSS, 40 channels

Table 3.3: Pulse signatures for different RF devices.
the power distribution of an analog cordless phone at different distances, and
the corresponding spectral signatures computed at each distance. The figure
shows that normalization aids in making the signatures robust to the changes
in the signal strengths of the RF devices. However, at very low signal strengths
(6 -90 dBm), the spectral signatures tend to deviate and result in an increased
theta, leading to false negatives (§5.7).
(F3) Duty cycle. The duty cycle D of a device is the fraction of time the device
spends in “active” state. This can be used to identify high duty devices, e.g.,
analog phones and wireless video cameras have D=1, or identify devices with
characteristic duty cycles e.g., microwave ovens have D=0.5. In reality, due
to the presence of multiple devices, it is possible for the duty cycle of the
bandwidth (FFT bins) used by a device to be more than its expected duty cycle.
We therefore use the notion of minimum duty cycle Dmin for devices (Dmin =0.5
for a microwave oven) as one of the features.
(F4) Pulse signatures. Along with CF and BW, the transmission durations of
many devices conform to their protocol standards. For e.g., in Bluetooth, the
duration of a transmission slot is 625 µs, out of which 366 µs is spent in active
transmission. Similarly, WDCT cordless phones (FHSS phones) have a pulse
duration of 700 µs. Table 3.3 shows these properties (frequency, bandwidth,
and duration of the pulses) for different devices. Airshark combines these three
properties together to define pulse signatures for devices that communicate
using pulses (e.g., ZigBee, Bluetooth) and uses them as features in the detection

CDF
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Figure 3.11: Inter-pulse timing signature for different devices.

process.
(F5) Inter-pulse timing signatures. Timing between the transmissions of
many devices also exhibit certain properties. In Bluetooth SCO, for example,
examining the spectrum will reveal sets of two consecutive pulses that satisfy
the Bluetooth pulse signature (Table 3.3) and are separated by a time difference
of 625 µs. WDCT cordless phones and game controllers (e.g., Wii) exhibit
similar properties with time difference between consecutive pulses (occuring at
the same center frequency) in a set being 5 ms and 825 µs respectively. Similarly,
microwaves exhibit an ON-OFF cycle with a period of 16.6 ms. Figure 3.11
illustrates these timing properties.
Since Airshark can only sample a particular sub-band at a time, it cannot
capture all the pulses of a device. This is especially true for frequency hopping
devices. Due to the nature of sampling, we cannot expect every captured pulse
to exhibit the above timing property. Airshark’s device analyzers therefore
use a relaxed constraint—number of pulse sets that satisfy a particular timing
property is used as one of the features in the decision tree models (§3.3).
(F6) Pulse spread. Airshark accumulates the pulses for a number of sub-bands,
and extracts features from pulses belonging to a particular pulse signature to
detect the presence of frequency hopping devices. Together, these features
represent the pulse spread across different sub-bands.
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Figure 3.12: Pulse distribution of FHSS cordless phone and an audio transmitter
as captured by Airshark.
1. Pulses-per-band (mean and variance). We use the average number of pulses
per sub-band, and the corresponding variance as one of the measures to
characterize the pulse spread. For frequency hoppers, we can expect the
average number of pulses in each sub-band to be higher (and the variance
lower) compared to fixed frequency devices.
2. Pulse distribution. Pulses of many frequency hopping devices tend
to conform to a particular distribution. For example, FHSS cordless phone
pulses are spread uniformly across the entire 80 MHz band, whereas, the
pulse distribution for other frequency hoppers like audio transmitters may
tend to be concentrated on certain frequencies of sub-bands, as shown in
Figure 3.12. The X-axis shows the bin number b for each of the seven subbands (bmax = 56 ⇥ 7 = 392), and Y-axis shows the fraction of the pulses that
fall into each bin.3

Airshark checks whether the distribution of pulses across the sub-bands
conforms to an expected pulse distribution using Normalized Kullback-Leibler
Divergence (NKLD)[92], a well known metric in information theory. NKLD
is simple to compute and can be used to quantify the ‘distance’ or the relative
entropy between two probability distributions. NKLD is zero when the two
distributions are identical, and a higher value of NKLD implies increased
Instead of measuring the actual pulse distribution over the 80 MHz band, we stitch the
sub-bands together (ignoring the overlaps) and measuring the pulse distribution over the stitched
sub-bands.
3
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distance between the two distributions. The definition of NKLD is assymetric,
therefore we use a symmetric version of NKLD [92] to compare two distributions.
Let r(b) be the reference pulse distribution over all the bins (b 2 B = [0, bmax ]),
computed over a large period of time. Let m(b) be the measured pulse
distribution over a smaller time period tm . The symmetric NKLD for two
distributions r(b) and m(b) can be defined as:
NKLD(m(b), r(b)) =

1 ⇣ D(m(b)kr(b)) D(r(b)km(b)) ⌘
+
2
H(m(b))
H(r(b))

where, D(m(b)kr(b)) quantifies the divergence and is computed as
P
m(b)
b2B m(b) log r(b) , and H(m(b)) is the entropy of the random variable b
P
with distribution m(b) i.e., H(m(b)) = - b2B m(b) log2 m(b).

While Airshark can measure the pulse distribution m(b) over a large time

scale, and check if it conforms to r(b), this will increase the time to detect the
device. This leads to the question, “what is the minimum time scale tm at

which the pulse distribution can be measured?" We chose this time scale by
empirically measuring how the NKLD values converge with the increase in
the number of samples under different conditions. For the devices that we
tested, we observed around 15000 samples (around 6 scans of the entire 80 MHz
band, amounting to 6-7 seconds) was sufficient. We show how the number of
samples affect the NKLD values in §3.4. We note that not all devices conform
to a particular pulse distribution e.g., in our experiments, we found variable
pulse distributions for Bluetooth as it employs adaptive hopping mechanisms.
(F7) Device specific features. Detection accuracy can be improved by using
features unique to the target device. We illustrate this using a feature specific
to microwave ovens.
— Sweep detector. The heating source in a residential microwave oven is based
on a single magnetron tube that generates high power electromagnetic waves
whenever the input voltage is above some threshold. This results in an ONOFF pattern, typically periodic with a frequency of 60 Hz (frequency of the
AC supply line). Although there might be differences between the emissions
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Figure 3.13: Spectral samples from Airshark capturing the activity of a
residential microwave. The plot shows (i) the ON-OFF cycle for is around
16.6 ms and (ii) “frequency sweeps” during the ON periods.
from ovens of different manufacturers, the peak operational power is mostly
around 2.45-2.47 GHz and during the ON periods, the radiated signal exhibits
a frequency sweep of around 4-6 MHz [81, 150].
Figure 3.13 shows the resulting 16.66 ms periodic ON-OFF pattern and the
frequency sweeps during the ON periods of a microwave oven as captured by
Airshark. In the current prototype of Airshark, the microwave oven analyzer
includes sweep detection, along with timing signature analysis. We tested 6
microwaves (from different manufacturers), and Airshark was able to detect all
of them using these features.
Device Detection
Airshark uses decision tree [122] based classifiers in order to detect the presence
of RF devices. A decision tree is a mapping from observations about an item
(feature set) to conclusions about its target value (class). It employs a supervised
learning model where a small set of labeled data, referred to as training data,
is first used to build the tree and is later used to classify unlabeled data. In
Airshark, we use the popular C4.5 algorithm [122] to construct the decision
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trees. For further details about mechanisms to build decision trees and the
classification process, we refer the readers to [122].
Airshark employs a separate analyzer for each class of devices. These
device analyzers operate on a subset of features described previously, and
make use of decision tree classifiers trained to detect their corresponding RF
devices. The advantages of using per-device classifiers are three-fold: (i) each
classifier can use a separate feature subset, (ii) classifiers can operate at different
time granularities e.g., fixed frequency device analyzers (e.g., analog phone)
can carry out the classification when Airshark finishes processing a sub-band,
whereas for frequency hopping device analyzers like (e.g., Bluetooth, game
controllers) the classification decision can only take place after enough samples
have been processed (§3.3), (iii) classification process is more efficient when
multiple devices are simultaneously active—each classifier outputs either label
1 (indicating the presence of the device), or label 0 (indicating the absence of
the device). The alternative approach of using a single classifier is cumbersome
as it requires training the classifier for all possible device combinations (each
with a separate label).
Training. Before Airshark can identify a new RF device, its features have to be
recorded for training. To do this, features relevant to this device are identified,
and then extracted from spectral samples for the cases when the device is active
in isolation (label 1), and when the device is inactive (label 0). For example,
when adding the analog phone analyzer, we collected the spectral samples
when the phone was activated in isolation and when the phone was inactive.
We then instantiated analog phone’s device analyzer to extract these features:
bandwidth, spectral signature and duty cycle (measured from the recorded
spectral samples) and the list of possible CFs the phone can operate on. It is
worth pointing out that identifying the relevant feature set for a device and
training the corresponding device analyzer is a one time overhead before adding
a new RF device to Airshark. Table 3.1 lists the feature set employed by device
analyzers in our current implementation.
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Classification. We now summarize Airshark’s detection pipeline. Each sample
is processed by the first stage of the pipeline, and results in updating the
completed pulse list and aggregate statistics. Device analyzers are invoked
when Airshark finishes processing a sub-band:
1. Each device analyzer operates on the completed pulses and aggregate
statistics, to derive its features. The features may include: CF, BW, angular
difference (corresponding to its spectral signature), duty cycle, number and
the spread of the pulses satisfying its pulse signature and timing signature.
2. The device analyzer’s decision tree is invoked to output either label 1 or 0.
3. In case the decision tree outputs label 1, Airshark invokes a module that
tags the selected pulses (satisfying the pulse signature and timing signature)
as “owned" by this RF device.
An additional check is performed for frequency hopping device analyzers:
if there are not enough accumulated samples to perform the classification, the
classification decision is deferred to the next sub-band.
Dealing with multiple RF devices and overlapping signals. When multiple
RF devices are simultaneously active, the spectrum may be occupied by a large
number of transmissions (signal pulses). If the transmissions from multiple
devices do not overlap in time or in frequency (either because of the diversity
in the device transmission times, or because the devices operate in a nonoverlapping spectrum bands), Airshark’s device analyzers can proceed as is.
Further, for certain combinations of devices, transmissions may overlap in
both time and frequency, but not always. For example, this is the case when
frequency hopping devices and fixed-frequency, low duty devices are present.
In our benchmarks for these combinations, Airshark could always find enough
pulses that do not overlap, and therefore was able to correctly detect the devices.
Transmissions from multiple devices that always overlap in time and
frequency, however, can decrease the detection accuracy if the above techniques
are used as is. For example, if the transmissions from a fixed-frequency,
always-on device (e.g., analog phone) overlap in frequency with another fixedfrequency device (e.g., ZigBee device), features like spectral signatures will
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not perform well. This is because overlapping signals change the “shape”
of the power distribution and increase the angular difference as shown in
Figure 3.14(a). One approach to resolve such overlaps, is to use cyclostationary
analysis [66] on raw signal samples. Such rich signal information (very high
resolution, raw signal samples), however, is not available through WiFi cards.
We extend the basic approach used in Airshark to handle these cases as follows:
device analyzers first identify the potential peaks that match their CFs. For each
peak, instead of a complete match on the signal’s bandwidth BW, a partial
match of the spectral signatures is performed. The bandwidth BWpar for
the partial match is decided by the bandwidth detection algorithm, and is
required to be above a minimum bandwidth BWmin in order to control the
false positives (i.e., BWmin 6 BWpar 6 BW). In our benchmarks, setting BWmin

to 0.6⇥BW improved the accuracy without increasing the false positives (§5.7).
Figure 3.14(b) shows the reduction in angular difference when using a partial
match.
Alternative classifiers. We also built another classifier based on support vector
machines (SVM) [7]. In our experiments, we found that in most cases, Airshark’s
SVM-based and decision tree based classifiers had similar detection accuracies.
In some scenarios involving multiple devices, SVM-based classifier performed
slightly better (§3.4). However, we elected to use a decision tree based classifier,
as it has very low memory and processing requirements, thus making it feasible
to embed non-WiFi device detection functionality in commodity wireless APs
and clients.
.
In this section, we evaluate Airshark’s performance under a variety of scenarios,
and present real-world applications of Airshark through a small scale deployment. We start by presenting the details of our implementation and testbed set
up, followed by the metrics used for evaluation.
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Figure 3.14: Overlapping signal detection. (a) partial overlap between ZigBee
and analog signals (b) using partial matches between spectral signatures reduces
the angular difference in overlapping cases.
Implementation. Our implementation of Airshark consists of few hundred
lines of C code that sets up the FFT sampling from the Atheros AR9280 AGN
based wireless card, and about 4500 lines of Python scripts that implement
the detection pipeline. We used an off-the-shelf implementation of the C4.5
decision tree algorithm [11] for training and classification. For the alternative
SVM-based classifier, we used an SVM implementation [7] employing a radial
basis function kernel with default parameter setting. We focus on detecting
devices in 2.4 GHz spectrum, and our current prototype has been tested with 8
classes of devices (across multiple device models) mentioned in Table 3.1.
Evaluation set up. We performed all our experiments in a university building
(except those in §3.4). Our training data was taken during the late evenings
and night times to minimize the impact of external non-WiFi interference. Our
evaluation experiments, however, were performed over a period of one week
that included both busy hours and night times. We also used the AirMaestro
signal analyzer [3] in order to determine the “ground truth” about the presence
of any external non-WiFi RF devices during our experiments.
Evaluation Metrics. We use the following metrics to evaluate the performance
of Airshark:
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Figure 3.15: Accuracy of single device detection across signal strengths for
different RF devices.
1. Detection accuracy: This is the fraction of correctly identified RF device
instances. This estimates the probability that Airshark accurately detects the
presence of an RF device.
2. False positive rate (FPR): This is defined as the fraction of false positives. This
estimates the probability that Airshark incorrectly determines the presence of
an RF device.
We will first evaluate Airshark’s performance in various scenarios, and then
comment on the parameters we chose. We set the energy threshold
dBm,

B

s

to -95

to 10 dB, and for computing NKLD we use 15000 samples. The RF

devices tested and the features used are listed in Table 3.1.
Performance evaluation
We start by evaluating Airshark using controlled experiments with different RF
devices.
Single device detection accuracy
Method. We measured the accuracy of device detection when only one of the
RF devices mentioned in Table 3.1 was activated. The methodology used to
activate the devices is also listed in Table 3.1. We placed the devices at random
locations to generate the samples at different RSSI values, and then computed
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Figure 3.16: Accuracy of detection across signal strengths for 2, 3, and > 4
device combinations.
the average detection accuracy at each RSSI.
Results. Figure 4.10 shows the detection accuracy as a function of RSSI for
different RF devices. We observe that Airshark achieves an accuracy of 98% for
RSSI values as low as -80 dBm. For RSSI values 6 -80 dBm, the accuracy drops

down due to the reduced number of pulses detected at such low signal strengths.
Further, the drop is sharper for frequency hopping devices, compared to fixed
frequency, high duty devices like analog phones and video cameras.
Multiple device detection accuracy
Method. For each run, we chose 2 6n 68 random devices from our device set,

placed them at random locations and activated them simultaneously to generate

samples at different RSSI values. We then computed the average detection
accuracy at each RSSI. We repeat the experiments for different combinations of
devices and locations. We note that our experiments include the “overlapping
signal” cases (§3.3).
Results. Figure 4.11 shows the detection accuracy for 2, 3, and > 4 device

combinations. We observe that even when > 4 devices are activated simultaneously, the average detection accuracy is more than 91% for RSSI values as

low as -80 dBm. For higher RSSI values (> -60 dBm), the detection accuracy
was 96%. For lower RSSI values, in the presence of multiple RF devices, we
observed that features like spectral signatures, duty cycles do not perform well,
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Figure 3.17: False positive rate for different devices.
and hence result in reduced accuracy (§3.4). Overall, we find that Airshark is
reasonably accurate, and as we show in §3.4, its performance is close to that of
signal analyzers [3] using custom hardware.
False positives
Method. When performing the above experiments for single and multiple
device detection, we also recorded the false positives. Figure 3.17 shows the
distribution of false positive rate across different RF devices.
Results. We observe that Airshark has a particularly low false positive rate
— even when using > 4 RF devices, operating under a wide range of signal

strengths, the average FPR was 0.39% (maximum observed FPR was 1.3%).
Further, for RSSI values > -80 dBm, the average FPR was 6 0.068%.
Overall performance summary. For a total of 8 classes of RF devices
used in our evaluation, across multiple runs and in presence of simultaneous
activity from multiple RF devices at different signal strengths, Airshark exhibits
detection accuracy of > 91% even for very low signal strengths of -80 dBm.

The average false positive rate was 0.39%. At higher signal strengths (> -60
dBm) the accuracy was > 96%.
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Location/environment

Accuracy

Indoor offices (floor-to-ceiling walls)
Lab environment (cubicle-style offices)
Apartments (dormitory-style)

98.47%
94.3%
96.21%

False +ves
0.029%
0.067%
0.043%

Table 3.4: Airshark’s performance in different environments.
In a typical enterprise deployment with multiple APs running Airshark,
performance at low RSSI might not be a concern as we can expect at least one
AP to capture the non-WiFi device signals with RSSI >-80 dBm. Below, we
benchmark the performance under the cases with RSSI > -80 dBm. We revisit
the performance at lower RSSI in §3.4.
Location insensitivity
Method. To understand whether the peformance of our decision tree models
was affected by the location and the nature of the wireless environment, we
repeated the controlled experiments in three different environments. In each
case, we activated the RF devices at different signal strengths and measured
Airshark’s performance.
Results. Table 3.4 shows that Airshark performs reasonably well under all the
three environments with an average detection accuracy of 94.3%-98.4% and an
average FPR of 0.029%-0.067%. This shows that our decision tree models are
general, and are applicable in different environments.
Performance of SVM-based classifier
Method. We compared the performance of SVM-based implementation of
Airshark with the decision tree based version. Both SVM and decision tree
implementations were trained using the same data. Similar to the previous
experiments, we placed the RF devices at random locations to evaluate the
performance at different signal strengths.
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RF device
Analog cordless phone
Bluetooth (ACL/SCO)
FHSS cordless phone
Microwave oven
ZigBee device
Video camera
Audio tx/headphones
Game controller (Xbox/Wii)

Airshark-SVM
(%) Accuracy/FPR

Airshark-DTree
(%)Accuracy/FPR

98.31% / 0.037%
92.03% / 0.094%
98.44% / 0.052%
94.02% / 0.012%
97.49% / 0.048%
94.24% / 0.08%
92.27% / 0.016%
90.32% / 0.064%

97.73% / 0.012%
91.63% / 0.076%
96.47% / 0.037%
93.16% / 0.06%
96.23% / 0.036%
92.70% / 0.072%
91.23% / 0.014%
91.75% / 0.046%

Table 3.5: Comparison of SVM and decision tree based approaches. Table shows
per-device accuracy in the presence of multiple RF devices. The RSSI of the
devices were > -80 dBm.

Detection device

Online tests

Accuracy

False +ves

AirMaestro [3]
Airshark

1827
1827

1803 (98.7%)
1761 (96.3%)

NA
12 (0.07%)

Table 3.6: Comparison of Airshark and a detection device that uses a specialized
hardware (AirMaestro RF signal analyzer).
Results. Table 3.5 shows that the performance of SVM and decision tree
for different RF devices. We observe that while SVM based implementation
performs slightly better in terms of the detection accuracy (an improvement
of up to 4%), the number false positives also increase. We elected to use the
decision tree approach as it was much faster and has comparable performance.
Comparison with specialized signal analyzers
Method. We compared the accuracy of Airshark with the AirMaestro RF signal
analyzer [3] by employing following methodology: we performed experiments
by activating a combination of RF devices at different signal strengths and
collected traces from both Airshark and the AirMaestro device simultaneously.
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Figure 3.18: (a) RSSI vs. angular difference with respect to analog phone’s
spectral signature when the device is switched on and off (b) CDF of bandwidth
estimation error at different signal strengths.
Table 3.6 shows the results.
Results. We observe that out of 1827 device instances, AirMaestro was correctly
able to detect 1803 (98.7%), whereas Airshark detected 1761 (96.3%) instances.
Further, out of 66 instances where Airshark failed to identify the device, 48
instances had RSSI values of less than -80 dBm and the rest involved frequency
hopping devices with multiple other RF devices operating simultaneously. We
observed a total of 12 (0.07%) false positives and these instances occured when
operating multiple RF devices at low signal strengths.
Microbenchmarks
Airshark’s detection accuracy is affected by low signal strengths and increased
WiFi interference. Below we investigate these scenarios.
Performance under low signal strengths
We now highlight some of the reasons for reduced accuracy at low signal
strengths by examining two of the features.
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Figure 3.19: Stress testing Airshark with extreme WiFi interference. Detection
accuracy is reduced for pulsed transmission devices (e.g., ZigBee), whereas
accuracy for frequency hoppers is minimally affected.
— Spectral signatures. Consider a particular center frequency and associated
bandwidth where we can expect an analog phone to operate. We wish to
compute the spectral signature on this band (based on the received power in the
FFT bins) and then measure the angular difference w.r.t. analog phone’s spectral
signature for (i) when the analog phone is active at this center frequency, (ii)
when the phone is inactive. For Airshark to clearly distinguish between these
two cases, there must be a clear separation between the angular differences i.e.,
angular difference must be low when the phone is active, and higher when it is
inactive. To understand the worst case performance, we also activate multiple
other RF devices by placing them at random locations. Figure 3.18(a) shows
that even in the presence of multiple devices, the angular difference is very
low when the phone is operating at higher RSSI. However, when the phone is
operating at lower signal strengths, the angular difference increases, thereby
reducing Airshark’s detection accuracy.
—Bandwidth estimation. In each run we activate a random RF device at
a random location and let Airshark compute the bandwidth of the signal.
Figure 3.18(b) shows the error in computed bandwidth at different RSSI values.
We observe that Airshark performs very well at high RSSI values, but the
bandwidth estimation error increases at low signal strengths, thereby affecting
the detection accuracy.
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Figure 3.20: NKLD values wrt. to audio transmitter’s pulse distribution for (a)
audio transmitter at different distances (b) different RF devices
Performance under extreme interference
We performed stress tests on Airshark by introducing additional WiFi interference traffic. We placed a WiFi transmitter close to the Airshark node (distance
of 1m) and let it broadcast packets on the same channel as the fixed frequency
RF devices. We changed the WiFi traffic load resulting in different airtime
utilizations. We tested the detection accuracy of RF devices at igh and ow
signal strengths (-50 dBm and -80 dBm respectively). Figure 3.19 shows the
effect on Airshark’s detection accuracy w.r.t. normalized air time utilization (air
time utilization is maximum, when the transmitter broadcasts packets at full
throughput). Accuracy of high duty devices (analog phone) is affected only in
the ow case, when normalized airtime utilization is close to 1. For devices like
ZigBee (fixed frequency, pulsed transmissions), the effect is more severe in the
ow case under increased airtime utilization. Frequency hopping devices like
Bluetooth, however, are not affected because Airshark is able to collect enough
pulses from other sub-bands. It is worth pointing out that all the previous
experiments were performed in the presence of regular WiFi traffic and in
different wireless environments. We therefore believe that Airshark performs
reasonably well under realistic WiFi workloads.
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Choice of s
Accuracy (FPR)

-105 dBm

-95 dBm

-85 dBm

97.3% (4.7%)

92.13% (0.041%)

89.24% (0.023%)

Table 3.7: Effect of different thresholds on Airshark’s performance.

Deployment

Proportion of RF device instances
Microwave Bluetooth FHSS Phone Videocam

WLAN1
WLAN2

37.16%
81.65%

52.34%
17.43%

9.87%
–

–
0.917%

Xbox
0.6%
–

Table 3.8: Proportion of non-WiFi RF device instances in 2 production WLANs.
We collected data using Airshark for a duration of 48 hours.
Parameter tuning
We now discuss the empirically established parameters of our system. Table 3.7
shows the effect of using different energy thresholds. The set up for the
experiments was similar to that in §3.4. We observe that while it is possible to
improve Airshark’s accuracy at lower RSSI values by lowering the threshold,
this comes at the cost of increased false positives. Increasing the threshold
reduces the number of peaks (and hence pulses) detected and reduces the
detection accuracy.
We now show the effect of number of samples on the NKLD values.
Figure 3.20 (left) shows how the NKLD values converge for an audio transmitter
device (placed at different distances) with the total number of samples processed
by Airshark. We find that around 15000 samples, the NKLD values converge to
0.3. Figure 3.20 (right) compares the NKLD of different RF devices when using
the pulse distribution of the audio transmitter device as reference. We find that
15000 samples are sufficient, as NKLD values of 6 0.3 can be used to indicate
the pulse distribution of the audio transmitter.
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Figure 3.21: Results from a two day deployment of Airshark in two production
WLANs. Each point in the scatter plot denotes the loss rate for a link in the
absence (p(L|¬Z)) and the loss rate in the presence (p(L|Z)) of (i) microwave
ovens, (ii) video cameras, for a total of 224 links (168 links in WLAN1 and 56
links in WLAN2).
Example uses of Airshark
We now demonstrate Airshark’s potential through example applications. We
monitored the RF activity on a single floor of two production WLANs using
regular wireless laptops that ran Airshark and also captured packets using
tcpdump. WLAN1 used 7 APs and WLAN2 employed 3 APs on the monitored
floor. We collected the data for 48 hours at each location. To provide confidence
in our statistical estimates, we restrict our analysis to a total of 224 links (168
links in WLAN1, 56 links in WLAN2) that exchange at least 150 packets in our
packet traces. Airshark can help WLAN administrators answer the following
questions about RF device activity in their networks:
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Airshark Trace
Duration
Microwave
14:35:19-14:55:18
14:55:18-14:55:46
14:55:46-15:00:22
15:00:22-15:02:40
15:02:40-15:04:45

OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF

Loss rate
Link L1
10.52%
86.20%
10.91%
45.88%
7.63%

Airshark Trace
Duration
Microwave
16:50:36-16:53:19
16:53:19-16:53:52
16:53:52-17:13:22
17:13:22-17:15:19
17:15:19-17:33:20

OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF

Loss rate
Link L2
16.66%
79.61%
15.78%
48.78%
15.00%

Table 3.9: Airshark traces for the time periods relevant to links L1 and L2
(WLAN1) showing increased losses due to microwave oven activity.
Question. “Which non-WiFi RF devices were visible in the WLANs? How long
were the devices active, and which devices appeared more frequently?”
Analysis. Using traces from Airshark, we found that non-WiFi devices were
active for 22.6% (10.48 hrs) and 13.92% (6.68 hrs) of the trace duration in WLAN1
and WLAN2 respectively. Table 3.8 shows the proportion of non-WiFi RF
device instances in the two WLANs—microwave ovens (37.16% and 81.65%)
and Bluetooth devices (52.34% and 17.43%) occurred most frequently in WLAN1
and WLAN2. FHSS cordless phones accounted for 9.87% of the instances in
WLAN1. Game controllers and video cameras were also visible, albeit for very
short durations.
Question. “Did any of the links in the WLAN suffer from interference due to nonWiFi devices? Which non-WiFi devices caused the most interference?”
Analysis. Airshark can help identify the interference-prone links as follows:
Let L denote the event of a packet loss on a wireless link. We note that L might
include losses due to non-WiFi interference as well as those due to “background
losses” (e.g., due to weak signal)4 . Let Z be the event that a non-WiFi device z
is active. We compute the probability of a packet loss given the device is active,
4
We note that intermittent losses may also occur due to potential hidden terminals in the
network. We used PIE [149], a system that can detect hidden conflicts, to discard such cases
from the traces.
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p(L|Z), and the probability of a packet loss given the device is inactive, p(L|¬Z)
as follows:
1. Using Airshark, we identify the periods when the device z was active (ton ),
and when the device z was inactive (toff ).
2. For each link, we compute the total number of packets transmitted on the
link during ton , and the corresponding number of packets lost, to measure
p(L|Z). Similarly, we compute p(L|¬Z) by measuring the loss rate during
toff .
3. For the links severely interfered by device z, we can expect p(L|Z)

p(L|¬Z).

We make the following observations:
— Microwave Ovens: Figure 3.21 shows the impact of microwave oven activity
using a scatter plot of p(L|Z) and p(L|¬Z). We observe increased losses for a
few links (70-80%). We found that around 20% links in WLAN1 and 10% links
in WLAN2 had more than 20% increase in loss rates. Further, for around 5% of
the links, the loss rates increased by more than 40%. Table 3.9 shows snapshots
of Airshark traces and loss rates for two links L1 and L2 that experienced
interference from microwave ovens.
— Video camera: The camera was active only for around 3 minutes in the WLAN2
trace, but it had a severe impact on two of the links as shown in Figure 3.21.
Losses for the two links increased from 6.47% to 77.67%, and 12.47% to 44.85%
during the period the camera was on.
— Bluetooth/Xbox/FHSS phones: In both the traces, we did not find any impact
of these devices on the link loss rates.
.
Our work on Airshark is a first step towards detecting non-WiFi devices using
commodity WiFi hardware, and is certainly amenable to various improvements.
We now discuss some of the limitations and opportunities with detection
approaches such as Airshark that we have not fully explored in this work.
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• Understanding the effects of sequential sampling on ground truth.
Due to driver limitations, current spectral sampling procedure implemented in Airshark is sequential in nature — Airshark scans the entire
spectrum in a sequential order and spends an equal amount of time on
each sub-band to collect samples. This implies that at any given instant,
Airshark loses samples corresponding to all other sub-bands that are not
being monitored. While we ran our training experiments in controlled
settings with signal analyzers monitoring the spectrum, we currently are
not able to capture the “entire device activity” (or the ground truth) for
some of the devices. For example, for devices such as frequency hoppers
(e.g., Bluetooth or XBox controllers) we are only able to capture partial
activity corresponding to one sub-band at a time. Losing samples affects
the device detection time as it increases the time to capture features such
as the pulse spread (Section 3.3). One way forward is to use multiple
Airshark nodes each statically monitoring a particular sub-band and
merging the samples to construct the entire device activity. We note
that such an approach would require the clocks on Airshark nodes to be
time synchronized (See Chapter 7). Capturing the entire device activity
would then help us benchmark the sequential sampling procedure and
understand the scope for improvement in Airshark’s accuracy. This will
also be useful in benchmarking other sampling approaches described
next.
• Improving sampling procedure. We note that sequential sampling
approaches are sub-optimal as spectrum might not be equally utilized.
For example, some parts of the spectrum might be more crowded (due to
high activity from a particular non-WiFi device, or due to the presence
of multiple non-WiFi devices in this portion of the spectrum). A better
sampling approach would be “sense” the parts of spectrum that are more
crowded, and adaptively tune the dwell times on the sub-bands with higher
non-WiFi device activity. Examples of such approaches include active
sensing mechanisms [35] that are adaptive in nature. Newer sampling
mechanisms such as distilled sensing [63] approaches are also of interest.
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These approaches are based on the notion that it is often easier to rule
out parts of the spectrum that do not contain signal than it is to directly
identify non-zero signal components. We expect such adaptive sampling
mechanisms to improve Airshark’s detection accuracy and the time to
detect each of the active devices.
• Handling multiple overlapping signals. Currently, Airshark can only
handle a limited number (up to 6) of simultaneously active devices. A
limiting factor in Airshark’s detection capabilities in presence of multiple,
simultaneously operating non-WiFi devices is that of “overlapping signal
scenario” — a scenario where signals from multiple devices that always
happen to overlap in both time and frequency domain. We find that
our extensions to handle such cases (e.g., using partial signatures) are
not particularly effective, resulting in degradation in detection accuracy.
Instead of using partial signatures, another approach would be to treat
the received samples as a addition of individual known signals (since
total power of the received signal is equal to the sum of the powers of the
constituent signals and noise) and train the classifier for possible overlap
combinations of different devices [66]. There is also a scope for applying
signal de-noising approaches [47, 167] that can prove to be beneficial in
such overlapping signal cases.
.
In this chapter, we first motivated the need to detect non-WiFi RF devices by
characterizing their prevalence in typical environments. We then presented
Airshark, a system that can detect the non-WiFi devices using only the
functionality provided by commodity WiFi cards. Airshark extracts unique
features using energy samples from a WiFi card and presents a generic, and
extensible framework to accurately detect multiple non-WiFi devices, while
maintaining a low false positive rate. We also found its performance to be
comparable to a commercial signal analyzer. Through a deployment in two
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production WLANs, we demonstrated Airshark’s potential in understanding
non-WiFi interference issues.
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In the previous chapter, we showed how a WiFi device can use information from
emerging wireless cards to detect the presence of non-WiFi devices operating in
its vicinity. In this chapter, we design WiFiNet — a collaborative neighborhood
of WiFi nodes — to identify and “catch” the non-WiFi transmitters that are
actually causing harmful interference to WiFi communication (Figure 4.1). More
specifically, through WiFiNet we can answer the following questions — how
much interference is any non-WiFi RF transmitter (e.g., a Bluetooth headset,
an active analog phone, or a microwave oven) causing to an existing WiFi
communication and where in the physical space is each such non-WiFi interferer
located?
Much of the prior work has employed custom hardware to tackle non-WiFi
interference. Examples include commercial products such as AirMaestro [3]
and Wispy [12] that build specific signatures to detect the presence of a device.
Recent research efforts (e.g., RFDump [98], DOF [66], TIMO [139]) have used
the flexibility allowed by software radios to develop novel signal processing
techniques and physical layer designs to co-exist with these devices. The
unique aspect of WiFiNet is that it is built entirely on top of standard WiFi
network interface cards (NICs). In particular, an emerging class of WiFi NICs,
such as those based on the Atheros 9280 chipset, as part of their WiFi frame
decoding process, provide coarse-grained energy samples per sub-carrier of a
WiFi channel. These energy samples are a few orders of magnitude lower in
resolution than available to the sophisticated spectrum analysis tools. Using
such functionality, in the previous chapter we presented Airshark [131] and have
shown that even with such a low resolution input, a regular WiFi node (either
an Access Point or a client) can individually detect the presence of non-WiFi
devices.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of WiFiNet’s architecture.

Airshark is, however, is only the first step in the broad space of deconstructing non-WiFi interference and quantifying their impact on WiFi links.
WiFiNet leverages collaboration between multiple WiFi nodes to address both
quantification of interference impact and localization of these interferers, as we
explain below.
Quantifying non-WiFi interference impact in real-time: The mere presence of a non-WiFi device, as detected by Airshark, in the vicinity of a WiFi
transmitter is not always harmful. For instance, an active analog cordless phone
at a specific location, may only have a minimal impact on a particular WiFi link.
We call such a low-impact non-WiFi device, a minnow. On the other hand, a
microwave oven radiating a significant amount of energy in its vicinity might
cause severe disruption to nearby WiFi links. We call such an interferer, a whale.
However, the impact of interference from the same non-WiFi device can
quickly change over time. For instance, if the microwave oven’s setting is
adjusted to operate with a low power level, this device may suddenly turn into
a minnow. On the other hand, if the cordless phone user moves to a different
location which is closer to the WiFi link, this device might turn into a whale with
respect to this WiFi link. It is even possible that the impact of the cordless phone
on the WiFi link changes due to properties of the WiFi link itself. For example,
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when the WiFi link is operating at 54 Mbps, the disruptive impact of the cordless
phone is quite high, with the impact decreasing as a rate adaptation algorithm
reduces the WiFi link’s choice of PHY rates. WiFiNet tracks this continuously
changing impact of non-WiFi transmitters on WiFi communication in real-time,
adjusting its interference estimates immediately as operating parameters change
(e.g., the microwave power setting is changed, or the WiFi device’s PHY rate
selection algorithm starts operating with a higher rate).
Locating non-WiFi interferers: WiFiNet also determines the physical
location of such non-WiFi transmitters immediately, so that the precise source
of such interference can be determined, and if needed, such interfering devices
can either be re-configured or disabled.
Through these new and unique capabilities, WiFiNet provides new RF
management tools for WiFi environments using off-the-shelf WiFi NICs only,
obviating the need for sophisticated wireless hardware. In fact, WiFiNet can
be easily implemented and integrated into enterprise WiFi APs to achieve
improved mitigation strategies against non-WiFi interference for enterprise
environments.
Challenges in designing WiFiNet
In designing and implementing the capabilities of WiFiNet, we had to overcome
the following set of challenges:
How to detect multiple devices of the same type? In many wireless
environments, there are multiple devices of a given type, e.g., two different
cordless phones. It is possible that among these two phones, one is a whale
and causes 80% loss in throughput to a WiFi link, while the other is a minnow
and causes only 5% loss in throughput. To differentiate between these two
interferers, WiFiNet needs to determine how many devices of each type are
operating at any given instant. To achieve this goal, WiFiNet utilizes tight clock
synchronization, and employs signal clustering techniques operating on some
device specific attributes (when available) and signal strength observations
gathered by multiple WiFi detectors to identify the unique transmission
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contributions from different, potentially identical, non-WiFi devices. Our prior
work, Airshark, builds signatures of each device type to detect the presence
of any such device in the vicinity of the detecting WiFi node. But such an
individual WiFi node is not able to determine if there is only one or two or
three different FHSS cordless phones in the vicinity, and hence, cannot attribute
which part of wireless transmissions belong to which such interferer.
How to estimate each device’s impact? After segregating each non-WiFi
device’s transmissions, WiFiNet uses specific timing analysis for estimating
the impact of each interferer — time-frequency overlaps between the WiFi
frames and non-WiFi device’s transmissions are analyzed and correlated with
the outcomes (frame success or loss) to discern the impact of each device. Our
technique works well for both low and high duty devices. In our design, we take
into account the carrier sensing interference, interference from WiFi sources
and multiple PHY rates of operation used by WiFi links.
How do we localize the non-WiFi device? Localization in indoor wireless
environments is a well studied problem [25, 29, 140, 166]. Common techniques
include signal strength based triangulation [166] and RF fingerprinting approaches [25]. However, the key requirement for such localization approaches is
for multiple detectors to detect the same transmission at different signal strengths.
In the commonly known WiFi localization techniques, this is easy because the
different detectors decode the same wireless frame and use the frame’s identity
to ensure sameness.
In our case, the WiFi detectors cannot decode the non-WiFi transmissions,
and hence cannot immediately assign the same identity to “pulses” received
from the non-WiFi transmitters. A core challenge that we needed to solve is
for different WiFi detectors to determine which received pulses correspond to
a single transmission from the same non-WiFi device. The next challenge is
to build a model for localization. Propagation characteristics are similar for
both WiFi and non-WiFi transmitters since they operate on the same frequency.
WiFiNet exploits this fact and builds the model by exchanging WiFi frames and
recording signal strength measurements. Since the transmit power of non-WiFi
devices can be arbitrarily different from that of WiFi nodes, the model takes
this into account by operating on the difference in received signal strengths.
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Through experiments, we show the feasibility of this approach for non-WiFi
device localization using WiFi-only detectors.
Summary of key contributions: Summarizing, the key contributions of
our WiFiNet system are three-fold: (i) it detects and discerns the transmission
contributions of different non-WiFi interferers in the vicinity of the WiFi
detectors; (ii) it attributes interference impact of each such non-WiFi device
for any given WiFi link, classifying them as whales, minnows, or anything
else in between, through collaborative observations; and (iii) it pinpoints the
location of each such non-WiFi interferer so that they can be independently
re-configured or disabled. All of these capabilities are implemented using
WiFi-only detectors.
The entire WiFiNet system has been implemented using the Atheros AR
9280 based WiFi NICs, and evaluated in detail through various experiments.
Our results indicate a typical impact determination accuracy of > 90% and a
localization error of < 4 meters in these environments.
.
We start by presenting an overview of WiFiNet’s architecture, followed by the
details of its design and operation.
Architecture and flow of operations. WiFiNet employs collaborative observations from multiple WiFi-only detectors spread across a network to perform
its non-WiFi device interference estimation and localization operations. Since
most enterprise APs today come equipped with multiple WiFi radios, one way
to deploy WiFiNet would be to employ one of the radios as a detector. In
such a setting, WiFiNet can function as follows. All the enterprise APs are
connected to a central controller over an Ethernet backplane. Each AP has two
radios: (i) a regular radio that used to communicate with the clients, and (ii)
a detector radio that continuously captures spectral samples as well as WiFi
frames. APs run Airshark [131] to process the spectral samples and perform
device detection. Airshark outputs a set of “pulses” (time-frequency blocks
representing non-WiFi device transmissions), and tags these pulses with the
appropriate device type (e.g., Bluetooth, ZigBee, etc.). Each pulse reported
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by Airshark consists of the start and end timestamps, center frequency and
bandwidth of the pulse, the average received power of the pulse, and a tag
that indicates the device type. Next, the APs also process the captured WiFi
frames to create a per-client frame transmission summary: frame start and end
timestamps, PHY rate, and reception status (i.e., whether the AP received an
ACK for this frame or not). The proximity between the two radios ensures that
the detector radio receives the majority of frames transmitted by the regular
radio due to capture effect, thereby creating an accurate summary of frame
transmissions [149]. The per-client WiFi frame transmission summaries and
the captured non-WiFi pulse traces are forwarded to controller to identify the
individual non-WiFi device instances, estimate their interference impact and
localize them. Figure 4.2 presents the overall control flow. We now explain each
of these tasks in detail.
Identifying unique pulses
Since the same pulse can be received by multiple APs in the WLAN, the first
task for the controller is to consolidate the traces and identify the unique pulses
transmitted by different non-WiFi devices operating in the environment. To do
this, the controller has to identify the “common” pulses received by the APs
and create a single consolidated pulse. However, finding common pulses is not
straightforward as WiFi APs cannot decode non-WiFi pulses.
Pulse consolidation. WiFiNet uses a heuristic to consolidate the pulses: if two
APs receive a pulse that has the same device type (e.g., Bluetooth), has the
same start and end times, has the same center frequency and bandwidth, then
most likely the APs received the same pulse (transmitted by a particular nonWiFi device). In practice, we allow a certain leeway as these parameters might
not exactly match e.g., we allow the maximum difference between the pulse
start (and end) times to be FFT sampling resolution of the WiFi card (116µs for
AR9280 card) and that between pulse center frequencies (and bandwidths) to be
resolution bandwidth of the WiFi card (312.5 kHz or equal to 802.11 sub-carrier
spacing).
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To apply the heuristic, however, would require the pulse traces at the
APs to be synchronized. How do we synchronize the pulse traces without
knowing common pulses (i.e., reference points)? WiFiNet solves this issue by
leveraging the WiFi hardware — the timestamps of the pulses are derived from
the same clock that is used to timestamp the captured WiFi frames. WiFiNet first
synchronizes the clocks at all the APs using captured “common” frames as
reference points, and then uses the synchronized APs to find “common” pulses.
We now explain these tasks.
Opportunistic synchronization. Synchronization can be easily carried out if
we find one reference frame that is received by all WiFiNet APs in the WLAN.
However, this is highly unlikely in practice as the wireless signal attenuates
over distance. Therefore, WiFiNet opportunistically synchronizes ‘pairs of APs’
using common received frames (reference frames used for synchronization are
typically beacon frames or data frames without the retransmit bit set [38, 123]) ,
and then transitively synchronizes the sniffer radios at all the APs using a graph
based approach:
1. Instantiate a synchronization graph, syncGraph = (S, E) where each vertex
si represents the sniffer radio at WiFiNet AP i, and the weight w(eij ) of the
edge eij : si ! sj represents the clock skew between the APs. Initially, S
comprises of all vertices and has no edges.

2. For each pair of WiFiNet APs (si , sj ), we start by finding the set of reference
frames (common received frames). Compute difference in timestamps for
each of the reference frames, and use the median value as the clock skew.
This results in instantiating an edge eij in the syncGraph with weight equal
to skew between the APs.
3. After processing all pairs of APs, start with a reference AP (s0 ), chosen
randomly, and perform a breadth-first search on the syncGraph to transitively
synchronize all the APs with respect to the reference AP.
The above synchronization procedure is repeated every sync interval in order
to account for the clock drift. Figure 4.3 shows the synchronization error as a
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Figure 4.3: (left) Illustration of graph based opportunistic synchronization used
in WiFiNet. Each node is an WiFiNet AP (s0 is the reference AP), weights
on the edges correspond to the pair-wise AP skews, and the numbers in the
parentheses are the final synchronization offsets of the APs (i.e., skews w.r.t.
reference s0 ) (right) CDF of synchronization error for our deployment of 8
WiFiNet APs at different sync intervals. Error in synchronization is 6 6 µs for
a sync interval of 500 ms.

function of sync interval for our deployment of 8 WiFiNet APs. We observe
that the error increases with the increase in sync interval (e.g., an error of < 6 µs
for an interval of 500 ms). In WiFiNet, we use a sync interval of 100 ms which
results in tight synchronization between the APs (an error of less than 2-4 µs
in most cases).
Output from consolidation. The controller applies the appropriate synchronization offsets to each AP’s pulse trace and then finds the common pulses
among the APs using the heuristic mentioned above. The consolidation
process can be carried out efficiently as the pulses are sorted by time. After
consolidation, the controller is left with unique pulses transmitted by non-WiFi
devices, and for each unique pulse, we associate an RSS vector r = [r0 , . . . , rN-1 ]
that represents the received power of this pulse at each of the N APs in the
WLAN. We set ri to the average received power of the pulse at ith AP, if the
pulse was indeed received this AP, otherwise ri =

.
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Figure 4.4: Heatmap of 4 FHSS cordless phone devices (2 base/handset pairs)
captured by a WiFiNet AP, showing the timing property. Each base/handset
pair emits two short pulses that are both at the same center frequency and are
separated by 5 ms. The pair then jumps to a different center frequency after 10
ms and repeats the process. WiFiNet identifies the pulses belonging to each
device by calculating their timing offsets (pulse start time modulo 10 ms).
Identifying unique device instances
After obtaining the unique pulses, the next task for the controller is to detect the
number of non-WiFi device instances, segregate the pulses belonging to each
instance and establish a unique ID for it. WiFiNet first segregates the pulses
according to their device type, and employs clustering algorithms for further
segregation. The algorithms determine “the number of clusters” (non-WiFi
device instances), and assign each pulse to a cluster. The combination of (device
type, cluster center) is then used as the ID for this device instance. In our current
prototype, we implement (i) a generic, RSS based clustering that is applicable
to all non-WiFi devices and (ii) clustering based on timing properties that is
specific to some non-WiFi device types. We now explain both approaches.
Generic clustering based on signal strength
WiFiNet’s generic clustering approach operates on RSS vectors that are Ndimensional (i.e., vector sizes grow with the number of APs). Since the
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Figure 4.5: Segregating pulses in the presence of multiple, simultaneously
operating devices of the same type, based on WiFiNet’s device specific and
generic clustering. Figure shows clusters of pulses from (left) 2 FHSS cordless
phone base/handset pairs (4 FHSS cordless devices) using pulse start time offset
(middle) 2 Microwave ovens using ON-period offset (right) 4 FHSS cordless
devices using a generic, RSS based k-means + EM-clustering technique using 3
WiFiNet APs.

performance of clustering mechanisms typically degrades with increase in
the number of dimensions, we first filter out some of the dimensions before
performing clustering.
Reducing vector dimensions. We use some optimizations to reduce the
number of dimensions: (i) clustering is performed every scan window (5 secs in
our current prototype) to keep the number of pulses low (ii) APs not receiving
any pulse in the current window are discarded (iii) The controller uses the
syncGraph (§4.2) as a proxy for “RF neighborhood” of APs and segregates the
APs into different partitions using the following heuristic. For each pulse, we
determine the WiFiNet AP with the highest RSS, and increment a counter for
this AP. After processing all the pulses, we assign the AP with the highest
counter to first partition. We then pick each AP (in the decreasing order of
the counters) and place it in one of the existing partitions if it satisfies the RF
neighborhood constraint: in the syncGraph, the AP has to be within a 2-hop
neighborhood of the AP with the highest counter for this partition, otherwise
we create a new partition for this AP. This breaks the clustering problem into
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sub-problems, each operating on one partition.
Handling missing values. After partitioning the RSS vectors to reduce the
dimensionality, another problem remains: RSS vectors might still have missing
values (i.e., ri =

) for some columns. This is because APs might capture

pulses intermittently (i) as they are far from the device, or (ii) due to a stronger
signal from other WiFi or non-WiFi transmissions [131] that overlapped with
the pulse. While it is possible to define a distance function for clustering
that ignores missing values in the vectors, such a function is unsuitable for
many traditional clustering algorithms as it doesn’t satisfy certain mathematical
properties such as the triangle inequality [70]. This presents us with two choices,
(i) use clustering algorithms which allow a certain degree of freedom in the
formulation of a suitable distance function or (ii) fill in the missing values
using a best-effort approach, and then use traditional clustering algorithms.
We explored both these choices.
(Method 1) Density-based clustering. We used

[72], a density-based

clustering approach that allowed us to formulate a distance metric that can
handle missing values. Let P and Q be the set of APs receiving the pulses p
and q, and C be the set of common APs that received both pulses. We define
⌘ = |C|/max(|P|, |Q|) and compute the distance between two pulses p and q as:
8s
>
1 X (p)
(q) 2
>
<
[ri - ri ]
|C|
⌧(p, q) =
i2C
>
>
:
+1

if ⌘ > ⌘o , |C| > Cmin
otherwise

The above measure only takes signal strength from common APs into
account, and any missing RSS values do not affect the distance. Intuitively,
the introduction of parameters ⌘o and Cmin is to account for the case when
the difference in the set of APs receiving the pulses is too large. We comment
on these parameters in §5.7.
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(Method 2) k-Means + EM-clustering. Another approach to handle missing
values is to first perform imputation — missing values in a particular column are
replaced (e.g., using a median or mode of the column). In WiFiNet, we use EMImputation [11], a well known imputation method, where the missing values are
replaced by using expectation maximization with a multi-variate normal model.
After imputation, we can use traditional clustering mechanisms as the distance
function (e.g., Euclidean) can now operate on all the columns of the vectors. We
experimented with several clustering algorithms and found that a combination
of k-Means and EM-clustering perform the best: WiFiNet controller iteratively
runs the k-Means clustering algorithm with different values of k (1 6 k 6

kmax ), and then picks the best solution [11]. This is used as the initial solution to
the EM-clustering algorithm, which outputs the final non-WiFi device instances
and the corresponding pulses. In our experiments, we set kmax = 10 i.e., we
assume that the maximum number of simultaneously operating devices of the
same type to be 10. Figure 4.5 (right) shows an example result for RSS based
clustering for 4 FHSS cordless phone device instance using 3 WiFiNet APs. In
§5.7, we compare the performance of the above clustering algorithms.
Clustering based on device specific attributes
We found that some non-WiFi device types exhibit certain specific timing
properties that can be exploited to provide better clustering performance
compared to the generic RSS based clustering approach. In WiFiNet, we
implemented such clustering for two non-WiFi device types:
— Pulse start time offset for FHSS cordless phones. WDCT cordless phone sets
cycle through frames of 10 ms: each frame consists of two short pulses, one
emitted by the base at the beginning of the frame and the other by the handset,
occurring after 5 ms (both at the same center frequency). Both base and handset
then jump to a different center frequency for the next frame. Figure 4.4 shows
the pulses from two cordless phone sets (i.e., 2 base/handset pairs, a total of 4
unique cordless phone devices) captured by WiFiNet. Figure 4.5 (left) shows
that clustering based on the pulse start time offsets (t
pulses belonging to each device.

10) can segregate the
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— ON-period offset for microwave ovens. Microwave ovens emissions exhibit an
ON-OFF pattern, typically periodic with a frequency of 60 Hz (frequency of
the AC supply line) i.e., a period of 16.66 ms [131]. WiFiNet computes the offset
for start times of the microwave pulses (ON periods) as t

16.66 and uses

this to segregate their pulses. Figure 4.5 (middle) shows the result of clustering
pulses from two microwave ovens operating simultaneously.
Interference Estimation
After clustering, WiFiNet controller now has a set of clusters, each representing
a unique non-WiFi device instance. We now explain how the controller can
analyze the interference impact of each device instance.
Intuition and Overview. For each non-WiFi interferer instance and a WiFi
link, WiFiNet controller performs interference analysis by correlating the the
link’s frame transmission with the non-WiFi device’s pulse transmissions and
observing the reception status of the frames. It measures the impact of a nonWiFi device on a WiFi link by computing the probability of a frame loss when
the frame overlaps with a simultaneous transmission from the non-WiFi device.
Intuitively, the extent of interference is directly proportional to the probability
of losing overlapping frames. This allows WiFiNet to maintain a continuous
interference model, where the extent of interference can be any value between 0
and 1. For instance, in Figure 4.6, the controller observes that frames transmitted
on a link are unsuccessful whenever a non-WiFi device’s pulse overlaps with the
frame in time (and frequency) i.e., frames F1 and F3 overlap with non-WiFi device
pulses T1 and T2 , and are lost. It can therefore infer that the device strongly
interferes with the link. Such fine-grained timing analysis is possible because
APs are tightly synchronized (§4.2) and they use the same clock to timestamp
both pulses and the frames. We now explain our interference estimation metrics.
Metrics for interference estimation. Formally, the interference estimation
metrics used in WiFiNet can be explained as follows. Let I be the event that
interference from a particular non-WiFi device causes a frame transmission
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of interference estimation in WiFiNet.

to be unsuccessful. Let L be the event of an unsuccessful transmission due
to background losses (e.g., due to weak signal) and O denote the event of an
overlap between the frame transmission and a simultaneous transmission (e.g.,
a pulse) from the non-WiFi interferer.
— (Metric 1) Impact given overlap. Conditional probability, p[I|O] is used to
measure the impact given overlap i.e., probability that a frame is unsuccessful
given an overlap with a simultaneous transmission from a non-WiFi device.
— (Metric 2) Overall impact. WiFiNet also maintains p[I], the overall impact of a
non-WiFi device. Here, p[I] is equal to p[I|O]·p[O] (when there is no overlap,
p[I|¬O] is simply 0). That is, p[I] is probability of frame loss due to the overall
activity from the non-WiFi device.
We note that p[I], the overall impact of the interferer, depends on the
probability of overlap p[O], which varies based on the link and interferer
transmission patterns. Whereas, p[I|O] is not affected by these transmission
patterns i.e., p[I|O] indicates the worst case impact of the interferer on the link,
which is observed when p[O]=1 (i.e., when the transmissions of link and the
interferer always happen to overlap). Next, we explain how these probabilities
are estimated by WiFiNet in real-time.
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Interference estimation. The controller measures the total number of frames
transmitted (n) on the WiFi link of interest, the number of frames that
overlapped with the non-WiFi device’s transmissions (no ) and nlo , the number
of overlapped frames that were unsuccessful. It then computes p[O], the
probability of transmission overlap as no /n. Next, the controller computes
p[(I[L)|O] = nlo /no i.e., the probability of an unsuccessful frame transmission

due to either background losses or interference from the non-WiFi device, given
an overlap in transmissions. It also computes the probability of frame loss
when there is no overlap from the interferer, p[L] as nlno /nno . Here, nno

= n-no is the number of frames without overlap and nlno is the number
of nno transmissions lost. Since L is independent of O, we have p[L|O] =
p[L|¬O] = p[L]. Also, I and L are independent events, and so we have
p[(I[L)|O] = p[I|O] + p[L] - p[I|O]·p[L]. That is,
pWiFiNet = p[I|O] =

⇣

p[(I[L)|O] - p[L]
(1 - p[L])

⌘

(4.1)

Using p[(I[L)|O] and p(L), WiFiNet controller estimates p[I|O]. Following
this, the controller also computes the overall interference p[I] as p[I|O]·p[O].
Handling overlaps from multiple non-WiFi interferers. In general, a frame
transmission may overlap with multiple simultaneous transmissions from
potential non-WiFi interferers. In this case, WiFiNet controller attributes the
frame transmission success or loss to each overlapping non-WiFi interferer.
We observed that diversity in the frame transmission times [149] as well as the
diversity in transmission times of different non-WiFi devices allows WiFiNet to
distinguish the true non-WiFi interferer from the other false non-WiFi interferers
(i.e., devices that happened to transmit at the same time as the true interferers).
In particular, such a diversity allows WiFiNet to observe further transmissions
from false non-WiFi interferers that overlap with the frames but do not lead
to a frame loss. In our experience, such a transmission diversity arises due
to (i) distinct transmission characteristics of different non-WiFi devices (e.g.,
frequency hopping devices typically emit short pulses at different center
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frequencies) and (ii) diversity in the usage times of non-WiFi devices [131],
where in a typical enterprise not more than 3-4 devices were found to be
simultaneously active.
Enhancements to the basic technique
Handling high duty devices operating with other devices. Transmissions
from multiple devices that always happen to overlap in time can lead to cases
where WiFiNet can make incorrect estimates. For example, WiFiNet may
identify a false interferer as a true interferer if the transmissions from the
false interferer always happen to overlap with that of a true interferer. In
our experiments, we found that such a scenario is unlikely when using pulsed
transmitters (e.g., ZigBee devices) or frequency hopping devices (e.g., Bluetooth
or FHSS cordless phones) that typically emit short pulses. However, operating
high duty devices (e.g., analog cordless phones) that continuously emit energy
alongside other non-WiFi devices will cause their transmissions to always
overlap that can lead to incorrect estimates (§4.3).
We use two refinements to the basic approach to correctly identify interference impact of a non-WiFi interferer W operating alongside a high duty device
H: (i) when computing p[IH |OH ] for a high duty device, we only consider
the frames that do not overlap with a transmission from any other non-WiFi
device. Here, p[OH ] = 1 and p[IH |OH ] = p[IH ] and (ii) we modify Equation 4.1
to compute the estimate p[IW |OW ] of a non-WiFi device W when it operates
alongside a high duty device H as
⇣

p[(IH [ IW [ L)|OW ] - p[IH [ L]
⇣
⌘
p[IW |OW ] =
1 - p[IH [ L]

⌘

(4.2)

Here, p[(IH [ IW [ L)|OW ] can be computed by measuring the losses that

happen when the frames overlap with transmissions from non-WiFi device
W (as well as those from the high duty device H). Now, knowing p(IH ) and
p(L), we can compute p[IW |OW ]. While such an approach can handle most
cases, it cannot handle pathological cases where two high duty devices are
activated at the exact same time — since both the devices continuously emit
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with the non-WiFi pulse transmissions.

Figure 4.7 shows two cases of

interest. Case(a) when the WiFi transmitter is not deferring to the non-WiFi
device, WiFiNet controller will observe several instances where the frame
transmission starts while the pulse transmission is in progress. Case(b) When the
WiFi transmitter is indeed deferring to the non-WiFi device, WiFiNet controller
will not observe instances where frame transmission starts while the pulse
transmission is in progress. However, this condition alone is not enough to
infer that the WiFi transmitter is deferring to the non-WiFi device, as it may
happen that the WiFi transmitter did not have any packets to send while the
pulse transmission was in progress i.e., the WiFi transmitter did not contend
for the medium. To identify the deferral instances, we use a heuristic similar
to the prior work on carrier sense estimation between WiFi links [123, 149]:
the controller identifies the deferring frames as those where the difference
between the pulse transmission end time and the frame transmission start time
is within a certain threshold

w.

Here,

w

is the maximum time spent by the

WiFi transmitter performing back-off and is set to 28 + 320 µs (DIFS + Max
back-off period for 802.11g).
The controller can now compute the fraction

cs

=

nd
nd +nnd

where nnd is

the number of Case (a) instances that indicate non-deferral behavior and nd is the
number of Case (b) instances that indicate deferral behavior. If the transmitter
is indeed deferring,

cs

would be close to 1. Whereas, if the transmitter is not

deferring to the non-WiFi device, the difference in the pulse and frame start
transmission times would be uniformly distributed in the interval [0,
where
p

>

p

is the duration of the pulse. That is, we expect

w , therefore

cs

cs

⇡

w

is low for cases of non-deferral (e.g., for

p+ w

p

p

+

w ],

. Typically,

for microwave

ovens, cordless phones, and Bluetooth devices is 8 ms, 1.25 ms, and 625 µs
respectively). In our experiments, using a threshold of

cs

> 0.8 was able to

correctly identify deferring WiFi transmitters (§4.3).
Extensions to handle WiFi interference. In general, WiFi links can also
experience interference from other WiFi links. We extend our basic approach to
measure the overlaps between frame transmissions on a particular WiFi link and
the frame transmissions on other WiFi links to compute the probability of frame
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loss due to hidden interference [149]. In §4.3, we experiment with non-WiFi
interferers operating alongside hidden terminals and show that WiFiNet is
correctly able to identify the true interferer.
Interactions with external interference. External interference can be caused
by non-WiFi devices that are not a part of the enterprise or by other nonenterprise wireless traffic (e.g., traffic from nearby WiFi networks). In both
these cases, interference estimation can proceed as is if at least one of the APs is
able to capture the pulse (or frame) transmissions from the interference source.
However, if the transmissions from the non-WiFi device (or the external WiFi
transmitter) are not captured by any WiFiNet AP, then WiFiNet controller would
not be able to identify the source of interference.
Localizing a non-WiFi device instance
WiFiNet uses a computationally efficient, real-time localization scheme that
imposes zero profiling overhead, and physically locates the non-WiFi device
instance of unknown transmit power using a modeling based approach. Below,
we explain our localization models.
Model-based localization
Let r̂ = [r̂0 , . . . , r̂N-1 ] be the mean RSS vector of all the pulses present in
the cluster assigned to a non-WiFi device instance. For localization, we only
consider the APs with valid received powers (i.e., r̂i 6=

). We divide the entire

region into grids of size 0.25 ⇥ 0.25 meters. Let i denote the grid location of

APi . Let dij denote the distance between grids i and j. Let P(l|r̂) denote the
probability of the non-WiFi device being at location l, given that the received
power vector is r̂. We wish to determine the grid location l such that P(l|r̂)
is maximized i.e., we want argmaxl P(l|r̂). Using Bayes’ theorem, P(l|r̂) can
be written as P(r̂|l).P(l)/P(r̂). Assuming all locations are equi-probable, and
since P(r̂) is constant for all l, we have argmaxl P(l|r̂) = argmaxl P(r̂|l), which
Q
can be calculated as argmaxl N-1
i=1 P(rˆi |l) (assuming independence [166]). Put
another way, the grid location l where the non-WiFi device is most likely present
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Figure 4.8: (left) Path loss model created by a WiFiNet APs using WiFi
transmissions (right) PDF of actual RSSIs observed at a sample location and
the model created using a normal distribution.

can be computed using,
argmaxl

N-1
X

logP(rˆi |l)

(4.3)

i=1

Case of known transmit power (Model-TP). If the non-WiFi device instance
is at a grid l, then the expected received power at APi (located at grid i) can
be modeled as a normal distribution N(µil ,

2 ),

where

is the shadowing

variable, and µil is the expected mean of the received power that can be modeled
as µil = Ro - 10 log10 dil . Here,

is the pathloss exponent and Ro is the power

received from the non-WiFi device when placed at a distance of 1 meter from
an AP (referred to as transmit power). How can we estimate
device? WiFiNet APs derive

for the non-WiFi

using WiFi frames i.e., each WiFiNet AP uses the

data packets or beacons transmitted by neighboring WiFiNet APs to model
the propagation loss characteristics (Figure 4.8) — since both WiFi devices and
non-WiFi devices operate on the frequency, the propagation loss characteristics
of their transmissions are similar. WiFiNet APs also compute

2,

by measuring

the variance in the received power values (Figure 4.8 (right)). Knowing µil ,
and r̂i , the controller can compute P(rˆi |l) using,
2
1
P(rˆi |l) = p e-(r̂i -µil ) /2
2⇡

2

(4.4)
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Figure 4.9: (top, left) Deployment 1 comprising 8 APs. (rest of the sub-figures)
FHSS cordless phone device is placed at the starred location. Grid probabilities
for predicted phone locations after processing 1, 6 and all AP pairs when using
Model-UTP algorithm.

Intuitively, each APi propagates a probability that is maximum around a
circle with center at grid i and radius equal to µil . If the transmit power Ro of
the device is known, plugging in P(rˆi |l) in Equation 4.3 and iterating over all
the grids and APs, we can compute the grid l with the maximum probability
of finding the device.
Case of unknown transmit power (Model-UTP). If Ro is not known, we can
factor it out by considering each pair of APs: if the non-WiFi device is at
a grid l, the expected difference in the mean received powers at APi and APj
can be modeled as (i, j, l) = µil - µjl = 10 log10 (djl /dil ), and expected
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difference in the powers follows a normal distribution with twice the variance:
N( (i, j, l), 2 2 ) [29]. Now, knowing (r̂i - rˆj ), we can compute P((rˆi - rˆj )|l) as
P(rˆi , rˆj |l) =

2

1
p

2⇡

e-(r̂i -rˆj -

(i,j,l))

2

/4

2

(4.5)

and we can localize the non-WiFi device by finding
argmaxl

X

logP (rˆi - rˆj )|l

(4.6)

i,j

i.e., each AP pair propagates a probability P((rˆi - rˆj )|l) on every grid l. The
probabilities are high for the grids where the difference in received powers
(rˆi -rˆj ) is close to (µil -µjl ). After processing all AP pairs, the algorithm outputs
the grid l with the maximum probability.
— Example. Figure 4.9 (top, left) shows a deployment of 8 APs along with
the location of an FHSS cordless phone (shown using a star). The rest of the
figures show how the grid probabilities indicating the location of the phone
change after processing 1, 6 and all possible AP pairs.
Alternative localization methods
We also implemented several other localization schemes ranging from simple
methods such as (i) Strongest-AP, picking the AP with the strongest received
power as the device’s location, and (ii) Centroid, picking the centroid of three
APs with the strongest received powers, to more sophisticated approaches
like (iii) an Iterative approach that performs an exhaustive search over all
parameters ( , , Ro , l) to find the grid l with the maximum probability, and
(iv) a Fingerprinting approach where we profile the environment using WiFi
transmissions — we transmitted WiFi packets using a laptop placed at several
locations, and at each location WiFiNet APs measured the signal strength to
derive the RSS vector. We then normalize the vectors to nullify the effect of a the
transmit power of the laptop and derive a location’s fingerprint. Localization
is performed by measuring the RSS vector (after normalization) of a non-WiFi
device and finding the fingerprint that is the closest match. In §5.7, we compare
our model based localization algorithms to all the above methods.
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.
The goal of our evaluation is to systematically benchmark WiFiNet’s performance in diverse scenarios, and demonstrate its utility in realistic network
settings. We break our evaluation into four parts: First, we demonstrate
WiFiNet’s ability in accurately characterizing the impact of different non-WiFi
devices in a variety of scenarios. Second, we evaluate WiFiNet’s accuracy in
physically locating the non-WiFi interferers. Third, we emulate a non-WiFi
interference prone enterprise WLAN scenario and show WiFiNet’s utility in
such a setting. Fourth, we benchmark different components of WiFiNet and
highlight cases where WiFiNet’s performance could degrade. We start by
presenting the details of our implementation.
Implementation. We implemented WiFiNet using commodity WiFi APs
equipped with Atheros AR9280 wireless cards that are connected to a central
controller (Linux PC with 3.33 GHz dual core Pentium IV, 4 GB DRAM) over the
Ethernet. Our implementation consists of few hundred lines of C code and 9800
lines of Python scripts that implement non-WiFi device detection functionality
at the APs [131], perform synchronization across multiple APs, and implement
clustering algorithms, interference analysis and device localization methods at
the controller.
Evaluation set up. We experiment with devices in 2.4 GHz spectrum, and
our current prototype has been tested with 5 different non-WiFi devices types
: (i) high duty devices (analog cordless phones), (ii) fixed-frequency pulsed
transmitters (ZigBee devices), (iii, iv) two types of frequency hopping devices
(FHSS cordless phones, Bluetooth devices), and (v) broadband interferers
(microwave ovens). We run our experiments on two different deployments:
(i) Deployment 1 used 8 APs (Figure 4.9) and (ii) Deployment 2 used 4 APs
(Figure 4.20). We experiment with different non-WiFi device locations, 802.11
rates, channel conditions and traffic patterns: (i) UDP with saturated traffic as
well as reduced traffic loads, and (ii) replay of real HTTP/TCP wireless traces
(§4.3). Unless otherwise stated, we run WiFi links on 802.11 rate to 6 Mbps and
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use backlogged UDP traffic with a packet size of 1400B.
Ground truth. The conventional approach for measuring interference between
WiFi links is to use bandwidth tests [71, 149] to determine the ground truth
about the impact of a WiFi interferer on a WiFi link. We follow a similar
approach to determine the impact of a non-WiFi interferer on a WiFi link: we
perform controlled experiments where we send backlogged traffic on the WiFi
link and (i) measure p[L], the loss rate when the interferer is inactive, and (ii)
measure p[I[L], the loss rate when the interferer is active. However, unlike WiFi
bandwidth tests wherein both the interferer and the link are using backlogged
traffic and are active for the entire duration, a non-WiFi interferer may not
be active all the time, leading to the case where p[O] may be less than 1. For
example, while high duty devices like analog cordless phones have p[O] = 1,
other devices like FHSS cordless phones may only hop onto the WiFi channel
of interest for a particular duration (when the WiFi link is backlogged, it turns
out that p[O] = 0.28 for an FHSS cordless phone), or devices like microwave
ovens have a characteristic duty cycle of 50% (i.e., p[O] = 0.5). Therefore, impact
given overlap, p[I|O] has to computed as follows. p[I [ L] can be expressed as
p[(I[L)|O] · p[O] + p[(I[L)|¬O] · p[¬O]. Now, p[(I[L)|¬O] is equal to p[L], and

expanding p[(I[L)|O] in terms of p[I|O] and p[L], followed by a bit of algebra
gives us
⇣

pActual = p[I|O] = ⇣

p[I[L] - p[L]

⌘

(1 - p[L])·p[O]

⌘

(4.7)

Using controlled experiments, we measure p[L] (loss under isolation) and
p[I[L] (loss when the non-WiFi device is active). Now, knowing p[O], we
can measure p[I|O] and subsequently compute the overall impact, p[I]. For
experiments involving multiple devices, we measure the ground truth by
activating only one device at a time and measuring its impact on the link.
We note that the same ground truth (p[I|O]) is valid when multiple devices
are activated simultaneously (the overall impact p[I] may change, but p[I|O]
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remains the same). WiFiNet, however, computes p[I|O] estimates in presence of
multiple, simultaneously active devices and WiFi links using any traffic load.
We further note that controlled experiments such as bandwidth tests require
high overhead to compute the interference estimates for all links in the network.
In operational networks, doing so may not be possible as such an approach
requires network downtime where all the other WiFi links (and non-WiFi
interferers) have to be silenced [149]. WiFiNet, on the other hand does not place
any such requirements (e.g., backlogged traffic on links or network downtime),
and can compute the estimates in real-time by passively accumulating frame
and pulse transmission information.
Metrics used. For interference estimation, we compare WiFiNet’s real-time,
passive interference estimate of “impact given overlap” (p[I|O]) with that
obtained using controlled experiments wherein the device is activated in
isolation (ground truth). For localization, we report the difference in the actual
and the predicted location of the non-WiFi device (i.e., localization error) in
meters.
Validating Interference Estimates
We start by validating WiFiNet’s interference estimates across a variety of
scenarios.
Single interferer scenarios
Method. We experiment with a total of 165 link-interferer scenarios comprising
4 non-WiFi devices — a microwave oven, an analog cordless phone, an FHSS
cordless phone and a ZigBee transmitter. We activate each device in turn, and
place it at different distances to vary the interference on the monitored WiFi link.
We compute the ground truth (actual p[I|O]) using controlled experiments that
measure the link loss rate when the device is active and that when the device is
inactive. Next, we randomly activate and de-activate the non-WiFi device while
the WiFi link is active and measure WiFiNet’s real-time estimate.
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Figure 4.10: (left) Interference estimates obtained using controlled measurements (ground truth) and WiFiNet on 165 link-interferer scenarios comprising 4
different classes of devices. (right) CDF of error in interferer estimates is within
±0.1 for 95% of the cases.
Results. Figure 4.10 (left) shows that WiFiNet correctly estimates a non-WiFi
device’s impact — across all device types and different amounts of interference
(ranging from weak to strong), WiFiNet’s estimates lie close to the ground truth
(the points lie close to y = x). Figure 4.10 (right) shows that the overall error
in WiFiNet’s estimate is within ±0.1 for more than 95% of the cases for all 4
devices.

Multiple interferers of different types
Method. In each run, we choose upto 4 random devices of different types, place
them at random locations, randomly activate and de-activate them, creating
scenarios when these devices are simultaneously active and measure WiFiNet’s
interference estimate for each device. For ground truth, we activate only
one device at a time and perform controlled measurements. We repeat the
experiments for different combinations of devices and locations.
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Figure 4.11: Accurately identifying impact of each interferer in the presence of
multiple non-WiFi devices. (left) example scenario showing WiFiNet is able to
identify the strong interferers (analog cordless phone, FHSS phone) and weak
interferers (ZigBee and Bluetooth devices) accurately. (right) CDF of error in
inteference estimates in the presence of multiple interferers.

Results. Figure 4.11 (left) shows a particular run which comprised two
strong interferers (analog phone and FHSS cordless phone) and two weak
interferers (ZigBee and Bluetooth devices). We find that WiFiNet is not only
able to accurately identify the strong and weak inteferers, but is also able to
discern the exact impact of each of these devices in spite of them being active
simultaneously. Figure 4.11 (right) shows the CDF of error in interference
estimates for combinations of 2, 3 and 4 devices across 60 runs. While the
overall error slightly increases with increase in the number of devices, the error
is within ±0.15 for more than 85% of the cases even when operating 4 devices.

The slight increase in error is due to increased overlap in the transmissions
from multiple devices. We benchmark the effect of overlapping transmissions
in §4.3.
Multiple interferers of the same type

Method. We now evaluate WiFiNet’s performance when simultaneously
operating multiple devices of the same type. We use 4 FHSS cordless phone
devices — one base/handset pair is placed close to the WiFi link (to create

P[I/O]
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Figure 4.12: WiFiNet’s accuracy in the presence of multiple non-WiFi devices
of the same type. Out of 4 FHSS cordless phone devices, 2 are placed close to
the link, and 2 are placed farther away.
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Figure 4.13: (left) Switching on and off 2 high duty devices (analog phones) at
the exact same time causes WiFiNet to incorrectly identify the interferers. (right)
Allowing diversity resolves the issue.

strong interference), whereas the other pair is placed farther away (to create
weak interference).
Results. Figure 4.12 shows that WiFiNet is able to (i) accurately identify all 4
FHSS cordless phone devices using clustering mechanisms (benchmarked in
§4.3) and (ii) accurately identify strong interferers (base/handset pair placed
close to the link) and weak interferers (base/handset pair placed farther away
from the link).
Case of multiple high duty devices
Method. We place an analog phone near the WiFi link (strong interferer) and
another analog phone (operating at a frequency different from the first one),
farther away from the WiFi link (weak interferer). We show results for two
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Figure 4.14: Estimating the interference impact of a WiFi interferer (hidden
terminal) and a non-WiFi interferer (ZigBee device).

cases: (i) we switch activate and de-activate both the phones at the exact same
time, and (ii) we activate the second phone 5 seconds after the first phone.
Results. Figure 4.13 (left) conveys that while WiFiNet is able to identify two
different phones (by virtue of their different center frequencies), it incorrectly
tags both the phones as strong interferers. Since both the analog phones are
switched on and off at the same time, and they are high duty devices that are
always-on (i.e., they continuously emit energy), WiFiNet cannot distinguish
between the interference impact of the two devices. Figure4.13 (right) shows a
more practical scenario where introducing a little diversity (i.e., a lag of 5 secs
in the device start times) allows WiFiNet to correctly estimate the interference.
Mix of WiFi and non-WiFi interference
Method. We evaluate WiFiNet’s accuracy when simultaneously operating a
WiFi interferer (hidden terminal) and a non-WiFi interferer (ZigBee device).
The interferers are placed at different distances from the monitored WiFi link to
create two scenarios: (i) strong WiFi interferer with a weak non-WiFi interferer
(ii) weak WiFi interferer with a strong non-WiFi interferer. The WiFi interferer’s
traffic follows an http on-off model for with sleep and active times derived from
a wireless trace [137], whereas the ZigBee device used a constant bit rate. As
before, to measure ground truth, we operate the devices in isolation.
Results. Figure 4.14 shows the results. In case (i), WiFiNet finds that losses
are more likely to happen when the monitored link’s frames overlap with WiFi
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Figure 4.15: WiFiNet’s ability to track the changing interference patterns for
a client that is moving away from a ZigBee interferer. (left) instantaneous
throughput at the client (right) delivery in isolation (i.e., in absence of overlap),
impact given overlap (p[I|O]) and actual impact (p[I]) are shown.

interferer’s frames, whereas in case (ii), the losses show a high correlation when
frames overlap with non-WiFi device’s transmissions, resulting in accurate
estimates for both cases.
Dynamic interference settings
Handling WiFi client mobility. We now evaluate WiFiNet’s ability in updating
the interference estimates that reflect the changing impact of a non-WiFi
interferer due to client mobility. We use the set up shown in Figure 4.15 (top)
where in a WiFi client is moving away from a ZigBee interferer. In the figure,
plot on the left shows the instantaneous throughput at the client increases as it
moves away from the interferer. The plot on the right shows WiFiNet’s ability to
track (i) delivery in isolation (i.e., in the absence of overlap) that shows a slight
increase, (ii) the impact given overlap p[I|O], which rapidly drops down from
0.98 to 0.2 as the client moves farther away and (iii) the actual impact p[I], owing
to the probability of overlap, drops from 0.3 to 0.12. The decrease in the actual
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Figure 4.16: (i) Impact of PHY rate and (ii) packet size on p[I|O] in presence of
a ZigBee interferer. For (i), packet size is fixed at 1400 bytes, and for (ii), rate
is fixed at 12 Mbps. p[I|O] rises sharply with rate, the change in p[I|O] with
packet size is less pronounced.

impact closely matches with the increase in throughput confirming WiFiNet’s
utility in understanding client performance in dynamic wireless environments.
Variable 802.11 rates and packet sizes. We evaluate WiFiNet’s ability to
dynamically track the changing interference estimates due to changes in (i)
PHY rates and (ii) packet sizes used by the links. For ground truth, we
perform controlled experiments at each PHY rate, whereas for WiFiNet we
enable dynamic rate adaptation using SampleRate and capture the estimates in
real-time. Figure 4.16 (left) shows that WiFiNet’s estimates derived from rate
adaptation closely match the ground truth. Since higher rates require higher
SINR to decode a frame successfully, impact of the interferer increases with
the increase in rate. Next, we fix the PHY rate (to 12 Mbps) and repeat our
experiments for different packet sizes. Figure 4.16 (right) shows that WiFiNet is
correctly able to track the slight increase in the interferer’s impact at larger
packet sizes.
Replay of wireless traces. We evaluate WiFiNet’s performance using publicly
available Sigcomm 2004 traffic traces [137]. We partitioned the trace into heavy,
medium, and light periods corresponding to periods with airtime utilization of
more than 50%, between 20 - 50%, and less than 20% respectively, at different
times of the conference [149]. The HTTP/TCP sessions are then replayed on
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Figure 4.17: WiFi links replay real HTTP/TCP wireless traces (heavy, medium,
and light profiles) in presence of strong, medium and weak interferers.
WiFiNet’s estimates closely match the ground truth in each case. The slight
mismatch is due to the variability in packet sizes as the ground truth was
measured using 1400 byte packets, whereas the traces comprised packets of
different sizes.

Delay
Convergence time

Min.
319 ms

25th %ile.
549 ms

median
972 ms

75th %ile
1.7 sec

Max.
3.6 sec

Table 4.1: Distribution of convergence time for WiFi links replaying HTTP/TCP
wireless traces (heavy, medium and light profiles) in presence of an FHSS
cordless phone interferer.
WiFi links (using the mechanism described in [45]) in the presence of strong,
medium and weak ZigBee interferers. Each client emulated the behavior
of one real client from the trace, faithfully imitating its HTTP transactions.
Figure 4.17 shows that that WiFiNet’s interference estimates are close to that
of the ground truth across different traffic profiles and interfering scenarios.
The slight differences between the estimates are due to the variability in packet
sizes in the real traces, compared to the ground truth that was measured using
1400 byte packets. We also show the CDF of time taken by WiFiNet to converge
to the right p[I|O] estimates in Table 4.1 (median < 1 sec). We benchmarks the
factors affecting convergence time in §4.3.
Accuracy of Localization
We now evaluate our localization algorithms.
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Algorithm
Iterative
Model-TP
Model-UTP

Min. error
0.3m
0.3m
0.3m

25th %ile.
0.8m
0.3m
0.8m

median
2.1m
1.3m
1.3m

75th %ile
4m
3m
4m

Max error
10m
8m
11m

Table 4.2: Overall localization error for an analog cordless phone and an FHSS
phone when placed at random locations in deployment 2.
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Figure 4.18: Accuracy of localization for (left) FHSS cordless phone and (right)
analog cordless phone for deployment 1 (Figure. 4.9).

Scheme
Uniform
per-AP

Min. error
0.2m
0.2m

25th %ile.
1.9m
2.0m

median
3.6m
1.7m

75th %ile
7m
2.3m

Max error
12m
6.7m

Table 4.3: Overall localization error for the Model-TP algorithm with (i) uniform
and (ii) per-AP path loss exponents (deployment 1).
Accuracy across different classes of devices
Figure 4.18 shows CDF of localization error for two non-WiFi device types: (i)
frequency-hopping cordless phone and (ii) high duty, analog cordless phone,
when using deployment 1 with 8 APs shown in Figure 4.9. Devices were placed
at random locations and for each location, we compute the difference in the
predicted and actual location for 5 different localization schemes (§4.2). We find
that all algorithms perform well, resulting in a median error of 1-3 meters for
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Figure 4.19: Localization accuracy for FHSS cordless phone (left) for subsets of
4 APs from deployment 1 (right) using Model-UTP when the number of APs
was decreased from 8 to 3.

the FHSS phone, and 1.7-4 meters for the analog phone. Here, WiFiNet’s
modeling based localization approaches perform similar to the Iterative
approach that employs an exhaustive search, and is better than Fingerprinting
(§4.2) that incurs a profiling overhead. Accuracy of Fingerprinting, however,
can be improved by increasing the density of fingerprints (0.05/sq.meter in this
case) at the cost of a higher profiling overhead.
Effect of AP density
In each run, we randomly chose a subset of 4 APs (out of the 8 APs in deployment
1) and compute the localization error. We repeat the experiment for 25 runs
and report the average error in Figure 4.19 (left). We observe that when the
density of the AP deployment is sparse, the performance of Centroid algorithm
worsens (median error of 8 meters) compared to the other algorithms (median
error of 2.5 to 4.8 meters). Figure 4.19 (right) shows the degradation in the
performance of Model-UTP, when the number of APs is reduced from 8 to 3.
The median error only increases from 1 meter to 4 meters indicating the better
performance of modeling based approaches in sparse deployments.
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Improvements with fine-grained modeling
To understand the benefits from using a per-AP path loss exponent, we
compare the performance of our modeling-based localization approaches when
a uniform path loss exponent is used. Table 4.3 shows that when switching
to a uniform path-loss exponent, the median error increased from 1.7 to 3.6
meters, and the maximum error increased from 6.7 meters to 12 meters. Using
a per-AP path loss improves the WiFiNet’s localization accuracy as it takes into
account the differences in the environments surrounding the APs (e.g., walls
and other obstacles).
Location insensitivity
We repeated our experiments to benchmark the performance of our algorithms
in a different topology and environment (deployment 2 with 4 APs, Figure 4.20).
Table 4.2 shows the overall error for the modeling-based and Iterative approaches. We find that the algorithms perform well with a median error of
1.3-2.1 meters.
Impact of transmit power
Our experiments with localizing Bluetooth devices resulted in an increased
median error (2-6.7 meters) — owing to its low transmit power, only one of
the APs could detect the Bluetooth device. In this case, the WiFiNet resorts to
the Strongest AP approach for localization (§4.2).
Emulating an Enterprise WLAN
We now try to emulate the structure of our in-building WLAN by placing
a WiFiNet AP near each production AP and distribute clients into offices
(Figure 4.20). Our topology consists of 4 APs and 6 clients. We use a total
of 9 non-WiFi interferers: 2 analog phones (high duty devices), 4 FHSS cordless
phone devices, a Bluetooth device (frequency hopping devices), a ZigBee
device (fixed frequency, pulsed transmitter) and a microwave oven (broadband
interferer). WiFi links are assigned channels (shown in Figure 4.20) so as to
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create a scenario where each non-WiFi device affects at least one link. Each WiFi
link follows an HTTP traffic model, with on-off times derived from a wireless
trace [137]. We activate and de-activate the non-WiFi devices randomly, creating
scenarios when devices are simultaneously active. As before, for ground truth
measurements, we activate only one device at a time.
Figure 4.20 shows the interference impact of each interferer on the WiFi links
— depending on the channel of operation, location of the client, and overlap
probability (based on the actual WiFi traffic and non-WiFi device activity),
WiFi links experience different amount of interference from each non-WiFi
device. Further, WiFiNet’s estimate closely matches the ground truth for each
case. We find that all 4 FHSS cordless phone devices affect all the WiFi links
(p[I|O] varied from 0.45 to 0.8 due to their high transmit power of -20 dBm).
The overall impact p[I], however, only varied from 0.1 to 0.31 owing to their
frequency hopping nature. Peak emissions of microwave ovens are typically in
2.45 to 2.47 GHz, and so the oven severely affected the client C1 which operated
on channel 11. It is interesting to note that C3 (operating on channel 6) was
also affected by the oven (p[I|O]=0.36) as it was close to the device, whereas C2
(channel 6, farther from the device) and C5 (channel 1, closer to the device) were
not affected. Bluetooth device, due to its low power and adaptive frequency
hopping nature did not significantly affect any of the links. On the other hand,
high powered and high duty device like analog phones (A1 and A2) affected
the clients on channel 1 (C4, C5, C6) much more than the ZigBee device that
had a lower transmit power.
Microbenchmarks and Other results
We now benchmark convergence time, clustering algorithms, highlight cases
where WiFiNet can under perform, and present results on estimating senderside interference.
Convergence time
We define the convergence time as the time taken by WiFiNet to gather sufficient
samples (i.e., overlaps between WiFi frames and non-WiFi transmissions)
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Figure 4.21: (left) Number of frame overlaps are required to converge for 10
ZigBee interferer scenarios including strong, medium and weak interference
(middle) CDF of the number packet overlaps required for p[I|O] to converge
(right) Convergence time as a function of the traffic load for an FHSS cordless
phone.

to compute an accurate p[I|O] estimate (within ±0.1 of the ground truth).
Figure 4.21 (left) shows 9 different scenarios where a ZigBee interferer causing
strong, medium or weak interference is activated along with a WiFi link. Across
all scenarios, we find that < 100 overlaps between WiFi frames and ZigBee
transmissions are enough for p[I|O] to converge (convergence points shown with
black circles). Across different non-WiFi interferers and links < 150 overlaps are
enough to converge to the ground truth (CDF shown in Figure 4.21 (middle)).
The time for convergence depends on the WiFi link’s traffic load, and the activity
of the non-WiFi device. Figure 4.21 (right) shows that although the convergence
time increases with lesser traffic, it is less than 4 seconds across a variety of
traffic loads when using an FHSS cordless phone as an interferer. For devices
like microwave ovens and analog cordless phones, convergence time was much
lesser owing to increased overlaps.
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Algorithm
DBSCAN
DBSCAN
k-Means + EM
k-Means + EM

Attribute
Timing
RSS
Timing
RSS

% Correct

Clustering performance
% Over-cluster % Under-cluster

92.7%
88.7%
97.6%
91.4%

5%
5.2%
1.3%
6.5%

2.3%
6.1%
1.1%
2.1%

Table 4.4: Performance of clustering mechansisms used in WiFiNet. Results
for two clustering algorithms (
and k-means+EM) using (i) start time
offset and (ii) RSS attributes are shown. Up to non-WiFi devices of the same
type were placed at random locations.
type). We find that clustering algorithms perform reasonably well with > 88%
accuracy in detecting the number of device instances. In case of over-clustering,
the number of pulses in the extra clusters were relatively low, allowing us to
discard the false positives. Under-clustering, however, can lead to error in
estimates that can happen if the devices are close to each other (§4.3). Using
timing attributes (when available) results in increased accuracy, compared
to RSS based clustering, as timing attributes are not sensitive to the distance
between devices (§4.3). Also, k-means+EM clustering has higher accuracy
compared to density based clustering (

).

Sources of error
We now highlight some of the scenarios where WiFiNet’s performance can
degrade.
Overlapping transmissions. We now benchmark the effect of transmission
overlaps between multiple interferers. Figure 4.23 (left) shows WiFiNet’s
interference estimates in the presence of a strong and a weak non-WiFi interferer,
as a function of the overlap between their transmission times. In the unlikely
case when the transmissions from both non-WiFi devices overlap 100% of
the time, WiFiNet is unable to distinguish between the two. However, as
the percentage of overlap decreases, WiFiNet is able to discern the impact
of the weak interferer. In practice, we expect diversity in device transmission
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Figure 4.23: (left) Ability of WiFiNet to correctly identify interferers when
transmissions from two non-WiFi devices overlap. p[I|O] measured by
WiFiNet for both strong (p[I|O] = 0.88) and weak (p[I|O] = 0.22) interferers
as a function of their overlap in transmission times. If the overlap is less than
45%, WiFiNet can distinguish the strong and weak interferers accurately. (right)
Ability of WiFiNet to correctly estimate p[I|O] of an interferer as function of
percentage of pulses lost (i.e., not captured) by an WiFiNet AP.

times [131] to allow WiFiNet to output accurate interference estimates.
Coverage. WiFiNet’s ability to derive an accurate interference estimate depends
on how well the non-WiFi device’s transmission are captured. In particular,
p[I|O] and p[L] estimates will differ from the ground truth when none of the
WiFiNet APs capture the device’s transmissions. Figure 4.23 (right) shows
the impact of losing transmissions from non-WiFi interferers — the error in
estimates increase with decrease in the percentage of captured transmissions. In
a typical enterprise deployment with multiple APs, this might not be a concern
as we can expect at least one AP to capture the device’s transmissions.
Proximity between devices. We now present a case when clustering mechanisms can under perform. We experiment with 2 FHSS cordless phone devices
and place them at different distances. Figure 4.24 shows that timing based
clustering is unaffected by the distance between the devices, but RSS based
clustering is not. When the devices are placed 6 5 meters apart (at L1, L2), RSS
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Figure 4.24: Performance of clustering for 2 FHSS cordless phone devices as a
function of the distance between them. Clustering using (i) timing properties
is unaffected by the distance, whereas that using (ii) RSS performs incorrect
clustering when the devices are placed 6 5 meters apart (L1, L2). For L0, devices
were 10 m apart.
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based clustering cannot distinguish them as their RSS vectors look similar. This
results in under-clustering (pulses of both devices are put into one cluster) or
incorrect clustering (each cluster has a mixture of pulses from both devices).
.
Our work on WiFiNet is a first step towards estimating non-WiFi interference
using commodity WiFi hardware in today’s WLANs. We now comment on
some of the limitations and discuss the scope for improvements.
• Localization accuracy. While WiFiNet’s localization accuracy is reasonable (a median error of 6 4 meters), the worst case error goes up to 15

meters. We believe that for purposes of non-WiFi device localization,
this worst case error is tolerable. For example, in most cases, such an
error would still be able to localize the non-WiFi device to within a
room, or an office in a large enterprise. We note that accuracy of our
localization mechanisms can be further improved in a number of ways
such as increasing the density of APs [112], utilizing more complex
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propagation models [65, 75, 120], using richer information about the
deployment [75] and exploring newer localization algorithms [41].
• Handling mobile non-WiFi devices. While WiFiNet can handle client
mobility, we did not experiment with the case where non-WiFi devices
themselves are mobile. We note that WiFiNet should be able to handle
mobile non-WiFi devices such as analog phones, or wireless video
cameras, which have detection times of less than 100 ms (Chapter 3).
However, localization accuracy for frequency hopping devices such
as Bluetooth or frequency hopping cordless phones would be affected
because Airshark’s current detection times for these devices are in the
order of seconds. Further, mobile non-WiFi device localization would also
be problematic in the case of multiple devices of the same type that do
not exhibit any device-specific characteristics (e.g., two bluetooth devices).
This is because, in such cases, received power information at the APs is
essentially used as an identifier in our clustering algorithms (Chapter 4).
• Overlapping transmissions. Currently, WiFiNet cannot handle the
case where transmissions from both non-WiFi devices overlap most of
the time. In such cases, the difficulty arises as it is not clear which
device is responsible for the observed interference. We note that as the
percentage of overlap decreases, WiFiNet is able to discern the impact
interferers correctly. In practice, we expect diversity in device transmission
times [131] to allow WiFiNet to output accurate interference estimates.

.
In this chapter, we presented WiFiNet, a system to estimate the interference
experienced by WiFi links in presence of non-WiFi devices using only WiFi
hardware. WiFiNet can correctly estimate the impact of each non-WiFi device,
in presence of multiple other interferers, even if they are of the same type.
It also correctly tracks changes due to client mobility, dynamic traffic loads,
and varying channel conditions. Further, WiFiNet also identifies the physical
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locations of non-WiFi devices. We believe a system such as WiFiNet can help
WLAN administrators use commodity WiFi APs to better understand and
manage non-WiFi interference, especially in environments such as enterprise
WLANs.
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.
In previous chapters, we presented systems that help understand the impact
of wireless interference using post-mortem analysis of wireless packet losses
i.e., the impact of interference is estimated by passively observing the event
of a packet loss. We now shift our attention to alternative techniques using
modeling procedures that help estimate the impact of interference before the
event of a packet loss. There are variety of modeling mechanisms that have
been explored to estimate the impact of interference between two WiFi links
based on the signal strength relationships between these links [84, 133]. We
adopt a similar approach in this chapter and try to understand the impact of
such interference between WiFi links. Specifically, we model the interference
between WiFi links that use different channel widths, and devise mechanisms
to mitigate WiFi to WiFi interference using efficient channelization mechanisms.
We defer similar modeling of non-WiFi interference scenarios for future work
(Chapter 7).
Traditionally, wireless channels strictly correspond to a pre-defined center
frequency and a specific channel width. It is well known that interference in
such fixed-width setting can be modeled using signal strength relationship
between the links [133]. While this strict notion of a fixed-width channels
have proven to be useful, researchers in recent years have realized that flexible
channels — channels in which the center frequency and bandwidth are picked
based on traffic demands, noise and interference levels across a spectral band —
can further improve spectrum efficiency. In the context of dynamic spectrum
access networks and cognitive wireless networks, a large body of work [30, 32, 97,
152, 164, 168] has examined strategies to assign flexible channels. More recently,
this problem of choosing the right frequency and width for communication
has gained relevance with the onset of white-space networking where agile
adaptation of these parameters is essential [24]. In this chapter, we explore
modeling mechanisms that help us derive the interference relationship between
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Figure 5.1: Example flexible channel configurations using two channel widths
of 20 and 40 MHz. The total available spectrum is 40 MHz.
links using such flexible channels. Specifically, we focus on modeling the
interaction between flexible channels in the context of 802.11-based networks.
Current 802.11 hardware can provide a limited amount of software-level
flexibility that allows transceivers to operate on such flexible channels, e.g., a
fixed number of channel widths (5, 10, 20, and 40 MHz) and a set of permissible
center frequencies in the 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz band [67]. Using this flexibility,
the work in [36] shows how a single 802.11 link can pick an efficient channel
width to adequately meet its traffic demand. At a high level, [36] shows that
increasing channel width for a single, isolated link potentially allows greater
throughput. But that, for a given total transmit power used by a wireless card,
the power per unit frequency reduces for larger widths [36], leading to reduced
SNR and poor connectivity in longer links.
While the work in [36] focused on how to adapt the channel width for a single,
isolated link, we focus on how to employ flexible channelization when using
multiple, potentially interfering links. We look at the use of flexible channelization
in a fairly complex and realistic setting — modeling the interference between
flexible channels and improving throughput for an 802.11 enterprise WLAN
using off the shelf hardware. The core problem we address in this chapter is
the following:
“Given an enterprise WLAN with many different Access Points (APs)
and arbitrarily located wireless clients, how should flexible channels for
each AP be structured?”
Initially, we imagined that the problem has an easy solution: identify the
traffic demand for each AP (aggregated over all its clients) and provide a single
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channel to each AP that is proportional to this traffic demand. The channel
choices can be periodically adapted based on demand evolution. Indeed, work
in [110] proposes and shows the benefits of such a solution through careful
simulation based studies. However, in our attempt to implement such a solution
on an 802.11 testbed, we quickly uncovered new challenges.
One of the biggest challenges was to create an effective model for a conflict
graph — a graph that captures the interference between a link and a potential
interferer. Prior work (e.g., [110, 164, 168]) assumes that the interference
behavior of two, potentially conflicting, links is unaffected by changes in their
channel widths. However, in reality, the interference properties of two links
can be greatly impacted by their channel width of operation, even if they use
the same channel configuration (i.e., the same width and center frequency).
We illustrate this through a simple, yet interesting example. Given two
links and a spectrum band, say 40 MHz, there are many ways to assign flexible
channels (Figure 5.1). Some natural choices are: (i) both links operate using the
entire 40 MHz channel and time-share using regular random access mechanisms
(40/40 in Figure 5.1), and (ii) both links operate on separate 20 MHz channels
(20+20) and potentially suffer no interference from each other. Initially, we
assumed that examining these two choices alone is adequate to find the most
efficient channel assignment. However, in our testbed experiments we found
multiple two-link conflict scenarios where the best channel configurations were
fairly non-standard, including: (iii) one link on a 40 MHz channel, the other
on a 20 MHz channel, both with the same center frequency (40/20), (iv) both
links on partially overlapped 20 MHz channels, 20-20(POV). Interestingly, we
also found several cases where using a single 20 MHz channel (20/20) provided
better throughput than operating the links on a single 40 MHz channel (40/40).
The reason these other channel choices proved to be the best configuration
for some link topologies was due to the variable nature of conflict that changes
with channel width, even when the center frequency of the two links is identical.
In fact, through experiments we found that changing channel widths has a
great impact on all wireless interference parameters, e.g., carrier sense and
interference range, hidden terminals, exposed terminals, etc. There were many
instances where two neighboring links were in carrier sense range when using
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the same 20 MHz, but turned into hidden terminals when their channel widths
were identically increased to 40 MHz. Exposed terminal scenarios sometimes
appeared when reducing channel widths. More complex interference patterns
arose in the presence of multiple links, and when considering different center
frequencies, since some of the assignments resulted in partial spectral overlaps.
Hence, in our overall problem of assigning flexible channels in an enterprise
WLAN, we have to compute the conflict graph for all possible channel widths and
center frequencies. For an N node network using |w| possible channel widths and
k PHY data rates (e.g., for 802.11a, k = 8), this can require O(N2 ·k·|w|·2|w+1| )

measurements, one for each link pair, data rate, channel width, and center
frequency (§5.4). This is a particularly daunting and complex task. To address
this, we develop techniques to model the conflict graph using only O(N·k)
empirical measurements at a single channel width. The next step is to use this
conflict graph to assign flexible channels. In our proposed system, FLUID, a
central controller improves the network throughput by assigning the center
frequencies and widths to the APs on the fly, depending on the actual traffic
demand. To further maximize the number of simultaneous transmissions,
FLUID explores a joint data scheduling and flexible channelization approach.
As we show in §5.5, the search space in this context grows exponentially in the
number of transmissions. To tackle this, we propose a randomized algorithm
with relatively low overhead to derive efficient transmission schedules, as
demonstrated in our experiments.
We implemented FLUID on Atheros wireless cards running the MadWiFi
driver [8] and have deployed the system on a 50 node testbed spanning multiple
floors in our university building. Testbed results show that FLUID improves
the median throughput by 59% across all possible PHY rates and when using
dynamic rate adaptation, in a network-wide setting, compared to an approach
using fixed width channels. To the best of our knowledge, FLUID is the first
realization of an 802.11 based WLAN system consisting of multiple APs that
are capable of operating at variable channel widths.
We make the following contributions in this chapter:
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• We show that while flexible channelization can improve system throughput, its benefits in a network-wide setting are not immediate — careful
construction of flexible channels requires taking into account the interference parameters like carrier sensing, hidden terminals etc., which depend
on the combinations of frequencies and channel widths used, as well as
the specifics of topology and traffic demand (§5.2).
• We develop a modeling framework to efficiently compute the conflict
graph for an N node network employing flexible channelization using only
O(N.k) empirical measurements at a single channel width, as opposed to
brute force approaches, which require O(N2 .k.|w|.2|w+1| ) measurements
(§5.4).
• We present an algorithm to construct flexible channels, and show that
combining flexible channelization with data scheduling can further
improve network throughput (§5.5).
• Through a real deployment on our testbed, we evaluate FLUID over
a variety of scenarios, and show that it can significantly improve the
performance of a WLAN (§5.7).
.
Prior experimental work has noted three properties of varying channel widths
on a single, isolated link [36]: (i) throughput of a link is proportional to the
channel width, (ii) halving the channel width doubles the power per Hertz,
and consequently increases the range by 3 dB1 , and (iii) reducing the width
by reducing the clock rate (and hence sub-carrier spacing) results in lower
battery consumption. One would expect the first two properties, in particular,
link throughput, to be impacted by the interference from the other links in the
network. In the rest of this section, we show that this is indeed the case and
investigate the reasons behind this. Additionally, we show why designing a
In Sec. ??, we discuss how our models can be modified to work in systems where this
property might not hold
1
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network that uses flexible channelization presents new challenges.
Measurement methodology. We perform measurements on a 50 node testbed
deployed across five floors of a building. Each node runs Linux 2.6.20 kernel
and is equipped with two Atheros 5212 based 802.11 NICs. Modifications to
the MadWiFi driver allowed us to write to the hardware register that configures
the PLL, giving us the capability to use four channel widths of 5, 10, 20 and 40
MHz. We also made modifications to 802.11 timing parameters to ensure fair
contention among different widths [36] . Experiments were carried out using
802.11a to avoid any external interference from our department WLAN that
operates on 802.11 b/g. We experimented with dynamic rate adaptation and with
all fixed PHY data rates i.e., 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps in the 802.11a system. Due to
space constraints, we typically present a snapshot of results, often using three
fixed PHY rate scenarios (12, 36, and 54 Mbps2 ), as well as when the SampleRate
algorithm [8] is used to dynamically adapt the PHY rate across all possible
802.11a rates. For bandwidth tests, the nodes broadcast 1400 byte UDP packets
at full sending rate for 10 seconds and experiments are repeated for 30 runs.
Impact of flexible channels
We observed that, in isolation, the throughput for high SNR links nearly doubles
on doubling the channel width. However, in the presence of even one interferer,
this property no longer holds. To show this, we randomly picked a 40 MHz
interferer, and measured how the throughput of a randomly chosen good
quality link (delivery ratio > 0.99) changes when it switches from 20 MHz
to any of the other widths. The interferer and the link used the same center
frequency. Table 5.1 shows the throughputs obtained at 40 MHz and 10 MHz
(throughput normalized w.r.t. 20 MHz) for four different PHY rates and rate
adaptation (SampleRate), across 2872 link/interferer combinations. Since the
transmitter might be outside the interference range of a link, we observe that
The data rate notations used in the thesis correspond to the PHY rates when the channel
width is set to 20 MHz (the default in 802.11) . For e.g., 6 Mbps refers to OFDM with BPSK and
coding rate of 1/2. The actual data rate would be doubled (or halved) when the channel width is
set to 40 (or 10) MHz.
2
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PHY Rate
Fixed 6 Mbps
Fixed 12 Mbps
Fixed 36 Mbps
Fixed 54 Mbps
SampleRate

20 ! 10 MHz
% links w/ Norm. Thr.
0.5⇥ 0.5⇥—1⇥ > 1⇥
44%
41%
15%
42%
45%
13%
37%
44%
19%
38%
41%
21%
38%
39%
23%

20 ! 40 MHz
% links w/ Norm. Thr.
2⇥ 1⇥—2⇥ < 1⇥
31%
45%
24%
29%
48%
23%
24%
49%
27%
20%
51%
29%
27%
45%
28%

CDF

100
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0

5 MHz
10 MHz
20 MHz
40 MHz

Percent Links

Table 5.1: Choosing the right width is non-trivial as throughput may not be
proportional to channel width under interference. Plot shows UDP throughputs
for 10 and 40 MHz widths (throughputs normalized w.r.t. 20 MHz) across 2872
link/interferer combinations for different fixed PHY rates and for dynamic rate
adaptation (SampleRate). Shaded portion indicates the percentage of links for
which the throughput is doubled (halved) when the width is doubled (halved).
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Figure 5.2: (left) Carrier sensing probability at different widths for 600 link pairs
(right) Frequency separation needed for conflicting 40 MHz links to become
non-conflicting at different PHY rates.

throughput doubles on doubling width for a certain fraction of the links e.g.,
when using rate adaptation, 27% of the links doubled the throughput when
switched from 20 MHz to 40 MHz. However, this property doesn’t hold in
most other cases (unshaded portions in the table). For 45% of the links, the
throughput increases by varying amounts—1⇥ to 2⇥, and for the remaining 28%
of the links, the throughput decreases when switched to 40 MHz. This holds
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PHY Rate
Fixed 12 Mbps
Fixed 36 Mbps
Fixed 54 Mbps

Scenario
Hidden
Exposed
Hidden
Exposed
Hidden
Exposed

5 MHz
78
139
81
121
96
107

10 MHz
127
114
135
108
141
99

20 MHz
81
117
87
84
97
73

40 MHz
46
149
58
96
74
69

Table 5.2: Number of hidden and exposed links depend on the channel widths.
The precise methodology to identify hidden and exposed links was taken
from [148].
for other widths as well, even though at varying degrees. In order to isolate
the effect of PHY rate, we repeated the experiments across different fixed PHY
rates and observed similar results (Table 5.1). To study why this happens, we
look at the impact of widths on: carrier sense range, hidden and exposed links.
Carrier sensing range: Since smaller widths have higher energy per Hertz [36],
we observed that more links carrier sense each other at lower widths. Figure 5.2
(left) presents the CDF of carrier sensing probabilities among 600 link pairs in
our testbed for different widths. Around 33% of link pairs carrier sense each
other at 5 MHz, while only 15% of link pairs carrier sense each other at 40 MHz.
Hidden and exposed links: Table 5.2 shows the number of hidden and exposed
links at different channel widths (and rates). While we find that the number of
hidden and exposed links vary with widths, there is no particular trend. This is
because lower widths not only cause more links to be in carrier sensing range,
but also interfere over longer distances.
Partial spectrum overlaps: The extent of interference between links also
depends on the amount of spectral overlap [106]. In case of flexible channels,
partial spectral overlaps can occur when links use same center frequencies
but different channel widths, or if links operate at different center frequencies.
Such an interaction between the links has to be well understood in order to
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assign channels efficiently. For example, we observed that varying amount of
frequency separation is needed between two conflicting 40 MHz links to make
them non-interfering. Figure 5.2 (right) shows this for 279 link pairs when
using different PHY rates. At 36 Mbps, only 17% of the link pairs require a
separation of 40 MHz. 51% require less separation (offering the opportunity for
spectrum reuse). The remaining 32% require more than 40 MHz of separation,
implying that naively packing these links at a separation of 40 MHz can degrade
throughput.
Constructing flexible channels
We now study the impact of the above properties when assigning spectrum to
links in a network. To begin with, we ask a simple question: “If a total of 40 MHz
of spectrum is available, how should we assign it to two links?,” and show that the
solution has many interesting considerations. The best frequency and width
assignment, changes depending on the topology and the interference among
links.
Figure 5.3 shows throughput measurements for five simple two-link
topologies taken from real instances in our testbed along with the five example
spectrum assignments described in §5.1. Here, the configuration 40/20 refers to
the link (t1 -r1 ) operating on the entire 40 MHz and (t2 -r2 ) operating on 20 MHz,
using the same center frequency. The configuration 20-20(POV) refers to the
partial overlap case where the two links use two 20 MHz channels with center
frequencies separated by 10 MHz. A rounded rectangle enclosing two nodes
represents a conflict (i.e., carrier sensing when the nodes are both transmitting,
and interference when one node is transmitting and the other is receiving). The
first column shows the topology information, while the rest of the columns
illustrate how the conflicts change across different assignments and result in
different throughputs. The throughput values (U) are normalized w.r.t. to the
lowest throughput for each case. For the cases that require channel/width
switching (case E1, 20+20, 40/20 and 20-20 (POV)) we use optimizations to
reduce the switching overhead (§5.6). In all measurements, the traffic was
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Figure 5.3: Conflict information and corresponding throughputs with different
spectrum assignments for real topologies in our testbed. A rounded rectangle
enclosing two nodes represents a conflict (i.e., carrier sensing when the nodes
are both transmitting, and interference when one is transmitting and the other
node is receiving).
backlogged on both links. For ease of exposition, in this section we present the
results when the 802.11 PHY was set to the base rate of 6 Mbps.
We now briefly explain why the best spectrum assignment (shown in bold
squares) differs in each case. Case E1 in Figure 5.3 corresponds to the scenario
where client r2 has a low SNR and thus a poor delivery ratio at 40 MHz; the
delivery ratio increases to 1 at 20 MHz because of 3 dB increase in SNR. For
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client r1 , the delivery ratio is 1 at both widths. Here, using client-centric widths
(40/20 in Figure 5.3) achieves the best throughput (a gain of 25% over 40/40).
All other configurations have worse throughputs as they either waste spectrum
or result in a poor delivery ratio for r2 .
We consider two links in Case E2, with link (t2 -r2 ) having a poor delivery
ratio at 40 MHz. Using 40/20 improves the delivery for r2 (due to increase
in SNR of the link) compared to 40/40. However, the links still continue to
carrier sense because of which they cannot effectively use the entire 40 MHz
spectrum. Here, 20+20 achieves a better throughput (a gain of 33% over 40/20)
as both links can simultaneously operate on separate 20 MHz channels with
good delivery ratios.
Case E3 illustrates the scenario of a one-way hidden terminal (t1 interferes
with r2 ) which is resolved by separating the links on two 20 MHz channels
(20+20). However, simply narrowing the width resolves the conflict — operating
the link (t2 -r2 ) at 20 MHz improves the SINR and hence makes the links nonconflicting. 40/20 improves the throughput by 47% over 20+20 due to increased
transmission concurrency.
In a two-way hidden terminal scenario (Case E4), the best configurations
resolve the conflict between two links, either 20+20, or partially overlapping
assignment, 20-20(POV). Using 20-20(POV) might be more preferable for larger
network scenarios as it uses lesser spectrum. Interestingly, using a single 20
MHz channel for both links (20/20) provides a better throughput than using
a single 40 MHz channel (40/40), as the links carrier sense each other in the
20/20 configuration due to increase in their signal strengths.
Finally, Case E5 represents a scenario where the links carrier sense each
other when using the 20/20 configuration. However, it turns out that the links
continue to carrier sense at all other configurations. For example, a center
frequency separation of 20 MHz (20+20) is not adequate to resolve the carrier
sensing conflict. Given this scenario, sharing the medium using 40/40 turns
out to be the best configuration.
Why is the best flexible channel configuration different in each case? While
the above is by no means an exhaustive set of flexible channel configurations,
even exploring this limited set of configurations allowed us to observe cases
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where different configurations performed the best. This is because conflicts
(carrier sensing and interference relationships) between the links are determined
by the flexible channel configuration used. These conflicts in turn determine
the total throughput in each case. Thus, in each case we have to choose a
configuration that minimizes the conflict and improves the overall throughput.
Put another way, to maximize the overall network throughput, we have to
employ a conflict-aware mechanism which intelligently chooses a particular
flexible channel configuration based on the carrier sensing and interference
relationships at different widths and center frequencies.
.

:

We propose FLUID, a system that improves the wireless network throughput
through the use of flexible channels. While the design of FLUID is generic
and can be applied to any 802.11 based setting, in this work, we focus on its
application to an enterprise WLAN setting.
Target network setting. Consider an enterprise WLAN setting where clients
and APs are capable of operating on flexible channels. All the APs are connected
over an Ethernet backplane, and are managed using a central controller. Let
B be the total amount of spectrum in use. Let |w| denote the total number of
channel widths to choose from. Let wmin denote the minimum channel width
used, and assume that channel widths are of the form w=wmin ·2r , where
0 6 r 6 |w| - 1. In our implementation, |w| = 4 and wmin = 5, as we use

5 MHz, 10 MHz, 20 MHz, and 40 MHz as the possible channel widths. Let
F = {(fc , w)} be the set of permissible center frequency and width combinations
s.t. fc is of the form fc = wmin ·c, where c is an integer and [fc [0, B].

w
2 , fc

+

w
2]

⇢

We now sketch the main operations of FLUID. Figure 5.4 illustrates the
different components involved in FLUID.
1. Conflict graph generation. FLUID builds a conflict graph to model the
interference between links while taking into account the combination of channel
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widths and center frequencies. Using a brute force approach for conflict graph
computation becomes infeasible as it requires O(N2 ·k·|w|·2|w+1| ) measurements.

As discussed in §5.4, FLUID uses modeling techniques to reduce the overhead
to O(N·k).

2. Interference mitigation. The controller uses the conflict graph to mitigate
interference and improve system throughput either by employing (i) an
unscheduled approach i.e., flexible channelization with DCF or (ii) flexible
channelization along with a scheduled approach such as CENTAUR [148],
which can improve downlink performance. While we have explored both
the approaches, in this thesis, we focus on the harder problem of improving
downlink system throughput using a joint scheduling and flexible channelization
approach. Although designing such a scheduled system is more challenging
than its unscheduled counterpart, it offers better performance than DCF with
static channel assignment mechanisms for the following reasons: (i) it uses
spectrum efficiently as it takes the actual traffic into consideration, (ii) it resolves
downlink hidden interference and opportunistically capitalizes on exposed
terminal scenarios, (iii) using a scheduled approach enables an AP in FLUID to
employ client-centric widths which is otherwise difficult to manage with DCF
in the presence of upload traffic. In §5.7, we show that FLUID’s scheduled
approach performs better than CENTAUR and the unscheduled approaches
across various scenarios.
.
In a traditional WLAN that uses a fixed channel width, the conflict graph
between N transmissions (all on the same channel) can be generated by
performing pair-wise link throughput tests [71] at each PHY rate k, which
requires a total of O(N2 ·k) measurements. Recent research [84, 133] has shown

that this overhead can be reduced to O(N·k) using SINR based modeling.
Applying such models to a variable channel width system is not straightforward,
as the number of spectral overlaps (and hence interference) depends on the
combinations of center frequencies and channel widths used. Figure 5.8 shows
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Link Queue

Transmission
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Figure 5.4: Flow of operations in FLUID. Periodic signal strength measurements
are used to update the modeled conflict graph (§5.4). Packets arrive from
the network gateway and are enqueued at a central controller. The controller
releases these packets based on the transmission schedules derived by a packing
algorithm (§5.5). APs receive the packets and transmit them according to the
controller’s prescribed flexible channel assignment, and subsequently notify
the controller of all failures. The controller uses this feedback for scheduling
retransmissions and refining the conflict graph.

two example spectrum overlap configurations. The number of distinct non-zero
spectrum overlap configurations using the set of permissible center frequencies
(as detailed in §5.3) for two links operating on channel widths w1 and w2 can
be calculated as (w1 + w2 )/wmin - 1. Hence, the total number of spectrum
P P
overlap configurations taking into account |w| possible widths are w1 w2
⇣
⌘
(w1 + w2 )/wmin - 1 , which evaluates to 2·|w|·(2|w| - 1) - |w|2 . Thus,
computing the conflict graph using the approach in [71] would now require a

significant overhead of O(N2 ·k·|w|·2|w+1| ), making it intractable for real systems.
Next we show how our models significantly reduce this measurement overhead.
Modeling overview. The goal of the conflict graph module in Figure 5.4 is to
predict the delivery ratio on a link (transmitter-receiver pair) in the presence
of an interferer. It uses SINR based empirical models to predict the delivery
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Modeling parameter

Definition

Pi
A(.)

Transmitted power per unit Hz (at width wi )
Signal attenuation function
Signal strength (in dBm) per hertz between
transmitter t and receiver r using width wi
Modeled difference in received signal strength per hertz
when switching from width wi to width wj
Correction function applied to S(wi , wj )
for improving the model accuracy
Noise floor per hertz
Quantifies the spectral overlap between a transmitter t
using center frequency and width (ft , wt ) and a receiver r using
center frequency and width (fr , wr ). Here ⌧ = |ft - fr |
Band-pass filter’s frequency response when
a channel width of wr MHz is used
Function used to predict delivery ratio based on modeled SINR

btr (wi )
S

S(wi , wj )

⇠(wi , wj )
N
It,r (⌧, wt , wr )
Br,wr (f)
b
D(.)

Table 5.3: Parameters used in FLUID’s modeling procedure.

probabilities. In what follows, we first explain how our model computes the
SINR for perfect spectral overlap case (the link and the interferer use the same
center frequency and width), at all channel widths, using only measurements at
a single width. We then extend the model to compute the SINR for partial spectral
overlap case (the link and the interferer can use different center frequencies and
widths). Finally, we derive the delivery prediction models using empirical
measurements and use the computed SINR to model the delivery under
interference. Figure 5.5 shows the overall modeling process. The parameters
used in the modeling procedure are summarized in Table 5.3.
Interpolating SNR at different widths, using single width measurements.
To compute the SINR at the receiver, we have to measure the signal strengths of
the transmitter and the interferer at the receiver. However, as we show below,
the received signal strength per hertz depends on the channel width. This
would require us to carry out signal strength measurements at every channel
width, resulting in a measurement overhead of O(N·|w|). We now show that
it is possible to interpolate the received signal strength per hertz at different
widths from measurements at only one width.
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Profiler

t,r,ftr,wtr
Str(5)
Sir(5)

S   (.)
S   (.)

Str(wtr)
Sir(wi)

i,_,fi,wi
Interferer Signal Interpolation
Model

Itr(.)

sinr

intf

D(.)

delivery
probability

Delivery Prediction
Model
[sinr = Str(wtr) - intf – N]

Spectum Overlap
Model

Figure 5.5: Sketch of the modeling process. Signal strengths of the transmitter
and the interferer at their respective widths are interpolated using their
corresponding signal strengths at 5 MHz. The amount of interference is then
computed based on the spectral overlap, which is used to calculate the SINR.
Finally, the SINR is input to the delivery prediction model to compute the
delivery under interference.

Let Pi and Pj be the transmitted power per unit Hz at widths wi and wj
respectively. Since the total power transmitted by the card is the same in both
cases, we have Pi ·wi = Pj ·wj . Now, the signal strength per hertz at the receiver
depends on the attenuation experienced by the wireless signal and is given
by si = A(Pi ). We can approximate the attenuation A(.) as d-↵ Pi , where ↵ is
the path-loss exponent [50]. We can compute the difference in received signal
j
i
strength per hertz, S(wi , wj ) as 10log( ssij ) = 10log( P
Pj ) = 10log( wi ).

w

However, we observed that the difference in signal strength per hertz for

our hardware only follow this relationship approximately. When we decreased
the channel width from 40 MHz to 5 MHz, we observed S(wi , wj ) to be 8.6
dB on average, instead of 9 dB (per unit Hz). To account for this difference, we
btr (wi ) denote the signal strength per
introduce a correction function ⇠(.). Let S
hertz (in dBm) between transmitter t and receiver r at width wi , derived using
empirical measurements. We have:

btr (wi ) = S
btr (wj ) + S(wi , wj ) + ⇠(wi , wj )
S

(5.1)
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Figure 5.6: (left) Delivery ratio as a function of mean signal strength for different
widths, across all the receivers at 6 Mbps. We show measured delivery ratio
values and piece-wise linear interpolation as a function of SNR (model M1).
(right) CDF of modeling error for all the four models.
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Figure 5.7: Prediction error for all the models at different PHY rates.

We empirically calculate the value of ⇠(.) using signal strength measurements from our testbed. We assume the noise floor per hertz (N) to be constant
and the signal to be evenly distributed over the transmitted bandwidth. We
btr (w)-N. Figure 5.9 (left) shows the CDF of
calculate the SNR at width w as S
signal strengths at different widths for all links in our testbed. We observed that

the difference between measured and theoretical signal strength per hertz values

does not vary significantly, even for the most bursty link in our testbed. The
observed mean/std. deviation values across all links for ⇠(40, 5) were -0.34/0.13
dB, that for ⇠(20, 5) were -0.13/0.12 dB, and finally for ⇠(10, 5) were -0.08/0.16
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dB (per unit Hz). Since these variations are low, in our model, we account for the
difference in the measured and theoretical signal strength per hertz using the
mean value of ⇠(.). We note that this calibration is a one-time overhead that is
necessitated when using the model for the first time with a particular hardware
chipset. Once the mean values of ⇠(.) are determined, these can be used to
accurately and efficiently estimate SNR as follows. Instead of carrying out the
signal measurements at every width, we carry out O(N) signal measurements
at the lowest width of 5 MHz (as it has the longest range), and use Equation 5.1
to derive the SNR at all other widths.
Modeling SINR for perfect spectral overlaps at all widths. To model SINR
in the presence of an interferer, using width w, we first interpolate the signal
strength per hertz of the transmitter to the receiver, and that of the interferer
btr (w) and S
bir (w) from
to the receiver i.e., we use Equation 5.1 to interpolate S
btr (5) and S
bir (5). Now, the SINR
corresponding signal measurements at 5 MHz, S
btr (w)-S
bir (w)-N dB. We now provide extensions
can simply be calculated as S

to the previous model, to quantify the amount of interference for the partial
overlap case where the links can use any permissible center frequencies and
channel widths.
Modeling SINR for partial spectral overlaps at all widths and frequencies.
To characterize the amount of interference experienced by a receiver r using
a width wr and a center frequency fr , from an interferer t using a width
wt and center frequency ft , we extend the model developed in [106] to
calculate the interference factor, It,r (.) for a variable channel width system.
It,r (.) quantitatively captures the amount of spectral overlap between the
interferer and the receiver by calculating the area of intersection between a
signal’s spectrum and a receiver’s band-pass filter. We incorporate the interferer
and receiver channel bandwidths, wt and wr into this model to derive It,r (.):
It,r (⌧, wt , wr ) =

Z +1
-1

Tt,wt (f)Br,wr (f - ⌧) df

(5.2)
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In above equation, the parameter ⌧ represents the difference in the center
frequencies of the channels i.e., ⌧ = ft - fr . The parameter Tt,wt (f) denotes
the transmitted signal’s power distribution across the frequency spectrum
when a channel bandwidth of wt MHz is used. We approximate Tt,wt (f) with
the corresponding transmit spectrum mask [106]. Finally, Br,wr (f) denotes
the band-pass filter’s frequency response when a channel of wr MHz is used.
Assuming the receive filter for a particular bandwidth to be same as the transmit
spectrum mask [106], for 802.11a we get:
Br,wr (f) = Tt,wt (f) =
8
>
-40dB if |f - Fc | > (30/B)MHz
>
>
>
< -28dB if (20/B)MHz 6 |f - F | < (30/B)MHz
c
>
-20dB if (11/B)MHz 6 |f - Fc | < (20/B)MHz
>
>
>
: 0dB
otherwise

(5.3)

where Fc denotes the channel center frequency and bw is the channel
bandwidth (wt or wr ) used and B is the bandwidth scaling factor calculated as
B=20/bw.
Now for two links (t1 , r1 ) and (t2 , r2 ) using center frequencies and widths
(f1 , w1 ) and (f2 , w2 ), the amount of interference experienced by r1 can be
bt r (w2 ) + 10log(It ,r (|f2 - f1 |, w2 , w1 )) dB. The
characterized as intf = S
2 1

bt r (w1 )-intf-N dB.
effective SINR would be S
1 1

2

1

Predicting delivery ratio. In the last step of our modeling process, we predict
the delivery ratio for a link using the SINR estimated earlier. We first show
the relationship between SNR and the delivery ratio for an isolated link when
using different widths, and then derive delivery prediction models.
Delivery under isolation. We perform O(N·|w|·k) measurements where each
node broadcasts in turn at all widths and rate combinations, and the remaining
nodes measure the average signal strengths and corresponding delivery ratios.
All nodes use the same center frequency and channel width. Figure 5.6 (left)
shows the SNR vs. delivery ratio for 231 link pairs for each of the four channel
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widths at 6 Mbps.3 For values of SNR greater than 26 dB, the delivery ratio
is close to 1, whereas for SNR less than 18 dB, the deliver ratio is close to
0; for intermediate values of SNR, the delivery ratio increases with signal
strength. This behavior is similar across widths, since for a given signal strength,
the probability that a packet is successfully decoded is independent of width.
Furthermore, we observed a stronger correlation between SNR and delivery
ratio when viewed across individual receivers.
Based on this, the most relevant parameters for modeling delivery are:
SNR, channel width and the receiver under consideration. In light of this, we
b
explored four models to derive the delivery prediction function D(.).
In M1,

we model the delivery ratio as a piece-wise linear function of SNR. In M2, we

used receiver-specific curves including the SNR and channel width. M3 only
used receiver-specific curves along with SNR. M4 is similar to M3, except that
SNR is computed using Equation 5.1.
Delivery under interference. To predict the delivery under interference, we
compute the SINR using the techniques mentioned before and feed this into
one of the four delivery prediction models. We now evaluate the accuracy of
these models in the presence of an interferer for the perfect spectral overlap
case.
In order to measure the ground truth, we carry out the following O(N2 ·k·|w|)

measurements: we pick a pair of nodes in turn, and both of them simultaneously
transmit data while the rest of the nodes measure the signal strengths and
corresponding delivery ratios. This process is repeated for all channel width
and rate combinations. We note that all nodes use the same center frequencies
and widths. Figure 5.6 (right) shows the CDF of the error for all the four models
at 6 Mbps, and Figure 5.7 shows the RMSE (root mean square error) for the
models across different PHY rates. We observe that all the four models perform
reasonably well. Models M2, M3, and M4 have lower error compared to M1,
owing to the use of receiver specific curves. For these models, the error is
less than 10% for 90% of the predictions, with maximum error being less than
30% (Fig. 5.6 (right)). The overall RMSE for all the models were: 14.2%, 8.7%,
3
This behavior also holds for all the other rates. The SNR curves are shifted to the right, as
higher rates require a higher SNR to decode a packet correctly.
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Figure 5.8: Example spectrum overlap scenarios. (left) Two links (t1 , r1 ) and
(t2 , r2 ) using a channel width of 20 MHz and center frequencies f1 and f2
separated by 20 MHz. (right) Two links (t1 , r1 ) and (t2 , r2 ) using the same
center frequency (fc ), but different channel widths of 40 MHz and 20 MHz
respectively.

8.9%, and 9.6%. We observe that M2 and M3 have very similar performance,
confirming that the delivery ratios were independent of the width used. More
importantly, M4 which uses signal interpolation has an accuracy which is quite
close to M2. This is a useful result as it helps us reduce the conflict graph
computation overhead to O(N·k) for a network where all links can operate on
any width while using the same center frequency. We therefore choose M2
for delivery prediction in FLUID. We also evaluated the models for the partial
overlap case, and observed similar delivery prediction accuracy numbers.
Packing accuracy. We now evaluate both the partial and perfect spectrum
overlap cases using a more intuitive measure — error in predicting the minimum
frequency separation required to resolve the conflict between any two links.
Note that over-predicting the frequency separation leads to poor usage of
spectrum, while under-prediction can result in throughput degradation.
We experimented with 500 link-interferer (tr-i) combinations (across
different PHY rates) in our testbed, where the link and the interferer can
use any widths, wtr and wi . In each case we measured fbmin , the minimum
frequency separation required between the link and the interferer such that
the conflict is resolved. We also compute the predicted separation fmin using

the It,r (.) model, and a naive packing approach where the center frequencies
are simply separated by (wtr + wi )/2 MHz. We then compute the difference
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Figure 5.9: (left) CDF of signal strengths in the testbed for different channel
widths. (right) CDF of error in estimating the minimum channel separation
( fmin ) across different PHY rates and channel width combinations, using
naive and It,r models.

in the measured and predicted frequency separation

fmin = fmin - fbmin .

Figure 5.9 (right) shows the CDF of fmin for both the models. The It,r (.) model
results in better spectrum reuse by predicting fmin correctly in 87.6% of the
cases. The naive model predicts only 52% of the cases accurately.

Example scenarios. We now present two example scenarios and show how
It,r (.) can be used to model the interference.
Example 1 - How much frequency separation is needed? Consider the packing
in Figure 5.8 (left), where the two 20 MHz links (t1 , r1 ) and (t2 , r2 ) have their
center frequencies separated by of 20 MHz. Is the frequency separation enough?
To answer this we have to estimate the delivery ratio at both the receivers for this
packing: the interference factor for r1 in this case turns out to be It2 ,r1 (20, 20, 20)

= 0.0571, which is reduction in the interferer signal by 12.43 dB. Hence, the SINR
bt r (20)-S
bt r (20)+12.43 dB. If this is not sufficient
at r1 in this case would be S
1 1
2 1
b 1 , SINR) to be close to 1, then the links have be separated further apart.
for D(r
For e.g., at 25 MHz, the It2 ,r1 (25, 20, 20) = 0.0081 which results in SINR at r1
bt r (20) - S
bt r (20) + 20.91 dB i.e., an increase in SINR by around 8.5 dB
of S
1 1

2 1

which might sufficient for the delivery ratio to be close to 1. Similarly, we can
estimate the frequency separation needed for r2 .
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Example 2 - Can we improve spatial reuse by narrowing widths? Consider two 40
MHz links (t1 , r1 ) and (t2 , r2 ) which are on the same center frequency. The
bt r (40)-S
bt r (40) and
interference factor for both receivers is 1, SINR at r1 is S
1 1

2 1

bt r (40)-S
bt r (40). How does the interference relationship change
that at r2 is S
2 2
1 2

when (t2 , r2 ) switches to 20 MHz, while not changing the center frequency?
The resulting packing is shown in Figure 5.8 (right). When (t2 , r2 ) switches to
20 MHz, the interference factor for r2 remains the same (i.e., It1,r2 (0, 40, 20) = 1),
bt r (20) is around 3
since there is a complete spectral overlap for r2 . However, S
2 2

bt r (40) (Equation 5.1). This results in SINR at r2 increasing
dB higher than S
2 2
by 3 dB. Whereas, for r1 , the interference factor It2,r1 (0, 20, 40) = 0.49, which
bt r (40) - S
bt r (20) is around -3.1 dB. Therefore, the new SINR becomes S
1 1

2 1

bt r (40) - S
bt r (40) + 3 - 3.1 dB implying, that the SINR at r1
3.1 dB, i.e., S
1 1
2 1

almost remains the same. That is, by narrowing the channel width of a link,
we could improve its SINR without affecting the SINR of the other link. In our
experiments, we found a number of such instances where narrowing channel
width can provide opportunities for spatial reuse (§5.7).
External interference. In order to handle external interference, the model can
be modified as follows: the receivers can measure the increased noise floor,
and report this back along with the signal strength measurements. The SINR
computation can then use a receiver specific noise floor Nr , instead of a constant
N to improve the accuracy of delivery prediction.
Summary. We sketch the modeling process in Figure 5.5. We carry out O(N·k)
measurements at the lowest channel width, 5 MHz. In order to predict the
delivery ratio of link in the presence of an interferer, we first interpolate the
signal strengths of the transmitter and the interferer at their widths. Based
on the spectral overlaps, we compute the interference using the It,r (.) model.
b
Finally, we calculate the SINR, which is then input to D(.)
to estimate the
delivery probability.
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.
Assume that a set of packets arrive at the FLUID controller. Now, based on the
conflict graph, the next step for the controller is to “pack" the transmissions
i.e., determine the subset of packets that can be scheduled for transmission
simultaneously, along with an assignment of the center frequencies and channel
widths. In FLUID, such a decision is made at the time granularity of an epoch.
We discuss the factors that determine the epoch duration in §5.6.
Scheduling complexity: The scheduling problem to optimize throughput by
assigning appropriate time-frequency blocks is NP-hard [168]. The size of
P
r
N
N
this problem is r=N
r=1 r |F| , where r is number of the ways in which the

controller can pick r out of N transmissions, and |F|r is all possible frequency
and width combinations for r APs.

Packing heuristics. In order to reduce the search space in scheduling, we use
two heuristics explained below:
Throughput estimation: The throughput estimation algorithm, estimateTput()
(Algorithm 1) takes a set of packed transmissions T=(t, r, f, w), and returns
a vector of estimated individual transmission throughputs. The throughput
of an individual transmission Ti is calculated as follows: the effective signal
strength from each of the other T-{Ti } transmissions is calculated using the
modeling techniques presented in §5.4, and is summed up to calculate the
total interference (lines 8-10). This then used to compute the SINR. Finally, the
controller uses the SINR to estimate the throughput by picking the best PHY
data rate (lines 14-19): it iterates through the delivery ratio curves for each data
rate, and picks the rate which maximizes the throughput (data rate ⇥ delivery

probability).

RaC-Pack: In FLUID, the central controller uses a randomized algorithm,
RaC-Pack (Randomized Compaction based Packing) to derive the transmission
schedules. RaC-Pack (Algorithm 1) takes the FIFO queue of packets at the
controller as input and creates a set of packed transmissions for each epoch. We
first describe the compaction step that can be applied to a packed transmission
set so as to maximize a particular objective.
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Algorithm 1: Model based Throughput Estimation (estimateTput)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

b
Input : Set of packed transmissions T = {t, r, f, w}, Delivery ratio model, D(.),
Signal correction model, ⇠(.)
Output : Estimated throughput for T
!
tv tot
0
foreach Ti = (ti , ri , fi , wi ) 2 T do
T-{T }
(dTi i , drbest )
⇢(Ti , T - {Ti })
!
T-{Ti }
tv tot [i]
(dTi
⇤ drbest )
!
return tv tot
Procedure ⇢(Ti , T 0 ):
Let Ti = {ti , ri , fi , wi }; intf
0
foreach Tj = (tj , rj , fj , wj ) 2 T 0 do
bt ,r (5) + S(wj , 5) + ⇠(wj , 5)
Stj ,ri (wj )
S
j i
St0 j ,ri = Stj ,ri (wj )+ 10 log(If (|fj - fi |, wj , wi )) intf = intf + St0 j ,ri
bt ,r (5) + S(wi , 5) + ⇠(wi , 5)
Sti ,ri (wi )
S
i i
sinr = Stj ,ri (wi ) - intf
max_tput
0
/* SINR based rate adaptation */
foreach dr 2 R do
b i , dr, sinr)
cur_tput
dr ⇤ D(r
if cur_tput > max_tput then
max_tput
cur_tput
drbest
dr
0
b i , dr, sinr)
dT
D(r
T
return (dT
T , drbest )
0

Compaction Step: Keeping the center frequency and width assignments of
all the other transmissions the same, the compaction step (lines 22-29) assigns a
center frequency and width to a particular transmission, Ti that maximizes a
criteria (lines 24-28). We supply the objective function (computeOBJ) with one
of the following two criteria: (i) maximize the total throughput (FLUID-thr)
or (ii) find the best min-max throughput (FLUID-fair) which results in better
fairness, at the cost of throughput. The function estimateTput, is used to estimate
throughput during each iteration (line 26).
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Algorithm 2: RaC-Pack: Transmission Packing
Input : fifoQ (FIFO queue of packets), vQ1 . . . vQn (per-client virtual packet
queues), F = {(f, w)} (set of frequency f, width w combinations)
Output : Set of packed transmissions Tnext = {(t, r, f, w)}
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Tnext
0, Tcur
0
phead Dequeue(fifoQ); (f1 , w1 )
F[0]
T1
(tx(phead ), rx(phead ), f1 , w1 ); packedAPs
tx(phead )
!
(Tnext , tv best )
COMPACTION({T1 }, 0); Tcur Tnext
ri
RAND(0 . . . n - 1)
for i in 0 . . . n do
next
(ri + i) mod n
pnext Dequeue(vQ next )
if tx (pnext ) 2 packedAPs then
continue
Tnext
(tx(pnext
S ), rx(pnext ), f1 , w1 )
Tcur
Tnext Tnext
while Tcur 6= Tprev do
Tprev
Tcur ; k
|Tcur |
rj
RAND(0 . . . k - 1)
for j in 0 . . . k do
next 0
(rj + j) mod k
!
(Tcur , tv cur )
COMPACTION(Tcur , next 0 )
!
!
if computeOBJ ( tv cur , tv best ,criteria) then
!
!
// tv cur improves over tv best for a given criteria
S
!
!
tv best
tv cur ; Tnext
Tcur ; packedAPs
packedAPs tx(pnext )

return Tnext ;

Procedure COMPACTION (T, i):
!
tv bestlocal
0; T 0
T
foreach (f, w) 2 F do
T[i]
(ti , ri , f, w)
!
tv cur
estimateTput(T)
!
!
if computeOBJ ( tv cur , tv best , criteria) then
!
!
tv bestlocal
tv cur ; T 0
T
!
return (T 0 , tv bestlocal );
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The RaC-Pack scheduling algorithm works as follows: In order to prevent
starvation, RaC-Pack always schedules the first packet in FIFO queue for
transmission in the current epoch. It then applies the compaction step to this
transmission to find the ‘best’ packing (lines 2-4). Next, the algorithm goes
through the rest of the transmissions in a randomized order, and adds them to
the transmission schedule if they improve the throughput (lines 5-20). This is
done by adding a transmission to the currently packed set, and then repeatedly
invoking the compaction step for the each of the transmissions in succession.
The order of invocation is randomized by using a random permutation of
the transmissions. This compaction process (lines 13-18) is repeated until the
objective function stops improving. We note that this iterative process will
converge, as in each iteration, the objective function progressively improves the
throughput vector based on the specified criteria. The total number of rounds
for the algorithm can vary with the topology and traffic pattern, and the worst
case complexity is O(|F|N ). We set an upper bound of 50 rounds, and in our
experiments with different topologies, we found that the algorithm converges
after approximately 21.3 rounds on an average. In §5.7, we compare RaC-Pack
to the brute-force approach of evaluating all possible schedules.
.
Our implementation of FLUID consists of: (a) a central controller that generates
the conflict graph and uses the RaC-Pack algorithm to schedule packets. We
have implemented this on a Linux PC (3.33 GHz dual core Pentium IV, 2 GB
DRAM) (about 3500 lines of C code and a few hundred lines of Perl scripts). (b)
Soekris based wireless APs and clients, modified to implement channel and
width switching functionality. The scheduler is a kernel module that utilizes
high-resolution timers. In order to reduce communication path latencies, we
have implemented a direct path between the Ethernet and WiFi drivers for the
APs. This allows packets received on the wired interface to be immediately
forwarded to the wireless interface, bypassing the kernel network queue. We
also made driver modifications to ensure that transmit buffers are not flushed,
and that clients do not disassociate with the AP when switching frequencies
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or widths. We now highlight some of the other implementation aspects and
system design issues that arise when deploying FLUID.
Handling Uplink Transmissions. To account for uplink (client-to-AP) transmissions, we use a two-phase TDMA approach [103, 105]: the first phase uses
flexible channelization for downlink traffic, and the second phase is for uplink
traffic using DCF . The controller adapts the time for each phase according to
the downlink/uplink traffic ratio (based on queue lengths). By default, since
most traffic in enterprise WLANs is downlink [148], we use a 4:1 ratio between
the downlink and uplink phases. Carrier sensing and ACKs are disabled in the
downlink phase, since they add overheads in a TDMA MAC [103]. Instead, we
use block ACKs that are transmitted in the uplink phase. FLUID controller uses
this feedback to schedule retransmissions and to refine the modeled conflict
graph. To assign channel widths and frequencies in the uplink phase, we use a
simple approach: each AP groups its clients into one of four channel widths,
based on the widest channel width each client can successfully communicate
on. During the uplink phase, FLUID APs switch to their respective center
frequencies, and operate on one of the channel widths; over time, the APs
cycle through all channel widths with average dwell times at each width being
proportional to aggregate uplink traffic from each group. We realize that an
optimal assignment for the uplink phase is a challenging problem, and are
actively investigating solutions to this problem.
Association. APs are modified to beacon at the lowest channel width
of 5 MHz, which has the most range. The center frequencies for beacon
transmissions are decided using RaC [107], a conflict-aware fixed-width channel
assignment mechanism. Client drivers are modified to perform passive scans
using a width of 5 MHz. In our current implementation, we do not support
active scanning.
Co-ordinated switching. To inform the clients about their future schedules,
APs use the 802.11 Beacon Information Element (BIE). BIE consists of a list of
[epoff, phase, chan, clist] where epoff is the epoch offset, phase indicates uplink
or downlink, chan is the frequency and width, and clist is the list of clients for
which traffic has been scheduled in the epoch. To account for beacon losses, the
APs also insert a layer 2.5 header in the data packets with information about
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future schedules. We use built-in Atheros clock synchronization to synchronize
the epoch boundaries at APs and the clients.
Implementation overheads. We instrumented the drivers to calculate the delays in controller-AP-client communication path and channel/width switching.
We observed that the overheads are dominated by the channel and width
switching component; the mean/std. deviation for which was 4.11/0.244 ms.
To amortize these overheads, (i) we set the epoch duration to 6 ms, and (ii) we
use two interfaces at the APs. While one interface is active during an epoch
(i.e., it is involved in communication), the other interface prepares for the next
epoch. These switching overheads could reduce in future; emerging wireless
cards have switching latencies of less than 100 µs [6], while prior work in
solid state electronics has shown that this delay can be reduced to as low as 40
µs [46]. Finally, in order to maintain an accurate conflict graph that can take
into account the dynamics of the environment, it is important that the signal
strengths are frequently updated. Since there is little external interference in
our experimental testbed, which is also likely in other enterprise networks,
we chose a measurement periodicity of 10 seconds. However, this is a tunable
parameter, and in a more noisy environment one could reduce the measurement
periodicity. Similar to previous systems like DIRC [103] and CENTAUR [148],
each measurement instance in FLUID lasts for 4 ms. We note that the results in
§5.7 include these measurement overheads.
.
Our testbed evaluation aims at characterizing the throughput improvements
with FLUID and demonstrate its feasibility on commodity 802.11 hardware.
We first evaluate FLUID over a large number of canonical topologies to
systematically characterize the performance gains that stem from different
components. We show the results for both max-throughput (FLUID-thr) and
best min-max throughput (FLUID-fair). Next, we evaluate FLUID over a 23
node representative topology and quantify the performance gains. We perform
the experiments at different fixed PHY rates and with dynamic rate adaptation.
When using rate adaptation, we run DCF and CENTAUR using SampleRate,

Evaluation component and set up

Hidden links (unscheduled Vs. scheduled)
(346 2-link topologies, Rates: Auto/different PHY rates)
Exposed links (unscheduled Vs. scheduled)
(346 2-link topologies, Rates: Auto/different PHY rates)

§ 5.7 (Fig. 5.12(a))

§ 5.7 (Fig. 5.12(b))

Median: 1.59⇥ (best DCF), 1.34⇥ (CENTAUR)
Mean: 1.63⇥(best DCF), 1.33⇥(CENTAUR)
0.95⇥ (brute force), 0.98⇥ (Rac-Pack w/ actual CG)

Up to 1.97⇥ (best DCF), Median: 1.51⇥ (best DCF),
1.51⇥ (DCF-flex), 1.31⇥(CENTAUR)

Median: 1.74⇥ (best DCF),
Avg: 1.88⇥ (DCF-flex), up to 1.47⇥ (CENTAUR)

Up to 2⇥, Median: 1.35⇥ (best DCF),
1.32⇥ (CENTAUR)

Up to 1.68⇥, Median: 1.40⇥ (best DCF),
1.38⇥ (CENTAUR)

RMSE: 14.2%, 8.7%, 8.9%, and 9.6%
Accuracy: 87.6% (It,r ), 52% (naive)
Median gain (Thr./MHz): 1.51⇥ (best DCF)

Summary of results

Table 5.4: Summary of the results. Gain is reported for throughput unless otherwise noted.

Gains on a representative topology
§ 5.7 (Fig. 5.13, Tab. 5.7 )
UDP throughput (23-node topology, Rate:Auto/different PHY rates)
§ 5.7 (Fig. 5.13)
TCP throughput (23-node topology, Rate:Auto)
§ 5.7
Performance of Rac-Pack (23-node topology, Rate:Auto)

Clients under interference
(194 2-link topologies, Rates: Auto/different PHY rates)

Clients with differing SNRs
(241 1 AP-2 client topologies, Rates: Auto/different PHY rates)

§ 5.7 (Fig. 5.10(b), Tab. 5.6)

Gains in specific scenarios
§ 5.7 (Fig. 5.10(a), Tab. 5.5)

Microbenchmarking the model
§ 5.4 (Fig. 5.7, Fig. 5.6(b))
Accuracy of Delivery Models (231 link pairs, different PHY rates)
§ 5.4 (Fig. 5.9)
Packing Accuracy (500 link-intf comb., different PHY rates)
§ 5.7 (Fig. 5.11)
Gains w/ packing (331 2-link topologies, Rate: Auto/different PHY rates)

Section
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Scheme
FLUID-thr
FLUID-fair

Gains over best DCF config.
12 Mbps 36 Mbps 54 Mbps
1.43⇥ 1.39⇥
1.47⇥
1.28⇥ 1.21⇥
1.26⇥

Gains over CENTAUR
12 Mbps 36 Mbps 54 Mbps
1.41⇥ 1.42⇥ 1.46⇥
1.23⇥ 1.27⇥ 1.25⇥

Table 5.5: Median gains (from using client-centric widths) over best DCF
configuration and CENTAUR.
and for FLUID, we use the SINR based rate adaptation mechanism (§5.5).
We assume that a total of 40 MHz spectrum is available. We quantify the
gains of FLUID over DCF with fixed channel width configurations i.e., (i) DCF
using a single 20 or 40 MHz channel (DCF-20 or DCF-40) and (ii) DCF using
two 20 MHz channels and RaC-based channel assignment [107], denoted by
DCF-2x20. To understand the gains attributable to flexible channelization
(i.e., variable channel widths and packing) alone, we also compare with DCF
employing flexible channelization (DCF-flex) and CENTAUR, a fixed channel
width centralized scheduling (TDMA) approach which can exploit exposed
terminals [148]. In our experiments, we operate CENTAUR at 40 MHz. The
traffic on all the links is backlogged. We report the aggregate throughput in
each case, and use Jain’s Fairness Index [73] to report overall fairness. Table 5.4
summarizes the results presented in the chapter.
Gains from using client-centric widths
FLUID improves the throughput by using client-centric, link quality width
aware assignment (e.g., case E1 in §5.2). To evaluate the gains from this aspect,
we experiment with 241 single AP-two client topologies with both the clients
having SNRs that differ by at least 3 dB. When experimenting with different
rates, we only considered cases where the delivery probability of both links
was greater than 0.9 at 20 MHz.
— Different PHY rates: Table 5.5 shows that FLUID-thr and FLUID-fair
achieve median throughput gains of 44% and 26% over the best DCF configuration (DCF-20 or DCF-40), and 41% and 27% over CENTAUR across different
PHY rates. CENTAUR and DCF-40 do not perform well, as the throughput of
the lower SNR client suffers when using a 40 MHz channel. Although DCF-20
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Figure 5.10: Throughput gains with rate adaptation for CENTAUR, FLUID-thr
and FLUID-fair over DCF with fixed channel widths from (left) link quality
aware width assignment (241 single AP - two client topologies) (right) increased
transmission concurrency (194 two-link topologies with varying degrees of
conflict).

improves the SNR by operating the links at 20 MHz, the overall throughput
reduces due to spectrum wastage. FLUID operates the higher SNR link at 40
MHz, and the lower SNR link at 20 MHz, with the AP switching between these
two widths. FLUID-fair provides lesser gains in order to improve fairness.
Fairness indices [73] for FLUID-thr and FLUID-fair were 0.9 and 0.99, while
those for DCF-40 and CENTAUR were 0.56 and 0.99.
— Rate adaptation: Figure 5.10 (left) shows the CDF of throughput gains
for CENTAUR and FLUID over the best DCF configuration. We observe that
FLUID-thr and FLUID-fair can improve the aggregate throughput up to 68%
and 55% over DCF respectively, while improving fairness. The median gains
over DCF were around 40% and 25%, while those over CENTAUR were 38%
and 23%. The individual throughput gains for the lower SNR link in these cases
were much higher.
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Scheme
FLUID-thr
FLUID-fair

Gains over best DCF config.
12 Mbps 36 Mbps 54 Mbps
1.41⇥ 1.47⇥
1.49⇥
1.23⇥ 1.29⇥
1.26⇥

Gains over CENTAUR
12 Mbps 36 Mbps 54 Mbps
1.32⇥ 1.39⇥ 1.46⇥
1.2⇥
1.26⇥ 1.27⇥

Table 5.6: Median gains under interference across different PHY rates for FLUIDthr and FLUID-fair over the best DCF configuration and CENTAUR for 194
topologies.
Gains under interference
FLUID improves the network throughput by choosing widths which result in
increased transmission concurrency under interference (e.g., case E3 in §5.2).
To illustrate this, we experiment with 194 one-way hidden interference cases.
— Different PHY rates: Here, DCF-40 is unable to resolve the conflict and
performs poorly. DCF-2x20 resolves it by assigning the links different channels,
whereas CENTAUR does so by serializing the transmissions. However, in many
cases, narrowing the channel width resolves the conflict due to increase in SINR.
FLUID-thr always operates the interfering link at 40 MHz and the other link at
20 MHz, thus allowing simultaneous transmissions. To achieve better fairness,
FLUID-fair periodically reserves an epoch for the interfered link. Table 5.6
shows that FLUID-thr and FLUID-fair achieve consistent gains (up to 49% and
29%) across different PHY rates due to increased transmission concurrency.
— Rate adaptation: Figure 5.10 (right) shows that with rate adaptation, FLUID
provided up to 2⇥ gains over the best DCF configuration. Median gains for
FLUID-fair and FLUID-thr were 28% and 35%. Corresponding gains over
CENTAUR were 26.2% and 32%. In some cases, CENTAUR performs better
than DCF-2x20 as operating the links on two adjacent 20 MHz channels was
not enough to reduce the conflict.
Gains from conflict-aware packing
FLUID’s gains also stem from (i) efficient transmission packing using partial
spectral overlaps and (ii) avoiding harmful packing by separating the center
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Figure 5.11: (left) Minimum center frequency separation required for conflict
resolution at different widths (right) CDF of gain from intelligent packing across
331 link pairs.

frequencies by at least fmin (§5.4). We experimented with 331 two-link
topologies, where both the links were using the same channel width w.
Figure 5.11 (right) shows that fmin for these links varies — some links benefit
from efficient packing (fmin < w) and others need greater frequency separation
(fmin > w). Figure 5.11 (right) shows the CDF of packing gain in terms of
throughput per unit MHz. For links with fmin > w, a maximum gain of
4⇥ (with median 51%) was observed as DCF suffered from losses due to
interference. For links with fmin < w, efficient packing resulted in gains up to
70%.
Unscheduled and scheduled approaches
To compare scheduled and unscheduled approaches employing flexible channelization, we experiment on 346 two-link topologies that fall into one of two
categories (when using 40 MHz): (a) conflicting links or hidden terminals (b)
non-conflicting links and exposed terminals. We compare FLUID with three
schemes: (1) DCF-fixed: this is the best amongst all DCF configurations where
both the links use the same channel width (2) DCF-flex: this is the best amongst
all DCF configurations where links can use any permissible combination of
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channel widths and frequencies, and (3) CENTAUR operating on single channel
of 40 MHz.
— Conflicting/Hidden links: Figure 5.12 (left) shows the results for cases
where DCF-fixed is unable to resolve the hidden interference. DCF-flex provides
significant throughput gains over DCF-fixed (e.g., 63% at 12 Mbps and 56%
at 54 Mbps). However, DCF-flex alone is unable to resolve the conflicts for
many other links (e.g., 58% of the links at 54 Mbps). CENTAUR is able to
resolve all conflicts by virtue of scheduling. Interestingly, DCF-flex performs
better than CENTAUR for a certain fraction of links (e.g., 21% of the links at
54 Mbps with median gain of 33%) — variable channel widths help resolve
the conflict, allowing the links to transmit simultaneously. FLUID performs
the best (median gain of 74% over DCF-fixed) by using scheduling at 40 MHz
when it is not possible to resolve conflicts, and using variable channel widths
otherwise, to achieve the maximum throughput.
— Non-conflicting and exposed links: Here, CENTAUR and FLUID, both
exploit the exposed terminals available at 40 MHz in our topologies e.g., at 12
Mbps and 54 Mbps, throughput for 44% and 21% of the links is improved by
up to 2⇥ (Figure 5.12 (right)). The median gain for these exposed terminals
was 47%. FLUID performs better than CENTAUR, as it exploits the additional
exposed terminals that arise when using a combination of different channel
widths. At 12 and 54 Mbps, the median gain over CENTAUR for these links
was 34% and 42%. Figure 5.12 (right) also shows that FLUID is particularly
useful at higher rates, as the number of exposed links available when using
only 40 MHz are reduced.
— Rate adaptation: With rate adaptation, the median throughput gain of
DCF-flex over DCF-fixed was 34% across different conflicting link scenarios.
FLUID was able to resolve all conflicts, and for exposed links, we observed
gains of up to 1.97⇥, with median gains of 51% over DCF-fixed and 31% over
CENTAUR. We note that the gains were much higher in the presence of hidden
links when using SampleRate because the links fall back to a lower rate in case
of DCF-fixed, while FLUID can continue to operate at a higher rate.
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Figure 5.12: The plot shows the CDF of throughputs at 12 and 54 Mbps (40
MHz bandwidth) for two categories: (left) conflicting links or hidden terminals
(right) non-conflicting links and exposed terminals. We experimented with 346
two-link topologies for different configurations: DCF-fixed (ii) DCF-flex (iii)
CENTAUR and (iv) FLUID.

Performance on a representative topology
We evaluate FLUID on a representative topology by emulating the structure of
in-building WLANs. We place our testbed APs near the production APs and
clients are randomly distributed into offices without any bias. Our topology
consists of 8 APs and 15 clients. For FLUID, we use the modeled conflict
graph (§5.4). We also compute the actual conflict graph using bandwidth
tests [71] at all possible frequencies and widths. We assume that a total of 40
MHz is available and compare FLUID with DCF-2x20, DCF-40, and CENTAUR.
The uplink traffic load is 20% of the downlink. Throughput numbers are
averaged over 15 runs. Unless otherwise stated, experiments are run using rate
adaptation.

TCP Thr. (Mbps) UDP Thr. (Mbps)
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Figure 5.13: Throughput achieved with rate adaptation for a 23 node (8 AP,15
Client) topology. Plot shows the UDP throughput (top) and the TCP throughput
(bottom). 10th and 90th percentile values shown by error bars. Sum of values,
Jain’s Fairness are shown in parenthesis.
— UDP throughput: Figure 5.13 (top) shows the UDP throughput for
different schemes with rate adaptation. The overall gain was 59% over the
best DCF configuration (DCF-40) and 34% over CENTAUR. FLUID significantly
improves throughputs of clients which have a lower SNR at 40 MHz (clients 5
and 11), avoiding harmful packing (clients 8 and 9), and increasing transmission
concurrency by exploiting partial overlaps and using variable widths whenever
possible (e.g., clients 2 and 6). The 10th, 50th, and 90th percentile gains over
DCF in this case were 2.66⇥, 1.54⇥ and 1.21⇥.
— TCP throughput: In this experiment, we run bi-directional TCP traffic with
80:20 downlink/uplink split. Figure 5.13 (bottom) shows the TCP throughputs
for each scheme with rate adaptation. We observe that the average gains over
DCF-40 and CENTAUR were 63.5% and 34%.
— Performance of RaC-Pack algorithm: We evaluated the performance of RaCPack algorithm used in FLUID for this topology by comparing it with the
brute force approach which picks the ‘best’ set of schedules, after evaluating
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PHY Rate
Fixed 6 Mbps
Fixed 12 Mbps
Fixed 36 Mbps
Fixed 54 Mbps

Gains over best DCF config.
10th pc 50th pc 90th pc
2.41⇥
1.62⇥
1.21⇥
2.23⇥
1.63⇥
1.28⇥
2.37⇥
1.57⇥
1.11⇥
2.94⇥
1.71⇥
1.12⇥

Gains over CENTAUR
10th pc 50th pc 90th pc
2.17⇥
1.31⇥
1.09⇥
2.04⇥
1.34⇥
1.05⇥
2.73⇥
1.46⇥
1.12⇥
2.87⇥
1.58⇥
1.07⇥

Table 5.7: Normalized throughput gains of FLUID over the best DCF and
CENTAUR across different PHY rates.
all possible schedules offline. We also evaluate the performance of RaC-Pack
with the actual conflict graph as input. The aggregate UDP throughputs for
these approaches were 206.2 Mbps and 201.4 Mbps respectively, confirming the
accuracy of conflict graph and efficiency of the packing approach.
— Different PHY rates: Table 5.7 shows throughput gains of FLUID over the
best DCF configuration and CENTAUR for different PHY rates. We observe
consistent gains across PHY rates (57% - 71% over best DCF, and 31% - 58%
over CENTAUR) on this topology as FLUID was able to successfully resolve the
conflicts, and exploit the exposed links available with variable channel widths
and partial spectral overlaps.
.
In this chapter, we explored the opportunities and challenges in designing 802.11
based wireless LANs employing flexible channelization. We demonstrated
that while flexible channelization can improve system throughput, careful
construction of flexible channels requires taking into account the interference
parameters of the network that depend on the combination of frequencies and
channel widths, topology and traffic demand. To this end, we designed and
implemented FLUID, a system which improves the throughput of enterprise
WLANs by employing joint flexible channelization and data scheduling.
Testbed results demonstrate the feasibility of our approach and throughput
improvements show that flexible channelization can be a useful parameter in
WLAN design.
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In this chapter various ongoing and prior research efforts that are related to this
thesis. We first discuss research related to WiFi to WiFi interference detection
and quantification. In this portion, we begin by discussing mechanisms that
explicitly try to detect, avoid and recover from wireless packet collisions. Next,
we discuss proposals that try to model interference between different WiFi links
using empirical measurements. Specifically, we focus on mechanisms that try to
handle interference in the wireless networks employing flexible channelization.
Next, we focus our attention to proposals that try to tackle non-WiFi to WiFi
interference. We discuss research prototypes and commercial solutions that
detect non-WiFi devices using WiFi hardware or other custom hardware. We
then discuss solutions that try to quantify non-WiFi interference and design
appropriate mitigation approaches. We close this chapter by discussing efforts
in the area of localizing non-WiFi interfering devices.
.
The problem of handling wireless packet collisions is a fairly difficult one, and
there have been a few efforts prior to our COLLIE work that have tried to address
this problem. COLLIE was also successful in inspiring a number of subsequent
research efforts that have tried to tackle this problem using more sophisticated
approaches. We discuss some of these efforts below.
Avoiding collisions. There are have been a number of efforts that focus
on avoiding collisions in wireless networks. For example, a number of MAC
protocols [94] try to avoid collisions by sending control frames or utilizing
out-of-band busy tones. One of the popular approaches is to use the RTS/CTS
mechanism that avoids some of the collisions. However, it is also well known
that such approaches have a high overhead, can result in throughput reduction [21, 22] and hence have been disabled by default in many deployments [31].
Further, compared to COLLIE, these schemes tend to be quite conservative as
they try to reserve a large space around communicating nodes [94] leading to
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under utilization of the spectrum.
Detecting collisions. Of particular interest is the work that specifically
focussed on detecting collisions similar to COLLIE. SoftRate [157] utilizes soft
physical later hints (SoftPHY hints) to distinguish between losses due to
collisions and weak signal for the purposes for rate adaptation. Similarly,
AccuRate [144] uses information about constellation dispersions of preamble
and postamble to detect packet collisions. In [87], the authors propose a
“history” based approach to distinguish between losses due to collisions and
weak signal, and adapt rate based only on the errors due to weak signal. Prior
to COLLIE, Whitehouse et. al. [160] showed that if two frames arrive at a
receiver with certain timing characteristics (the second message arrives after
the preamble and start bytes of the first message) and with certain power levels
(the second message has significantly higher power level when compared to
the first) then it was possible for the receiver to conclude that collision had,
indeed, occurred. This mechanism was implemented on the Mica2 sensor mote
platform using a 433 MHz Chipcon CC1000 radio transceiver, and required
low-level access to timing and signal strength measurements that were available
on that platform. In comparison to these works, COLLIE is implemented for
off-the-shelf 802.11 wireless transceivers that do not provide such low-level
access to communication parameters.
Recovering from collisions. Recently, there has been a growing interest in
the wireless networking community to integrate hints from the physical layer,
e.g., symbol level information, to solve certain MAC level problems. Some
of these efforts have focussed on recovering from collisions. Recent examples of
works in this category include PPR [74] that proposes a scheme for partial packet
recovery using custom error checking, ZipTx [102] and Maranello [61] that make
use of known pilot bits to detect errors and recover partial packets. Some of the
research endeavors focus on using interference cancellation mechanisms such
as SIC [60] and ZigZag decoding [54] that tries to recover packets from repeated
collisions. Similarly, ANC [86] is another approach that utilizes knowledge
about one of the packets involved in the collision to recover packets. In yet
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another work, OFDM symbol dispersions were utilized to present a theoretical
framework to distinguish between collisions and weak signal errors in [170].
COLLIE also uses information derived from the physical layer symbols for
diagnosing the cause of a packet loss. However, in COLLIE, we work the
within the constraints of the commodity WiFi hardware. Specifically, all these
approaches require rich information about the physical layer that are not
currently exposed by commodity WiFi hardware.
Aborting collisions. There has also been work that focuses on aborting
collisions. CSMA/CN [143] uses an in-band collision detection mechanisms
using self-signal suppression through interference cancellation and antenna
orientation. In [119], authors use a very similar concept but propose an out-ofband control channel to transmit pulses to indicate active transmissions and
detect potential collisions.
Collision-aware rate adaptation. Some of the rate adaptation mechanisms
like RRAA [162] and CARA [21] have, also, tried to address the problem of
collision detection in an indirect manner. CARA tries to detect collisions by
using the RTS/CTS mechanism, but the proposed mechanism fails in the
presence of hidden terminals. CARA also suffers from RTS oscillation [162]
which RRAA solves using an adaptive RTS filter. Unlike both RRAA and CARA
which try to estimate the collision probabilities by active probing (using an
RTS), COLLIE employs a direct approach by conducting an empirical postfactum analysis based on receiver feedback. Finally, as mentioned before
AccuRate [144] and SoftRate [157] perform explicit collision detection to perform
cross layer bit rate adaptation to improve the throughput of wireless links.
COLLIE shows similar improvements by enhancing ARF and making it collisionaware. However, it does so by using only information that is exposed by current
mainstream wireless cards.
Use of multiple receivers. COLLIE uses multiple receivers to improve the
accuracy of collision detection. Similar concepts were applied our subsequent
work on developing an real time interference estimator, PIE [149] that tries to
detect packet collisions across the entire network. Use of multiple receivers
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has also been exploited previously in the context of improving throughput in
wireless networks, e.g., the Multi-Radio Diversity (MRD) System [109]. More
specifically, mechanisms proposed in MRD use multiple receivers to recover
from bit errors and improve loss resilience, whereas COLLIE uses multiple
receivers to determine the cause of the packet loss and uses this information
for adapting link transmission parameters. Jigsaw [38] also uses information
from multiple receivers to provide a global cross-layer viewpoint for enterprise
wireless network management.
.
We now discuss some of the related work in the area of modeling wireless
interference, and focus on some of the work related to flexible channelization.
FLUID was the first piece of work that tried to model the interference effects
when operating links on flexible channels. Prior to FLUID, most of the work
has focussed on modeling WiFi interference on fixed-width networks, and
mitigation mechanisms that use flexible channelization for managing wireless
interference. We discuss some of these efforts in this section. Since FLUID
also employs a scheduling component to enhance the effect of interference
mitigation and explore additional transmission opportunities, we also consider
some of the scheduling based interference mitigation approaches in this section.
Below, we mention these related approaches for tackling WiFi interference and
explain how they differ from FLUID.
Modeling WiFi to WiFi interference. There is a large body of work in
characterizing wireless interference, especially in the context of modeling
the capacity of wireless networks in presence of WiFi interference [52, 53,
57, 58, 85, 93, 95, 99]. Most of these approaches, while useful in providing
theoretical insights for the target setting under consideration, make some
simplifying assumptions (e.g., assuming a binary interference model) to make
the problem more tractable. An alternative body of work [18, 19, 39, 40, 85, 89,
104, 114, 117, 121, 133, 145, 158] has focused on using empirical measurements
to provide results that are more helpful in measuring the interference in realistic
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settings. Among these works, several systems and models have tried to capture
interference between WiFi links using the concept of a “conflict graph”. Conflict
graph of a wireless network is a graph in which nodes represent the links in a
wireless network and edges corresponding to their interference relationships.
Research efforts have focussed on deriving the conflict graph of a wireless
network either using empirical measurement based approaches, or using
modeling procedures, or in some cases a combination of both approaches
has been used. We now discuss these efforts below.
Bandwidth test mechanism [117] uses a measurement intensive approach
to derive the conflict graph of the network. The basic idea is to let pairs of links
simultaneously transmit for a given duration and then measure the amount of
throughput reduction observed compared to the throughput observed in the
case where links ran in isolation. This work introduced the notion of continuous
interference model, wherein the amount of interference (in the range of 0 to 1)
depends on the amount of throughput reduction experienced by the links in
presence of interference. The work in [114] extends this notion by observing
that interference is additive in nature and computes the conflict graph of a
network in O(N2 ) measurements.
Through some custom firmware modifications, some systems have been
able to measure the conflict graph of the network more efficiently. Smarta [19]
proposes using micro-experiments, each lasting less than a millisecond,
to measure the conflict information of a WLAN. CMAP [158] proposes a
mechanism to build the conflict graph of the network on the fly by observing
the packet reception probability and disabling carrier sensing opportunistically.
Alternatively, PIE [149] uses a passive mechanism to derive the conflict
graph of the network, using concepts similar to the multi-AP collision detection
introduced in COLLIE. Several other passive mechanisms [38, 39, 123, 136] have
been also been proposed in the literature. These mechanisms use network-wide
deployments [38, 39], or state-machine based learning approaches [123, 136]
to draw interesting inferences about the network performance and derive the
interference relationships between the links in the network.
Finally, several approaches have used explicit modeling mechanisms and
analytical techniques to reduce the overhead of conflict graph measurements.
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Reis et al. [133] propose a model to capture the conflict graph of the network
using pair-wise signal strength models that reduces the overhead to O(N)
measurements. The key idea here is to use SINR based models to infer the
deferral probability and collision probability of nodes in the network. The work
in [84] and [121] extend this model to handle the case of multiple interferers
using analytical techniques.
We note that all these methodologies to generate conflict graphs are not
suited for use with flexible channelization as they incur significant overhead
(Chapter 5). FLUID builds upon some of the the above modeling approaches,
and uses signal strength based delivery models to predict interference between
links using variable channel widths while allowing arbitrary spectral overlaps.
Flexible channelization. Several channel assignment mechanisms have
proposed for both centralized [107] and distributed settings [23, 108]. These
mechanisms have been used to mitigate RF interference, and improve fairness
along with network throughputs. Existing work on efficient channelization
mostly considers ‘fixed’ width channels [23, 106, 107, 108, 138], and has
shown usefulness of client feedback [107], traffic-awareness [138], hopping
mechanisms [23, 108, 135] and partial overlaps [106] in this context. FLUID
builds upon a number of these ideas, and applies them to design a WLAN
employing flexible channelization. In particular, we extend the model presented
in [106] (evaluated mostly using simulations) to accommodate variable channel
widths and evaluate its accuracy using large scale measurements on commodity
hardware.
Recently researchers have explored mechanisms that assign fine grained
spectrum blocks on the basis of traffic demands. However, most of these
mechanisms, such as KNOWS [169], DSAP [125], Jello [97], WhiteFi [24] and
DIMSUMnet [32] are designed for non-802.11 systems (mainly cognitive radios
operating over UHF whitespaces) and focus on deriving elegant algorithms for
spectrum allocation that are primarily evaluated using network simulations or
small-scale prototype implementation on software defined radios.
WhiteFI [24] proposes mechanisms to detect variable channel width
transmissions over UHF white spaces. SWIFT [125] is a distributed wideband
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spectrum access system that can operate on large frequency bands, even in
presence of narrowband signals. Jello [97] proposes using frequency-agile
radios to support low latency media applications. Jello focuses on addressing
spectrum sensing and fragmentation issues that arise in a distributed setting.
Such fragmentation issues in FLUID are minimal, as the controller constructs
the flexible channels centrally, and recalculates this assignment every epoch,
based on the traffic demand.
Further, FLUID in contrast to the above systems, is a solution that is stylized
to 802.11 standard in which the rules of carrier sensing define interference
in a certain way leading to hidden and exposed terminals. Moreover, FLUID
is evaluated using large scale experiments on a 50 node in-building wireless
testbed equipped with off the shelf 802.11 hardware.
Another mechanism that facilitates fine grained spectrum allocation is
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access(OFDMA) [13]. Under OFDMA,
different sub-carriers can be assigned to different transmissions, providing
robustness against interference. However, as noted in [36], the gains from
OFDMA are complementary to that achieved using flexible widths and hence
it could be combined with FLUID to provide further improvements.
In the context of 802.11 systems, recent work [36] has shown how adapting
channel widths can be beneficial when considering a single, isolated link. Using
analysis and simulations, authors in [110] show how channel widths can be used
for load balancing. FLUID builds upon a number of these ideas, and extends
them significantly to build a practical system capable of leveraging variable
width gains under large scale realistic wireless settings. Another approach to
changing channel widths is by adding and removing OFDM sub-carriers, as in
S-OFDMA. We note that our techniques are useful in such networks as well. If
the wireless cards emit the same amount of energy irrespective of the width,
then our models hold as is. If the energy varies with the number of sub-carriers,
then FLUID’s signal interpolation model can be easily modified to scale the
transmitted signal with the channel width. Further, FLUID is complementary
to recently proposed fine grained frequency division mechanisms like OFDMA
[13] and FARA [124], and can be combined with such mechanisms to provide
further increase in throughput gains.
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Scheduling in enterprise WLANs. Researchers have thoroughly studied
scheduling based channel access in wireless networks, and consequently a large
body of work has looked into mechanisms for efficient packet scheduling [17,
59, 83, 103, 105, 113, 118, 127, 128, 148, 151, 155, 165]. Below we elucidate on
some of these proposals.
Some of the earliest works in the wireless scheduling focused on providing
fair proportion of bandwidth to different flows in the network. A distributed fair
scheduling algorithm for WLANs was proposed in [155]. A similar scheduling
proposal for multi-hop wireless environments was proposed in [83]. TBR
(Time Based Regulation) [151] proposed using scheduling to solve rata anomaly
issues in 802.11 networks. Other mechanisms have focussed on using frame size
modifications [17, 165] to allow time-based fairness in presence of rate diversity.
More recently, scheduling has also been proposed in the context of vehicular
networking environments [59] to improve client performance. Scheduling has
also been proposed in wireless mesh networking scenarios [51, 79] and long
distance wireless links [113, 118, 127, 128].
We now discuss some of the more relevant scheduling mechanisms proposed in the context of enterprise WLANs to improve overall network throughput. CENTAUR [148] proposes using epoch-based scheduling mechanism for
enterprise WLANs. Specifically, it exploits such scheduling mechanisms to
resolve the exposed terminal conflict. FLUID also uses similar epoch-based
scheduling mechanisms to allocate flexible channels on a per-epoch basis.
More recently, centralized scheduling has also been used in the context of
directional antennas in DIRC [103] and MIM-aware transmission re-ordering
in Shuffle [105]. These proposals also use a two-phase TDMA approach similar
to FLUID to accommodate uplink traffic.
.

-

We now discuss some of the related work in the area of non-WiFi device
detection.
Signal classification mechanisms. There is a large body of literature on
signal classification that includes work on cyclostationary signal analysis [159],
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blind signal detection [101, 115], and other spectrum sensing techniques [20].
Recently, some of the proposals [16, 43] have used neural network classifiers
with cyclostationary features to detect the type of modulation used in a received
signal. Finally, some of the recent work has also implemented cyclostationary
techniques on the USRP platform [24, 78, 116] and evaluated its effectiveness
for signal detection and rendezvous in cognitive networks. In contrast to such
methods, in our work, we only focus on signal detection methods that can be
implemented on top of the functionality exposed by commercial WiFi cards.
Commercial solutions. Present day solutions that detect RF devices include
entry-level products like AirMedic [2], Wi-Spy [12] that use extra hardware
to display spectrum occupancy, but cannot detect RF devices automatically.
More expensive solutions like Cisco Spectrum Expert/CleanAir [5], AirMagnet
Spectrum XT [2], and Bandspeed AirMaestro [3] use specialized hardware
(signal analyzer ICs) to perform high resolution spectral sampling and detect
RF devices. Airshark offers a similar performance, is more cost effective as it
operates using commodity WiFi cards, and requires only a software upgrade to
be readily integrated in existing WLAN deployments.
Recent research prototypes. Recent research work [66, 98] also leverages
specialized hardware to detect non-WiFi devices. Hong et. al [66] use a
modified channel sounder to sample a wideband (100 MHz), and present
novel cyclostationary signal analysis to accurately detect non-WiFi devices.
RFDump [98] uses GNURadio and employs timing/phase analysis along
with protocol specific demodulators to detect devices. Airshark builds such
functionality under the constraints of using commodity WiFi hardware.
Device-specific solutions. Using controlled measurements, prior work [26,
55, 100, 135, 146] has studied the impact of non-WiFi devices on WiFi links.
Many of them have focused on targeted interference scenarios, e.g., between
Bluetooth-WiFi [55] or ZigBee-WiFi [100, 146], and proposed mechanisms for
co-existence [37, 76]. Similar to [26, 135], we consider the general problem of
non-WiFi interference, but specifically, we focus on the problem of making
existing WiFi links better aware of non-WiFi RF devices, thereby paving the way
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for corrective actions that can be implemented in today’s networks. Further,
our mechanism is complementary to the above solutions, and can be used in
conjunction to more effectively tackle non-WiFi interference.
.

-

We now present the related work in the areas of non-WiFi device interference
estimation and localization.
Non-WiFi interference estimation. As mentioned before, commercial
solutions such as Wispy [12], Cisco Spectrum Expert [5] and Bandspeed
AirMaestro [3] use custom hardware (signal analyzer ICs) to detect RF devices
operating in the medium. However, these solutions do not provide the
capability to estimate the interference caused by the non-WiFi devices to
the the WiFi links. Recent research work such as DOF [66], RFDump [98],
TIMO [139] can also detect the presence of non-WiFi device activity using
specialized hardware such as channel sounders and software-defined radios.
Such platforms enable TIMO and DOF to go beyond detection and employ
signal processing techniques to mitigate interference and develop mechanisms
to co-exist with non-WiFi devices. WiFiNet takes a step towards empowering
APs and clients with such functionality, by providing non-WiFi interference
estimation capability under the constraints of commodity WiFi hardware.
In [77], the authors use a single WiFi card to infer interference from Bluetooth
and microwave ovens by analyzing the timing of WiFi packet errors. However,
their technique does not generalize to detect inteference other non-WiFi devices
that don’t exhibit timing properties (e.g., ZigBee) and cannot distinguish
between devices of same type. In comparison, WiFiNet can also estimate the
interference from multiple, simultaneously operating devices and pin-point
their location in the physical space.
Device localization. There has been limited prior work on designing a
generic system to localize the various non-WiFi devices on the top of commodity
WiFi hardware. Existing literature has looked at localizing specific device
types (e.g., Bluetooth [140], Zigbee [69]) by using sensors of the same type.
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Amongst commercial solutions, Wi-Spy device finder [12] uses a directional
antenna and requires a user to walk and manually search for the location of the
transmitter. Cisco CleanAir [5] finds the location of RF transmitter sources by
using specialized hardware in the access points. WiFiNet uses only commodity
WiFi cards to not only detect the location of non-WiFi devices, but also estimate
their interference impact.
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In this thesis, we have shown how to develop systems and models that help
improve our understanding of interference in indoor wireless environments.
We have shown how a WiFi AP can differentiate between packet losses due to
weak signal and losses due to interference. We have developed systems that
further determine whether the losses due to wireless interference are stemming
from a non-WiFi interferer or a WiFi interferer. These systems not only detect
the wireless interferer, but also quantify the interference impact of the interferer,
and physically pin point the location of the interferer. We also explored an
alternative approach based on signal strength models that can predict the
wireless losses that can happen due to interference between links using flexible
channels. Further, all the solutions developed in the thesis have been built on
top of commodity WiFi hardware and so they can be natively incorporated into
today’s WiFi APs and clients to perform wireless loss diagnosis.
We now highlight the main contributions of this thesis in the next section,
and then present problems for future research endeavors.
.
Below, we list the main contributions of this thesis:
Distinguishing between weak signal and collisions: Our work demonstrated that the inability to distinguish between losses due to collisions and
weak signal in current 802.11 systems has led to conservative design of assuming
collision as the default cause for packet loss and that it translates to wasted
bandwidth, energy and significant performance degradation. To address these
issues, we developed the first collision inferencing engine, COLLIE, that works
on top of mainstream wireless cards. Specifically, we developed (i) algorithms
that expose statistical differences between collision and signal degradation
based losses through empirical analysis; (ii) a protocol that capitalizes on
the judgment from the algorithms by aptly adjusting the correct link-level
parameters for 802.11.
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Our evaluation results demonstrated that COLLIE can provide up-to 95%
accuracy in detecting collisions while allowing a configurable false positive rate
of 2%. We showed that rate adaptation mechanisms such as ARF (auto-rate
fallback) when made collision-aware can lead to throughput improvements
between 20- 60%. Through an emulation of voice call (made using the Netgear
SPH101 Voice-over-WiFi phone), we also showed that our collision inferencing
mechanisms help reduce retransmission related costs by 40% for different
mobility scenarios. This work was successful in highlighting a fundamental
drawback in 802.11’s design and has inspired significant follow-on work [42,
88, 90, 91, 96, 142, 143, 144, 157] in the wireless networking community.
In summary, this was the first piece of work that has shown how to design
collision inferencing mechanisms purely on top of commodity WiFi cards, and how
such inferences can feed into existing mechanisms such as rate adaptation to provide
significant throughput gains in wireless networks.
Detecting non-WiFi interferers using WiFi hardware: We carried out the
first measurement study to characterize the prevalence of non-WiFi RF devices
in typical environments such as homes, offices, and various public spaces.
Using data corresponding to more than 600 hours (spanning around 6 weeks
and across 21 locations) collected using signal analyzers we established the
prevalence of non-WiFi devices — these devices are popular across many
locations, and often appear with high signal strength. We then designed
Airshark, a software system that runs on top of commodity WiFi hardware and
can detect the presence of various non-WiFi devices. Airshark makes use of
the fine-grained spectrum information provided by emerging WiFi cards, and
utilizes machine learning algorithms to detect a device’s presence.
Our evaluation showed that Airshark can detect multiple non-WiFi devices
including fixed frequency devices (e.g., ZigBee, analog cordless phone),
frequency hoppers (e.g., Bluetooth, game controllers like Xbox), and broadband
interferers (e.g., microwave ovens). Airshark has an average detection accuracy
of 91-96%, over a wide range of signal strengths (-80 to -30 dBm) and has a
low false positive rate (0.39% on an average). Further, Airshark’s performance
was comparable to commercial signal analyzers that employ custom hardware.
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In summary, this work has shown how to design a generic system to detect nonWiFi RF devices using only commodity WiFi cards so that WiFi APs and clients to
natively perform such detection in today’s WLANs without any additional hardware.
Quantifying and localizing non-WiFi interference: We designed WiFiNet,
the first software system that can quantify and localize interference experienced
by WiFi links in presence of non-WiFi devices using only commodity WiFi
hardware. WiFiNet utilizes tight clock synchronization among WiFi APs
and employs signal clustering techniques operating on some non-WiFi device
specific attributes (when available) and signal strength observations gathered
by multiple WiFi APs to identify the unique transmission contributions from
different, potentially identical, non-WiFi devices. By doing so, WiFiNet correctly
estimates the impact of each non-WiFi device, in presence of multiple other
interferers, even if they are of the same type.

Our evaluation showed

that WiFiNet’s interference estimates are within ±10% of the ground truth.

WiFiNet also correctly tracks changes due to client mobility, dynamic traffic
loads, and varying channel conditions. We also showed that WiFiNet can
identify the physical locations of non-WiFi devices accurately. Our evaluation

experiments showed that median localization error was 6 4 meters. Further,

WiFiNet can also be extended to quantify interference from WiFi devices.

In summary, WiFiNet is the first system that can detect, quantify and localize the
interference from non-WiFi interfering devices (as well as WiFi interferers) in realtime and using commodity WiFi hardware alone. Such a system enables WLAN
administrators to use commodity WiFi APs to better understand and manage WiFi
and non-WiFi interference, especially in enterprise WLANs.
Modeling wireless interference in the context of flexible channelization:
We demonstrated that it is possible to model the wireless interference (WiFi
to WiFi interference) in presence of multiple WiFi links employing flexible
channelization — the choice of an appropriate channel width and center
frequency for each transmission. Our wireless interference models for flexible
channelization are based on empirical signal strength measurements and they
take into account that the interference properties of the network that depend
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on the combination of frequencies and channel widths, topology and traffic
demand. We designed and implemented FLUID, a system which improves the
throughput of enterprise WLANs by employing joint flexible channelization
based on our interference models. Through FLUID, we showed how enhancing
flexible channelization with data scheduling can maximize the number of
simultaneous transmissions and hence improve throughput.
We implemented FLUID in an enterprise-like setup using a 50 node testbed
with off-the shelf wireless cards. Our evaluation of FLUID’s interference models
demonstrated a prediction accuracy of 87%. We showed that FLUID improves
the average throughput by 59% across all PHY rates, compared to existing
fixed-width approaches.
In summary, we showed how to model WiFi to WiFi interference in systems employing flexible channelization using empirical signal strength based models. Our results
demonstrated the feasibility of our modeling approach and throughput improvements
showed that flexible channelization interference models can be used as a crucial input
in WLAN design.
.
We now present some of the key takeaways from this dissertation work and
discuss the lessons learnt along the way. We then describe the features lacking
in current WiFi cards, and as a feedback to WiFi chipset designers, we describe
some of the desirable features in future wireless cards that would help us build
systems that can better estimate interference in indoor wireless environments.
Key takeaways: We first discuss the key lessons learnt from our work on WiFi
to WiFi interference estimation (COLLIE and FLUID).
• Distinguishing between errors that happen due to collision and weak
signal is important as being agnostic to the type of errors leads to wasted
bandwidth, energy and significant performance degradation.
• Using limited information provided by today’s WiFi cards (e.g., RSSI
and failure bit error patterns), it is possible to design algorithms that can
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achieve a collision detection accuracy of up to 95%. Further, making link
adaptation algorithms collision-aware improves throughput up to 30%.
• Changing channel widths on links using commodity WiFi hardware
results in changing the interference relationship between these links.
Further, it is possible to model such interference effects using RSSI
information provided by commodity WiFi cards. The median accuracy of
our models was 88%.
We now discuss the key lessons learnt from our work on non-WiFi to WiFi
interference estimation (Airshark and WiFiNet).
• Non-WiFi interference is prevalent in today’s indoor wireless environment,
and non-WiFi devices lead to significant throughput degradation (more
than 50% in many cases) of good quality WiFi links.
• While current WiFi cards only provide limited signal information (e.g.,
RSSI per sub-carrier), it is possible to detect a limited number (up to 6
in our experiments) of simultaneously operating non-WiFi devices using
such information. We note that this information about the received power
is common to any wireless technology — fundamentally, every wireless
technology employs radio emissions that inherently consist of electro-magnetic
energy (or power). Therefore, a solution that is developed solely on top of such
received power is generic, and is potentially applicable to all wireless technologies.
To our advantage, the very fact that different radio technologies employ
diverse physical layer and MAC layer mechanisms (e.g., protocols, channel
access methods, modulation mechanisms) can be used to detect such
devices — different radio technologies exhibit different transmission power
patterns in the spectrum that can be used to uniquely identify them. The average
accuracy of our detection algorithms based on such power patterns was
91-96% even in the presence of multiple simultaneously active RF devices
operating at a wide range of signal strengths (-80 to -30 dBm).
• Combining such received power patterns from multiple WiFi cards, it
is possible to design systems that can also distinguish between multiple
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devices of the same type (e.g., two cordless phones of the same model),
estimate the individual interference impact of each such non-WiFi device
and even physically pin point the location of each device. Experimental
results show that interference estimates were within ±10% of the ground
truth and the median localization error was 6 4 meters.

Feedback to wireless chipset designers: Based on our experience in building
interference estimation systems that make use of today’s WLAN hardware, we
now discuss some of the desirable features and capabilities in future wireless
cards. We expect these new features and capabilities to be useful in designing
software systems that run on top of WiFi cards and can further improve
the accuracy of interference estimation in indoor WLANs. Below, we first
present features that may be useful in improving the accuracy of WiFi to WiFi
interference estimation and argue for their utility:
• While information about RSSI per packet was helpful in identifying
whether a packet was received in error due to collision or weak signal, the
accuracy of our collision detection algorithms suffered in some cases (e.g.,
due to capture effect). We believe this is partly because a metric like RSSI,
while useful, is not precise for the purposes of collision detection — RSSI
is calculated during the preamble stage of receiving an 802.11 frame and
thus cannot capture the spike in the received power due to interference.
Newer metrics such as Received Channel Power Indicator (RCPI) that
measure received RF power in a selected channel over the preamble and
the entire received frame would be more useful in this context. However,
RCPI is not exposed by current WiFi hardware. Of particular interest
is provision for fine-grained information about RSSI (averaged over a
few OFDM symbols) that can enable better detection of collisions — a
sudden spike in the instantaneous RSSI would then enable easier collision
detection using commodity WiFi cards [156].
• Metrics such as symbol error rate were also useful in our collision
detection algorithms. However, we could not obtain precise information
about the actual physical layer bits that were received in error. This
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is mainly because of procedures such as scrambling, interleaving and
convolution coding are applied to the data bits to output the physical
layer bits. Providing a limited amount of additional information (e.g.,
scrambler seed used) can help determine the exact physical layer bits in
error as this mapping (scrambling, interleaving and convolution coding)
is deterministic and reversible. This would enable us to use novel metrics
based on actual physical layer error bits to improve the accuracy of
collision detection.
• Alternative to the above, exposing some additional information about the
physical layer decoding process in commodity WiFi cards — actual bits
received in error, measured constellation dispersions, and log likelihood
ratios (LLRs) of the decoders — is shown to be useful in increasing the
accuracy of collision detection [143, 144, 156].
Most of the inaccuracies in detecting non-WiFi devices using today’s WiFi
cards arose from reduced sampling quality attributable to a variety of reasons.
We now describe these reasons, and argue for inclusion of additional features
and capabilities that may be useful in improving the accuracy of non-WiFi to
WiFi interference estimation.
• Information about the received signal can be exposed at various levels of
accuracy. For example, software radios are capable of exposing baseband
I/Q samples (output by the ADC) that precisely represent the signal
information. Wireless cards can also expose such precise information
enabling us to develop custom software modules to not just detect a
particular non-WiFi device, but be able to decode its transmission. This
would not only allow for interference detection and avoidance, but also
help pave way for developing cross-technology co-existence mechanisms.
Such an approach, however, requires high processing capabilities at the
AP or the client using this WiFi card. At the other end of spectrum is
exposing only RSSI (averaged across an entire packet), or RSSI per subcarrier (averaged across a few OFDM symbols). While this information
does not allow us to decode the signal in its entirety, it allows us to detect
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different devices. On the plus side, this requires minimal processing
capabilities on the AP (or client). Further, sampling rate can also be
controlled (based on the number of symbols used for averaging) providing
us with different amounts of precision. We recommend that wireless
cards should allow for a flexible sampling approach, one that enables
network administrators or wireless vendors to determine the precise
accuracy (raw I/Q samples vs. RSSI per sub-carrier for every OFDM
symbol vs. RSSI per sub-carrier averaged for a few symbols) of these
measurements based on the wireless environment, device’s processing
capabilities and energy constraints. Such a flexible approach would allow
for opportunistic mechanisms e.g., richer information can be requested
for dense wireless environments that host multiple non-WiFi devices,
whereas information at a coarser granularities can be used in relatively
quiet environments to conserve processing and energy costs.
• Current 802.11 a/b/g/n cards can only sample a limited amount of
spectrum bandwidth at any given instant. This leads to missing samples
from other parts of the spectrum. For example, today’s WiFi cards can
only capture samples from a spectrum bandwidth of either 20 MHz or
40 MHz, whereas the spectrum of interest could be much wider, as in
the case of 80 MHz wide 2.4 GHz band. We recommend that WiFi cards
should potentially be able to sample wider bands of spectrum — non-WiFi
interference solutions running on top of WiFi cards that can potentially
sample larger widths of spectrum will have improved accuracy and faster
convergence times. For this to happen, crystal oscillators in WiFi cards that
determine the clock speed1 should be able to run at a higher speed of 80
MHz, as opposed to today’s WiFi cards that support speeds up to 40 MHz.
We note that such faster clocks speeds are possible in future wireless
cards. As an example, emerging technologies like 802.11ac can have
communication channels as wide as 160 MHz, thus requiring support for
This clock is eventually fed into the frequency synthesizers and PLLs that determine the
center frequency and bandwidth of the WiFi card respectively. For example, a PLL clock speed
of 40 MHz corresponds to a bandwidth of 40 MHz [36].
1
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faster clock speeds. Running our non-WiFi detection algorithms on such
future wireless cards supporting 802.11ac should have better performance.
• While increasing the sampling bandwidth of WiFi cards is useful,
generally, one can expect that the amount of spectrum that has to be
monitored for non-WiFi device activity might be more than the sampling
bandwidth. In such cases, non-WiFi detection mechanisms such as
Airshark would require the WiFi card to switch to different parts of the
spectrum and gather samples. We find that channel switching times for
current WiFi cards are rather large — in our experiments, the median time
to switch the channel was around 19.7 ms. Such high switching times
result in missing samples and hence lead to detection inaccuracies. We
recommend that the channel switching times in the current WiFi cards be
improved. Switching times of WiFi cards are typically determined by the
time taken for frequency synthesizers to settle [141]. Improvements in
technology leading to faster settling times for the frequency synthesizer
would reduce the number of missing samples and potentially improve
detection capabilities of our algorithms.
• Currently, in WiFiNet, only information from APs operating on the
same channel can be combined to detect non-WiFi devices (operating
in that channel) and estimate their interference impact on WiFi links
using the same channel. Concepts used in WiFiNet can be extended
to a scenario where multi-channel monitoring capability is needed. A
limiting factor in our current system is to be able to synchronize APs
running on different channels — currently, WiFiNet uses common WiFi
packet receptions to determine the clock skews among different APs
operating on the same channel, and then runs a time synchronization
algorithm. We recommend that chipset manufacturers provide primitives
that facilitate synchronization among clocks on WiFi cards that potentially
operate on multiple channels. Using today’s WiFi cards, multi-channel
synchronization can be enabled only by deploying multiple radios on each
AP and using a single local clock to timestamp the received packets [38].
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• Lastly, it is desirable that a global repository of non-WiFi devices
and their transmission characteristics (or signatures as described in
Chapter 3) be maintained. Unlicensed spectrum is a host to a plethora
of non-WiFi devices that employ a variety of proprietary technologies.
Maintaining a single repository that maps the devices (e.g., using their
FCC IDs) to their signatures would enable re-use of these signatures
and obviate training stage of Airshark. However, we note that such
signatures would also have to take the wireless card under consideration
— appropriate normalization procedures in combination with WiFi card
specific thresholds (See Chapter 3) would have to be employed.
Summary and future outlook.

In summary, current WiFi hardware

provides limited amount of information about the received signal such as
power characteristics. We find that such information is useful in a number
of cases including collision detection, non-WiFi device detection and nonWiFi interference estimation. Moreover, these approaches are generic, and
we expect them to be applicable to future wireless technologies. This is because,
while information provided by current WiFi cards is limited, such information
is fundamental to all wireless technologies — every wireless technology,
irrespective of the physical and MAC layer mechanisms under consideration,
employs radio emissions that inherently consist of electro-magnetic energy (or
power). Thus a solution that is developed solely on top of such received power is
generic, and is potentially applicable in context of future wireless technologies
such as 802.11ac, and enables them to detect a variety of newer wireless devices
such as motion detectors, car alarms, lighting and HVAC controls that have
started to proliferate in the unlicensed band [139].
However, we note that the utility of this information (i.e., only received
power values) is also limited in some cases. For example, while it is possible to
detect a small number (6 6) non-WiFi devices that are active simultaneously,
detection approaches might not work well when increasing the number of
active devices or when detecting devices at low SNR. This is probably not
a concern in today’s WLANs where a maximum of 3 to 4 non-WiFi devices
happen to be active simultaneously (See Chapter 3). In future, however, as the
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number of non-WiFi devices proliferate, we expect that some of the additional
desirable features mentioned above would be helpful in improving the accuracy
of detection mechanisms that work on top of commodity WiFi cards.
.
We believe that this dissertation was successful in developing some of the important building blocks to improve our understanding of wireless interference in
indoor wireless environments. We now describe some of the potential problems
for future research in this domain.
Leveraging client input for improved interference quantification: Interference quantification methods used in WiFiNet only use the input (observations
about WiFi and non-WiFi device transmissions) from WiFi APs. Enhancing
WiFiNet using the feedback from WiFi clients can improve the system in a
number of ways: (a) aggregating WiFi client transmission reports can help
WiFiNet also estimate uplink interference in the network. Such information would
be particularly useful for AP-client links running bi-directional, interactive
applications such as video conferencing or VoIP applications, (b) using clients
to report other WiFi transmissions can help improve WiFiNet’s coverage —
WiFi transmissions from other APs and clients not accounted before can help
improve overall accuracy for WiFi to WiFi interference quantification, (c) clients
with compatible WiFi hardware might also be able to run Airshark, thus
enabling them to detect additional non-WiFi devices in the client’s vicinity
thus improving WiFiNet’s coverage, accuracy of non-WiFi to WiFi interference
quantification as well as non-WiFi device localization accuracy.
It is important to note, however, that using client feedback also presents us
with some new challenges in the design of WiFiNet: (a) client devices (e.g., WiFi
enabled laptops, tablets and smartphones) are typically energy constrained
whereas running Airshark would require the WiFi card to be continuously on
thereby implying that client devices might not be able to use WiFi’s power-save
mode effectively. (b) Depending on the type of coverage required, the network
administrator might want WiFiNet to report interference information about
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multiple WiFi channels. WiFiNet leverages an extra radio on the WiFi AP to
continuously switch channels and aggregate interference information. Such a
functionality, however, might not be desirable on the clients as it might disrupt
existing AP-client communication.
WiFiNet’s design would have to take these additional constraints into
account before scheduling tasks such as non-WiFi device detection, WiFi
transmission sniffing etc. on client devices.
Enhancing interference quantification through active measurements: Airshark andWiFiNet are systems that use passive observations about device
transmissions to detect, quantify and localize wireless interference.

An

alternative method is to estimate the impact of interference through limited
amount of active measurements. For example, detecting a non-WiFi device
activity, WiFiNet controller can schedule transmission probes for WiFi APs (and
clients) in the vicinity of the non-WiFi device to quantify the device’s impact —
scheduled probes would not only provide faster convergence of interference
estimates, but might also improve WiFiNet’s accuracy of interference estimation
due to reduced “overlapping transmissions” from WiFi devices. Such a design,
however, has to take additional parameters such as the overhead of probe traffic
into account.
Designing better algorithms for interference estimation and localization:
While the accuracy of device detection, interference quantification and device
localization are quite reasonable, they can be further improved in a number of
ways. For example, Airshark’s device detection accuracy can be improved by
exploring additional features and more complex machine learning algorithms
that can better handle the cases where the transmissions of non-WiFi devices
always overlap (Chapter 3). There is also a scope for designing better metrics
using concepts from information theory such as J-score [82] that also take
the frequency of an interference event into account. Device localization
methods used in WiFiNet can also be improved by utilizing more complex
propagation models [65, 75, 120], richer information about the deployment [75]
and alternative algorithms [41] into account.
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Extending interference quantification for other wireless environments:
Designing interference quantification mechanisms in the context of home
WLANs is an important research problem as it is well known that home
WLANs are typically prone to interference from a variety of WiFi and nonWiFi devices [131]. While the systems developed in this thesis were designed
for, and evaluated on enterprise WLAN settings, some of the concepts used in
this systems are also applicable to home wireless LANs. For example, COLLIE’s
collision detection mechanisms that are based on analysis of bit-error patterns
and Airshark’s device detection capabilities are applicable in the context of
a single WiFi node (or a single WiFi link) systems typical of home WLANs.
Availability of multiple WiFi APs (and clients) can be used to further improve
the accuracy of these mechanisms. However, systems such as WiFiNet, and
FLUID, are based on the assumption that information is aggregated from
multiple vantage points (APs and clients). Such an assumption might not
be suitable for home WLANs. Further, the lack of a central control element (e.g.,
a WLAN controller) makes the problem a lot more challenging. It remains
to be seen whether mechanisms similar to WiFiNet can be designed with
the help of a single WiFi AP that uses non-WiFi device transmission reports
from Airshark and still be able to infer lost transmissions [123] to perform
transmission overlap analysis [132] and quantify the interference impact in
home WLAN environments.
Extending interference models to account for non-WiFi interference:
FLUID’s interference models only take WiFi to WiFi interference into account.
Similar interference models can be developed to take non-WiFi device interference into account. For example, information from Airshark can be used to
capture non-WiFi device’s signal strength information, and using information
about device’s power spectral density, models similar to those used in FLUID
that take the spectral overlap [106] into account can be developed. Such models
can provide information about non-WiFi device’s interference impact before
the event of a packet loss and help APs and clients take proactive approaches
to avoid interference.
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We briefly summarize the publications and the broader impact of this thesis
below.
• COLLIE: COLLIE was the first prototype running on top of mainstream
WiFi cards that can discern whether a packet loss was due to a collision
or due to weak signal. COLLIE was published in Infocom 2008 [130],
and it also won the ACM student research competition at MobiCom
2007. COLLIE was successful in highlighting a fundamental drawback in
802.11’s design and has inspired significant follow-on work in the wireless
networking community [42, 88, 90, 91, 96, 142, 143, 144, 157]1 . Our own
enhancements to the multi-AP assisted collision inferencing mechanisms
introduced in COLLIE resulted in a system called PIE [149]. PIE can
quantify both transmitter-side (carrier sensing) and receiver-side (e.g.,
collision) interference for links across an entire WLAN in real-time, and
with no wireless measurement overhead. PIE was published in NSDI
2011.
• Airshark: Airshark was the first research prototype that uses only offthe-shelf WiFi cards to detect the presence of non-WiFi wireless devices
in real-time. Airshark was published in IMC 2011 [131] and has been
featured in many news outlets (e.g., Slashdot, NetworkWorld, CRA research
highlight). Recently, several wireless vendors such as Aruba [10] have also
started working on similar solutions that detect non-WiFi devices using
WiFi cards.
• WiFiNet: WiFiNet was the first system that detects, quantifies and localizes interference impact of various non-WiFi sources using commodity
WiFi hardware alone. WiFiNet was published in NSDI 2012.
• FLUID: FLUID showed that the interference relationships between WiFi
links depend on the channel width of operation. Combined with data
1

As of May 2012, a total of 71 research papers have cited COLLIE according to Google scholar
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scheduling, FLUID showed that significant throughput gains can be
achieved in a enterprise WLAN setting. FLUID was nominated for the
best paper award at MobiCom 2011 and was one of the three papers
fast-tracked to IEEE Transactions of Mobile Computing.
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